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AMIGA 4000
*?

m

No Problem
Specifications

Microprocessor
A4000/40 - Motorola 68040 at 25Mhz
A40Q0/30 - Motorola 68EC030 at 25Mhz
Interfaces
One serial & one parallel port
External floppy drive port
Stereo audio output for hi-fi or monitor
RGB monitor / video port
Mouse & joystick game ports
Internal AT IDE Hard Disk interface
Storage
120Mb IDE Hard Drive
1.76Mb/880K High Density Floppy drive

2x3.5" SHinline drives (1 used)
1x5.25" mounting bay
Audio
4 voice , 8 bit digital audio with stereo output

Memory
A4000/40 - 2Mb 32bit Chip/Display rain 2Mb Fast ram expandable 16Mb
A4000/30 - 1Mb 32bit Chip/Display ram 1 Mb Fast ram expandable 16Mb
Workbench v3 featuring
Multitasking v3 Operating System, Compugraphic outline fonts, PostScript Output
Support, MSDos 720K/ 1.44Mb Disk reader, up to 256 colour Workbench Screens
Graphics & Video
Advanced Graphics Architecture (AGA) Chips
New 256 colour screens, new 262, 144 HamS colour screens from 24 bit

palette of 16.8 million colours, resolutions from 300x200 up to 1280x512
15-31KHz scan rates with mode promotion for dc-intcrlacing screens
Supports 15KHz 1084 Monitors & MultiSync monitors
x4 performance increase over ECS chips
New sprite features: 16, 32 or 64 bit wide screen independent pixel resolution
Backward compatible with ECS and original chip sets

Expansion
4 autoconlig Zorro III expansion slots, 3 PC/AT slots in line with Zorro HI for use
with audio & video digitisers

lp Commodore
For a supplier near you call

{008} 805 067 (outside Sydney metro area)

or (02) 428 7666
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Amiga Peripherals

World of Amiga Specials
Memory Expansion

A500/512K/ switch & battery $55
2 meg A500/0 & clock $89
4 meg A500/0 plus clock $99
A600 1 meg w/clock $99
8 meg A2000/0 $299
A1200 Ram with 68881 /co-pro meg $299
A1 200 Ram with 68881/ 4 Clock Mb $369
A2000/A500 2Meg Chip Ram expander $299
Ram/GVP A500/A2000 HD and AxRam 4 (2meg) $129
A2000/A500 Ram A590/A2091 (51 2K) $65
A2000/A500 Ram A590/A2091 (2 meg) $129
Ram A3000 static column (per 4 meg) $240

A4000/32 bit (per 4 meg) $295

A4000/030
A4000/040
A1200HD

Accessories
External drives

1.44 internal drive

Amiga mouse
Optical mouse
Golden Image Optical mouse
Trackball

Stereo Sound Sampler

Gigamen vertual memory
Hand scanner + OCR

Maestro modems
ZXR 2400 up to 2400 BPS with tax mode
9600 XR V32 modem
144 M up to 14400 BPS/V32/V32 bis

144 FM fax data

Hard drives

A600/A1200 IDE Seagate 2.5 inch 85 meg
A600/A 1200 IDE Connor 2.5 inch 85 meg
A600/A 1200 IDE Seagate 2.5 inch 127 meg
A600/A 1200 IDE Connor 2.5 inch 127 meg
A600/1200 IDE Seagate 2.5 inch 209 meg
SCSI Quantum 52 meg 3.5 inch

SCSI Quantum 85 meg 3.5 inch

SCSI Quantum 127 meg 3.5 Inch

SCSI Quantum 170 meg 3.5 inch

SCSI Quantum 240 meg 3.5 Inch

SCSI Quantum 525 meg 3.5 inch

SCSI Quantum 1 .05 gb 3.5 inch

SCSI Quantum 1 .225 gb 3.5 inch

GForce 25 Mhz 68882 1 mb
GForce 40 Mhz 68882 4 mb

$2799
$3899
$CALL

$115

$CALL
$25

$54

$59

$49.95

$69.99

$99

$369

$389

$479

$529

$579

$449

$479

$559

$629

$799

$375

$399

$489

$489

$699

$1499

$1999

$2399

$979

$1579

Computer Man
PO Box E265, Perth 6001

61 1 Beaufort Street, Mt Lawley Perth

018 911 011 or 09 328
6050 WA
9062

Editorial

World of Commodore
It's show time. World of

Commodore Amiga 1993 -

three days of paradise for

Amiga owners. Looking at the

exhibitor list, this year's show
promises to be bigger and bet-

ter than ever before. Inside this

issue of Australian Commo-
dore and Amiga Review you'll

find a complete show guide,

floor plan and a coupon to save

$2 off the entry price. See pages 1 6 to 21 and 79.

During the show, several significant new products for the

Amiga will be launched in the video and animation areas.

With so many exhibitors, it shouldn't be too hard to find

someone showing off the product you're looking for.

Be sure to bring your money too and allow a solid day to

catch a seminar or two, grab a go on the Virtual Reality

machine (all Amiga underneath of course) and snap up some
of the software bargains. I'll be on the Commodore Review

stand, along with some of our writers. So why not come and

see how much worse we all look in real life!

We're looking forward to hearing your suggestions about

the magazine and we will also try to answer any Amiga related

questions you might have. As usual, we'll have lots of back

issues available too, along with a range of PD software. See

you there!

Home Computer Show Report
Last month we exhibited at the Sydney Home Computer

Show.

Around 27,500 people visited the exhibition over three

days. It was a noisy affair, reminiscent of the PC shows at

Sydney's cramped Centrepoint venue in the early eighties.

Not wanting to be left out, we added to the energy level by

pumping out a high volume Amiga multimedia presentation.

It managed to leave most PC owners very impressed and

maintained a steady crowd at the front of the stand.

Sigmacom showed off the Opal card, GVP sound sampler

and G-Lock. Amadeus were also present with all the latest

Amiga productivity titles and Commodore turned up on one

corner of the Brash's stand. There the A4000 and A 1 200 were

demonstrated by a number of enthusiastic Commodore guys

who were also busy letting visitors know about World of

Commodore.

Overall, it was a great show. Hopefully we will see more

Amiga support next year, if indeed the dale is not so close to

World of Commodore.

Front Cover
This month's front cover was rendered using Real 3D V2

by Gerard Pudsey and Kari Dewet. The image is 1 500 x 2000

in 24-bit. It was colour separated using Professional Page 4.0,

Andrew FarreH

ACAR 2



the Building Blocks of Better Video

G-Lock Makes Your Video Connections With:

• Genlock features for crisp overlays of scrolling, or static titles,

graphics over live video and recording to videotape with high

quality results.

• Simple, intuitive mouse-driven software control panels. Full

ARcxx, CLI interfaces and Workbench interfaces.

• Software selection of 2 composite video inputs or 1 Y/C
(S-Video) input.

• Software selection or mixing of 2 audio inputs with bass and

treble control.

• Software-driven video processing amplifier, [proc amp) offering

complete real-time signal processing control, including hue,

brightness, saturation and more.

• Software-controlled RGB color splitter compatible with video

digitizers like Newtek's Digi-View™.

• Built-in transcoder converts input video to composite, Y/C,

RGB or YUV outputs.

• Full ECS/AGA support for full compatibility with new A1200

and A4000 systems!

• Compatible with popular titling software like AmigaVision™,

Scala-Multimedia 200™ and Gold Disk's Video Director™.

• Separate versions available for standards around the world.

Compatible with NTSC, PAL and SECAM,

HGVP

Video: A Cut Above
G-Lock's six video control

panels enable you to perform

a wide array of special effects

on still or motion video

including ...

Colorizing for unique visual

effects.

Creating your own "classic"

black and white videos using the Colorkill feature

Color filter effects.

High-quality keying effects with bitplane or

chroma keying.

Manual or automatic (ARexx triggered] fades

and cuts.

Audio: Sound Designs
G-Lock's dual-input audio panel switches, mixes and shapes

sound for effects such as ...

Combining stereo channels or separate inputs without a "Y" adaptor.

Treble and bass equalization.

Plus, add DSS8 or any Amiga created/modified digital audio

samples to your final mix!

Professional video processing + audio processing + a powerful

but simple interface + creative special effects, make
G-Lock the cornerstone of your multimedia productions!

Distributed In Austral B y
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UPDATE COLUMN

The big news is that we are

moving! From 26th June we will

be at our new address - 33

Alleyne St, Chatswood.
Obviously we will have new
phone numbers, but will inform

you of those next month.

Meanwhile we wili have phone

and address diverts so you won't

lose contact with us. One thing

is for sure - our move will not

mean any lessening of the back-

up service we are famous for.

Because of the vast number of

products we have to move over

to Chatswood, we have offered

our retailers Amiga games at a

discount, so look for them (with

the Pactronics Label) when you

go shopping.

C64 Owners - we know you are

having trouble finding software,

mice, joysticks etc. Just call us

on (02) 748 4700 (it'll be diverted)

and we'll send you a full list you

can order from, through your

local shop or mail order from

Computer Spot (008) 252 130.

Amiga Owners - we now have

RAM expansions for A500, A600
and A1200. For AMOS users

AMOS Pro Compiler should be

here by the time you are reading

this, as should the new book,

Mastering Amiga Amos which

covers Amos, Easy Amos and

Amos Professional. I know (by

your numerous phone calls to

the Amos club) how many of you

have been waiting for these two

new products!

More information next month.
=** en «3 p iy i.a , 8 a Cams™ 5^ gbmnta , NSW (03) 748 4 TOO

jjgPactronics

Amiga Hardware
Comparisons

On CompuServe, there's been some

hilariously funny quotes on the subject

of Amiga hardware comparisons. For

example, a post from D Bieber compar-

ing computers and fast food. (We've

modified it slightly to make it under-

standable downunder.)

"Personally, the Mac is NOT user-

friendly. It is minimalist/common-de-

nominator. Or, to put it in hamburger

terms Amiga => Pizza Hut ("have it

your way" > CLI/Windows/expansion

slots), Macintosh -> McDonalds [don't

look so surprised] (take it as we make

it...), MS-DOS systems => "here's a

cow, tomatoes, charcoal ... bring your

own knife ..."

Denny Atkin's version is a little

tougher on the Mac. He says: "Well, I'd

go for it this way: Amiga = Aston Mar-

tin. Fast, smoooth ride, but much harder

to get parts and accessories for. Won-
derful for the autobahn, but sometimes

problematic on Main Street. Far more

popular in Britain.

"486 = '85 Chevy Camaro. Good
performance, nowhere near as tight and

smooth as the Porsche. Parts and add-

ons can be found at any auto store, and

even Sears. Great for in-town driving,

but can't keep up with or take corners

with the Porsche on windy country

roads. Annoying grinding sound in rear

axle. Your friends have heard of it.

"Mac = VW Microbus. All your hip-

pie artists friends drive them."

Local contributions to the Amiga
metaphor collection are welcome. The

best entry will receive a free one year

subscription.

Amiga Removes
Birth Marks

I thought you might be able to use

this spotting in your magazine. On May
the 10th I was watching the Ray Martin

Show when Dr Wright came on with a

story about treating birthmarks with la-

sers in a Sydney hospital. It sounded

interesting so I keep watching and to

my surprise and absolute delight the

whole process was being run by an

Amiga. I think it was an A3000 but I

couldn't really see it properly.

Anyway firstly the doctor would lay

the patient down and then draw a blue

outline around the birthmark. (Note the

patient had to be given anesthetic). Next

the computer would digitize the area

and a pretty nifty piece of software

would map out the path the laser would

follow. Finally the doctor would click

OK and off would go the laser, slowly

removing the birthmark ail under the

control of our beloved Amiga.

I bet that would have to be one of the

most interesting sightings ever. So how
about a free subscription? Well, you

can't blame me for trying, can you.

Glenn Chivers

Maryborough Vic

Ed: No I can't. Well spotted, your

subscription will commence from luly.

Dark Justice

I'm just writing to say how much I

enjoy reading your magazine each

month and to add my bit to the media

spottings of our favourite computer the

PC-XT ... oops please read Amiga.

This sighting is quite obscure and

definitely deserves a really big prize,

(maybe a year's subscription). The show

is called Dark Justice, They didn't show

the computer so I can't say what model

it was, but I got a good look at the

1084s monitor that we are all familiar

with and a glimpse of Workbench 2.

They were using the Amiga to get into

the police records, of somebody.

I think you have an excellent maga-

zine and particularly like the Hot PD
section (being a modem user). I also

think your features are excellent.

Andrew Quinn, Penrith NSW

ACAR



SCALA
Everybody's talking multimedia revolution. T MM;)11 .

Allow us to light the fuse. %**ZZ?S**

A lot of apples were bruised
when we first introduced
Scala, the professional pres-

entation package.
With the new Scala

MultiMedia MM200, they

will be blown into oblivion!

Let us introduce a few of the

features that make Scala

MM200 combined with the

Amiga the world's most
powerful multimedia

environment:

\*f Scala EX
A revolutionary new plug &
play system, for the inte-

gration of laserdisk, still

video, MIDI, or CDTV sound
in your Scala presentation.

Extra EX'es, such as 24 bit

graphic support and VCR
control are also available.

I
Scala Wipes

More than 80 amazing,

smooth and professional

transitions provide possi-

bilities previously unseen on
the Amiga.

Scala Sound
Enhance your presentations

with voice-over, music and
special sound effects! Scala

offers total control of

recording and play-back.

yNw Scala Shuffler
Instant viewing of your
whole presentation! You can
see up to 112 pages at one
time. Simply shuffle them
around with the mouse!

f\ Scala Sitapload
A series of advanced tech-

niques make Scala load and
display pictures and anima-
tions faster than any other

package!

9 Stain Buttons
Creating interactive hotspots
has never been so easy! Scala

MM200 even includes full

support of variables.

Scala LINGUA
The multimedia language
Lingua with its close link to

ARexx puts the advanced
user in total control!

AnimLab
With this bonus program you
can make your animations

play up to four times faster!

The press writes:
"The word multimedia has
been battered and misused...

Scala on the other hand,

know exactly what multi-

media is and what to do with
it! Amiga User International (UK)

"...the best program in show
business." Amiga Format (UK)

"Scala MM200 is the kind of

software that many serious

users simply cant't afford to

be without." Amiga Computing (UK)

Scala MM200
— for video titling, training,

business presentations, inter-

active use — or any multi-

media combination.

For a close leek at the
market leader in multi-
media software, contact
your dealer today!

The Scala main menu,

HlTie SCALA group:

Oslo, Copenhagen, London,

Amsterdam, Stockholm,

Washington DC.

-W*n\km.i

<^r

Scroll (erf by Scala. The Scala edit menu. It's a Scala world! The Scala Shuffler.
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Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

SCALA
Why make it harder?



Notepad
ACE AmigaBasic

Compiler
Are you looking for extra speed from

your AmigaBasic programs? ACE is a

Public Domain Amiga BASIC compiler

which, in conjunction with A68K and

Blink, produces ready -to-run programs.

No special run-time shared libraries are

required.

The language is both a subset and

superset of AmigaBASIC with many

features not found in the latter such as:

turtle graphics, recursion, SUBs with

return values, structures, arguments, in-

clude files, a better WAVE command

which allows for large waveforms, ex-

ternal references, named constants and

several extra functions.

In total, ACE currently supports some

150 commands and functions. ACE is

still under development, but is quite us-

able in its present form. It's been tested

on machines ranging from an A 1000

running Wb 1 .3 with 512K of RAM to

a 68030 machine running Wb 3.0 with

5M of RAM. For moderately large pro-

grams to compile however, 1M is re-

quired.

To organise your copy, call Prime

Artifax on (02) 879 7455, The disk sells

for $5 including postage and packing.

NextAmiga Graphics
Chips: AAA2

(Or why we don't have Wolfenstein

If). The new AAA2 chipset in develop-

ment now has a number of enhance-

ments planned including chunky pixel

mode. So what is it, you ask? A Chunky

pixel is one byte which contains the

color of the same point on your moni-

tor, so you can easily get the colour of a

pixel just by Peek-ing or a Move. b. Nor-

mally you would have to go through all

the bitplanes to read 1 bit and then com-

bine all those bits to get the actual col-

our of that pixel.

The Chunky pixel method will be a

lot faster if you want to know which

color a specific pixel has, but it also is a

lot faster for programs that calculate

objects one pixel at a time and store it.

In chunky mode you just Poke or

Move.b it to the right location and con-

tinue processing the next pixel, instead

of having to split the pixel up in bits and

then set/clear the bits it in the corre-

sponding Bitplanes.

PCs have used the Chunky pixel

method for a long time now, and that's

the reason why games like X-Wing, Cas-

tle Wolfenstein, Alone in the Dark and

Comanche maximum overkill are a lot

faster in Texture mapping (ie. Real

timescaling and rotation) than games

like Legend of Valour on Amiga, be-

cause all games of this type calculate

the rotation/scaling one pixel at the time

and then store it ... so when C= imple-

ments a Chunky converter or a Chunky

screenmode then Amiga will have the

best oi both worlds and will again blow

PC games like X-wing away by far, as it

should be !

IBM Emulation
on a Disk

PC-Task, a locally developed soft-

ware based MS-DOS emulator for the

Amiga, has reached version 2.0. The

program uses your Amiga hardware so

the faster you make your Amiga the

faster emulation gets. You can get your

Amiga running a screen as an IBM-PC
with just a few clicks of the mouse but-

ton. The only thing not supplied is MS-
DOS.

The program features: MDA and

CGA graphic adapter emulation. Up to

two floppy drives emulated. Two emu-

lated hard drives either File or Partition

types. Serial and parallel port emulation

and mouse emulation.

New features include: EGA and VGA
graphic adapter emulation. Some
CDROM support. Better mouse emula-

tion. BetterCGA emulation. Better Hard

Disk Partition Support. Some speed ups

in MDA and CGA emulation. Support

for serial and parallel ports besides the

defaults. Many other little improve-

ments.

Current registered users who are

down for an update should all receive

the new version by the end of May. The

update is $I0AUD or$!0USD for other

registered users. For a copy of the demo

version, which cannot write to disk, call

Prime Artifax on (02) 879 7455 or the

author on (03) 802 8513.

Newtek Introduces

-

New Toaster

At the NAB Show, Las Vegas, Ne-

vada, Newtek launched the A4000 ver-

sion of the famous Video Toaster. This

is good news for Commodore and it's

Amiga Tip of the

Month
by Robert Glover

One of the little things I' ve wanted

to do with my Workbench directories

are alphabetize the icons. I had hoped

there was a way to do it without ar-

ranging them by hand. There is!

Open the window in which you

want to alphabetize the icons. Select

all of the icons in that window (Right-

Amiga A), and choose UnSnapshot

from the Icons pull-down menu. Now
select Update from the Window pull-

down menu. The disk will whir (or

make whatever noise your particular

hard drive makes), and all of the icons

will appear at once - alphabetically.

Now choose Snapshot Window Only

from the Windows menu, and you're

set. If you resize the window, just be

sure that you only snapshot the win-

dow, and the icons will take the form

of that window.

AGAR 6



Rocket Science Made Simple
...HIGH FLIER VERSUS "SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED"

Some 24 bit video boards make you pay

your money and take your chances. You take a

chance that they'll be up and flying in the future.

You take another chance that all the

"enhancements" they promised will be around

tomorrow. Or that they'll be around tomorrow.

Why take any chances when GVP has everything on your
countdown list today!

. IV24"

Integrated video genlock. , (gj
1.5MB24-bit, 16.8M color fame buffer. <g$
Real-time framegrabber/digitizer <j5
De-interlaced video flicker eliminator CE$

VIU-S" with RGB, composite, S-VHS

input/outputs. <j5
Optional VIU-CT' pro-grade componentnanscoder

(Betacam, M-ll compatible) input/outputs <&$
2-way moveable, sizeableHP

g
1 image retouching/processing. (j5

Video switcher transitions (g$
Real-time24 bitpaint <g5
Animation/3-D rendering (j5

V2.0 Software with-'

Caligari Broadcast

.Included $2399 i

HGVP

The VIU Advantage:
GVP is serious about video! So IV24's

Video Interface Unit gives you more choices for

inputting and outputting video signals than any

other Amiga® peripheral on the market. Nobody
else gives you a VIU splitter, let alone one that

does so much. IV24's VIU manages video from computer
sources, component tape formats, composite video, even broadcast

professional formats—in any combination you can imagine.

Software Mission Control

Desktop Darkroom'" * Capture images in Desktop Darkroom or

bring stills in from other applications for professional

processing and retouching, using filters, special effects and
color separation.

MyLAD" • Hot-switch between two video sources with 50

packaged video transitions for live action production studio

effects.

Macropaint-IV24'* 2.0 • (New release—Significantly enhanced!]

Paint 24 bit graphics from a stunning palette of 16.8 million

colors. Then key video over graphics or graphics over video.

Access ARexx scripts directly.

Caligari24'" • IV24's newest software bonus is a complete 3-D

modeling/animation/rendering package. Desktop animation's

future—on your Amiga today.

IV24 is on the launching pad today, awaiting your order for

lift off. The decision—how to spend your video future-
airborne at full thrusters...or grounded, waiting for parts?

Dittribut d In Australi. By
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TUPsoft
Phone: (02) 482-7040 Fax: (02) 476-5736

P.O. Box 47 Hornsby NSW 2077

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices listed are Recommended Retail Prices only.

Australian Distributors for
Final Copy II - Release 2. $1 99.00
See double page ad in this issue for details.

Look for the" Aust. & NZ supported" sticker before you

buy - your guarantee of local support & upgrades.

Soft Faces Vol. 1-4 $99.00
Outline fonts for use with Final Copy & Final Copy II

Each package contains 25 high quality typefaces.

Proper Grammar II $79.00
Check your documents for errors in grammar, style

spelling and punctuation. Works with most popular

word processors.

PageStream 2.2 $299.00
The Professional Amiga* Desktop publisher - from dot

matrix to Postscript. Publishers pack including Art

Expression now available - RRP $449.

Hot Links / Hot Links Editions $79 /1 65
Share data in real time between Hot Links compatible

programs. Hotl inks Editions includes Pageliner and

BME (now with auto-trace.)

Art Expression $269.00
The Professional Illustrator program - powerful yet

easy to use. Uses Soft-Logik and Type 1 Postscript

fonts. Includes BME (with auto-trace).

TypeSmith $225.00
The Professional Outline Font Editor. Edit Compugraphic,

PostScript and Soft-Logik fonts. Convert fonts between

formats. Imports and exports DR2D structured drawings.

Ami-Back $79.00
Back up to floppy, hard disk or tape. Image backups of

any partition. Compression and unattended backup etc...

Ami-Back Tools $79.00
Optimise disks, recover deleted files, repairs corrupt disk

structure. Fast and reliable. Online help.

Ami-Back + Tools $1 39.00
All-in-one data backup & hard disk repair & maintenance.

PC-Task $64.95
IBM Emulator for the Amiga* - Fully multitasking.

Hard disk support.Now with VGA display modes.

LinkUP! $59.95
Transfer data between your Sharp Organizer* and your

Amiga*. Formatted printing of data. Superbase support.

Kill Da Virus $24.95

The Ultimate Virus Killer - kills 216 viruses.

Keep Track $79.95
Customer contact-oriented database with integrated

diary, calendar and to-do list.

PowerPacker Professional 4.0 $39.95
Compress files to increase your storage capacity.

UPGRADES & CROSS-GRADES available

Call for details
'All Trade marts Acknowledged

put the Amiga back in the spot light as industry magazines

and television recognised the Amiga and Toaster (yet again)

was still the best value desktop video solution on the US

market.

And what about a PAI toaster'? Well, there's still no news

as yet. Our best hope is the Opal Vision board modules

which should be launched this month - check out their stand

at World of Commodore, July 2-4.

The new Toaster has a switcher with four video inputs

and three internal digital sources, close to 300 video effects,

an integrated graphics loader, a 24-bit character generator,

and a new paint system. The Toaster also runs LightWave

3D, a three-dimensional modeling, rendering and animation

system, and ToasterPaint, a video paint system.

The company announced that Lightwave will be used to

create graphic effects for Steven Spielberg's SeaQuest DSV,

coming out this autumn on NBC TV in the US. The Toaster

also works with local area networks, including Novell

NetWare, meaning it can be the video element in a corporate

network.

Other New Video Hardware -

There's been a few name changes and specification

changes to the DMI range, which are slowly appearing in

Australia in small quantities. The Video Editmaster is now

two products: DMI Digital MediaCaster - Full motion real-

time MPEG video playback outputs to NTSC, PAL, S-

Video, and RGB Analog. 24 bit colour. Single step and slow

motion playback. Fits 2000, 3000, 4000.

The second version is the Digital BraadCaster non linear

editing system. It features full motion JPEG technology

(formerly known as Digital Editmaster), direct 32 bit pixel

bus. SMPTE time code read/write. 720x486 resolution. For

more information contact Ami-Tech, Color Computer Sys-

tems or G-Soft, see advertisements in this issue.

Commodore Marketing US
At the recent World of Commodore Show in New York,

Geoff Stilley, Vice President of Sales at Commodore US,

had some interesting things to say about marketing the

Amiga.

The first thing Mr Stilley did after greeting his audience

was to go through a list of the new products shipped in 1992,

which were the A3000/O4O, A600, A 1200, and the A4000/

040. Then he described the way Commodore US prioritized

their market focus:

1) Video: He explained that the Amiga is the "de facto"

standard in computer video and that their efforts would be to

push the Amiga usage to higher levels in this area.

2) Training: Mr. Stilley explained that Amigas are widely

used in training situations and that President Clinton's train-

ing/re-training policies would create a good market for the

Amiga.

continued on page 12
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Expand Your Horizons
With the world's largest family of GVP productivity-enhancing peripherals for Amiga 500, 600 and

INTRODUCING
The A1200 SCSI/RAM*
and A1230TURBO+
Take full advantage of the Amiga

1 200 with these powerful new addi-

tions to the GVP line.

A 1230 TURBO+
Stepped-up payioad—down-to-earth price

• 40MHz 68ECQ30 processor.

• 1MB 32-bit (50ns RAM, incrementally

expandable to 32MB.

• FPU socket for optional 40 MHz
math coprocessor (for intensive float-

ing-point operations like animation!.

• GVF's exclusive Kickstart Remap-

ping Technology copies Kickstart

ROM into Fast RAM for accelerated

performance.

• Fits in "trap-door" slot for easy instal-

lation. Maintains A1200 warranty.

A1200SCSI\RAM+
Economical SCSI workstation versatility

• Includes high-speed DMA SCSI Hard

Disk Controller. Attach up to 7

other external SCSI peripherals.

1MB standard with onboard 32-bit,

60ns, wait-state RAM expansion,

(expandable to 8MB).

FPU socket for optional math coprocessor. :

A530 Turbo

Turbo-charged ASM Enhancer

• Amiga WotId called it "the best

A500 Expansion Box ever." Turbo's

68ECD30 40MHi CPU powers your

most intensive applications more
than 10 times faster, for A300Q-

surpassing performance.

• High-speed DMA SCSI hard disk con-

troller with internal hard disk.

• Access up to 8MB of 32-bit RAM.
• Unique mini-slot for further expandability

• Instant expandability for up to 7 SCSI

devices

•68862 FPU socket.

A500-HD8+
Classic A500 Enhancer

• Value-packed with many A530-Turbo >

features.

• Up to 8MB fast RAM expansion.

• High-speed DMA SCSI hard disk con-
]

troller with internal hard disk,

• Instant expandability for up to 7 SCSI i

devices.

• Unique mini-slot for further expand- ]

ability.

GVP/PC286"
A5Q0 PC/286 Emulator

• Fits in the mini-slot of the A530 Turbo
\

or A500HD8+ to emulate a "286-16" '

PC, MS-DOS/Windows compatible. \

512K dedicated PC memory + Amiga

memory sharing, CGA-VGA mono
display emulation, 8QC287 FPU
socket.

Great values for
the entire Amiga line

G-Lock"
• The industry's most versatile and

well-engineered genlock board for

professional titling and graphic

applications.

• Powerful, intuitive software inter-

faces,

« Video and audio special effects.

1200 computers
A1230 TURBO*"'

A12O0SCSI/BAM+-
• Generate

"composites,"
AS30 Turbo

aging or missing A5O0-HD8+
person simulations.

• integrated, GW/PC286"
Amiga-style

^^~

interface compatible
DSS8

with any Amiga, CineMorph
DCTV™ orHAM-E~
sysrem. ImageFX

• Record, edit and compose digital

audio samples in real time for multi-

media audio mixes,

• MIDI-in capability with direct inter-

face between sequencer and editor.

• Graphic editing and composition of

wave forms.

• Dozens of effects and features make

this the most comprehensive S-bit

Amiga digital audio device.

CineMorph
Morphing Special Effects Software

• Powerful enough for professional

morph results, but easy enough for

novice use.

tmageFX-
Image Compositing Software

Digital retouching with the most

complete set of filters, color gradi-

ents, image distortions, masks, and

text handling tools on the market.

• Converts your Amiga into an image

prepress/color correction system

with CMYK, RGB, HSV, and YUV.
• Scan in or framegrab (rom virtually

any image capturing device.

» Includes CineMorph features, at no

extra charge.

When it comes to a sheer range of

innovative products, uncompromis-

ing excellence and comprehensive

customer support—one company
consistently outperforms the rest.

World-class performance—it's what

you expect from the world's #1 Amiga

peripherals company.

$**>--HGVP

Distributed In Australia By
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0. DO ¥0UMMWIHIVB CATALOGUE TET?

A. CALL, WRITE OR
FAX US TODAY TO OBTAIN

YOUR FREE COPY!!

V ADD AN EXTRA1

-* HARD DRIVE TO
YOUR A1200

(FREE INSTALLATION!)

40Mb.
85Mb.
120Mb

$279-
$555-
$665-

if you have any questions please give us b call'

HARD DRIVE
MECHANISMS
Quantum SCSI
Quantum SCSI
Quantum SCSI
Maxtor SCSI-ll

Quantum SCSI
Quantum SCSI
Quantum SCSI-ll

A1200/A600 80 Mb HD
A1200/A600 120Mb HD

40Mb ELS
85Mb ELS
105Mb LPS
120Mb
127Mb ELS
170Mb ELS
240Mb LPS

399.00
409.00
475.00
449.00
499.00
539.00
679.00
515.00
625.00

BIGGER & SCSI II DRIVES AVAILABLE

How To Order ??
'Mail Order/ Phone Order

"Visit our Showroom!
* We Accept:

Visa, B/Canf, M.'Card.Bnnk Cheque,

Personal Cheqwa, Money Ori ere

Phone For Prices, Availability 4 Postage!

LLo
FULL RANGE AMIGA
MODEMS STARTING

Call For Information! AT 5299.00

AMIGA SOFTWARE
AMOS 3D $ 88- OO
AMOS Compiler $ 65.00
AMOS Professional $165.00
ATalkUl $ 69.95
Aladdin 4D (OVC) $434.95
Ami-Back 2.0 $ 67.95
Ami-Back Tools $ 69.95
Ami-Back P lus Tool s $ 1 19.95
Anim Workshop S 74.9S
Art Department Conversion Pack $ 84.96
Art Department Epson Drivers $135.00

$249,00
$ 69.95
S 59.95
$ 69.95
$349.OO
$ 97.50
ISOON
$156.00
$155.00
$155.00
$357.OO
$459.00
$159,95
$ 64.95
$ 76.95
$ 64.95
$ 59.95
$1 19.00
$ 54.95
$ 29.95
$ 52.50
$ 79.95
$ 29.95
$ 74.95
$ 29.95

SO.00
52.50

Art Department Pro 2.3 A/£W/(OVC) $239.00
Art Expression
Bars & Pipes Creativity Kit

Bars & Pipes MultiMedia Kit

Bars & Pipes Pro Studio Kit

Bars & Pipes Professional II

BeardMaster
Brilliance
Broadcast Fonts 3D
Broadcast Fonts 3D Caligarl 2
Broadcast Fonts 3D Lightwave
Broadcast Tiller 2
Broadcast T I tier 2 Hi-Res
Broadcast Tltler Font Pack 2
Buddy System AmigaDos V2.04
Buddy System Deluxe Paint IV

Buddy System Imagine
Buddy System Pagestream
C-Nel V2.6
CDTV Case O/T Cautious Condor
CDTV Classic Cookbook
CDTV Fantastic Voyage
CDTV Fred Fish VI .6
CDTV NASA the 25th Year
CDTV Sherlock Holmes
CDTV Snoopy
CDTV Trivial Pursuit (SPECIAL)
CDTV The Connoisseur Art
Calagarl 24
Calculus
Can Do Pro Pak 1

Can Do V2.0
Cinemorph
Commodore Release V2.1 Kit

Contact V2.0
Cross Dos V5.0 I Cross PC
Cycleman (Suit Imagine)
Cygnus Ed Professional V2
Deluxe Paint 4.1
Deluxe Paint 4.5 AGA
Deluxe Paint 111

Design Works
Directory Opus V4
Disney Animation Studio
Distant Suns V4.1
Doctor Ami
Dos to Dos
Easy AMOS
Electric Thesaurus
Essence for Imagine
Final Copy II Release 2 (UK Diet)
Flow
Glga Mem V2
Helm
Hfsoft Dev Pack 3
Home Accounts 2
Home Office Kit Deluxe
Hyperbook
Image FX
imagemaster Pro V9.50
Imagine 2 PAL
* Please note: Prices with SCALL were unknown a

(OVC) Denotes

(OVC) $475.00
$ 59.95
S 52.50
S1B7.00
$159.00
$ 99.95
$ 74.00
$ 54.95
$ £9.95
$ 91.95
$164.95
$221.95
$ 94.95
$ 75.00
$104.95
$ 78.95
$ 69.96
$ 57.96
$ 54.95
$ 84.95
$ 56.95
$ 74.95
$169.00
$ 69.95
$133.95
$185.00
$122.95
$129.00
$185.00
$ 99.95

(OVC) $399.00
(OVC) $179.00
(OVC) $279.OO

Infoflle
Intro CAD Plus
KARA Anim Fonts 4
KARA Anim Fonts 5
KARA Fonts Headlines 2
KARA Head Line Fonts 3
KAHA Head Line Fonts 4
KARA Star Fields
Kind Words 3
Mac to DOS
Mapmaster Suit Imagine
Maxi Plan 4
Mint Office
Morph Plus
Morphus tor Imagine
Newtek Media Station
No Virus
PC-Task
PageStream HotLlnks VI. 1

Pagesetter V3
Pagestream Font Classic
Pagestream Font Newsletter
Pagestream Font Pack 1

Pagestream V2.2 SHotlinks V1.1
Pascal High Speed
PatchMeister (Bars & Pipes)
Pelican Press
Pixel 3D
Playmatton
Power Copy V3
Power Packer Professional V4
Prlntmaster Plus
Pro Fonts Volume 1

Pro Fonts Volume 2
Pro Page V4 & Pro Draw Bundle
ProWrite 3.3
Professional Gate V2 AGA
Professional Page 3.0
Professional Page V4
Proper G rammer II

Quarterback V5.02
Quarterback Tools Plus
QuickWrite
Real 3D V2
SAS C V6 Dev System
Scala 500
Scala MM211
Scapemaker V2.0
Scapemaker V3.0
Scenery Animator 2
SoftClipart Animals
SoftCIJ part Classic
SoftClipart Collectors
SoftClipart People
Soft Faces Vol 1

SoftFaces Vol 2
SoftFaces Vol 3
SoftFaces Vol 4
Super Desk Jet Drivers V2
Super Jam V1.1
Superbase Personal II

Superbase Pro 4 V1.2
Sync Pro +
TV Paint
True Print 24

$ 50,00
$ 79.96
$ 57.SO
S 57.50
S 69.96
S 74.96
$ 74.95
$ 67 .60
$1 19.95
$122.95
$ 69.95
$151.95
$124.96

(OVC) $249.00
$102.96
$199.00
$ 29.96
$ 59.95
$139.95
$ 89.96
$199.00
$1 14.95
$ 79.95
$273.95
$186.00
$ 94.96
$ 92.50
$199.00
$399,0O
$ 91-96
$ 37.60
$ 66.96
$ 35.95
$ 35.95
$399.00
$ 94.96
$169.O0
$139.00
$219.00
$ 84.95
$ 66.96
$ CALL
$ 49.95

(OVC) $699^00
$419.00
$129.00
$399.00
£ 39.96
$ 74.96

(OVC)$ 87.95
$ ~

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
£

TypeSmiih
Video Director
Virtual Reality Studio V2
Visionalre
Vista Pro 3
Wordworth V2
Your Family Tree

the lime of publication. Please call for current prices!
' '(Slot* Compatiblity

74.95
69.95
77,50
69.95
94 95
94.95
94.95
94.95
47.50

$146.00
$109.95
$295.00
$379.00
$ CALL
$ 69.96
$199.00
$199.OO
$ 99.95
$129.95

(OVC)$ 89.95
$289.00
S 79.96



MEMORY CHIPS
2MB RAM SUIT ASOO/A2000 HARD DRIVES $ 140-

4MB 32-BIT SIMM SUIT GVP 030 G-FORCE CARDS $ 349-
1/2MB RAM SUIT COM MODOREA590/A2091 $ 37-
2 MB RAM SUIT COMMODORE A500/A2091 5 135-
1Mb 32BII Simm $110-
2Mb 32Bit Simm , $ 195-

4Mb 32Bit Simm $ 275-
8Mb 32Bit Simm $ 520-

* A5O0S12KRAM EXPANSION * 69-
* A500 AX-RAM 4MB EXPANSION (OK) $ 139-

•A600 Pyramid 1Mb RAM OR CBM 1MB RAM EXPANSION (A601) .. S 119-
* A6O0 16BIT PCM/CIA CREDIT CARD HAM 2MB 5 299-
" AS00 16BIT PCM/CIA CREDIT CARD RAM 4MB 5 469-

A2000 GVP SERIES II HARD CARD UP TO EMB RAM J 295-

AX-20O0 2Mb Chip RAM CARD J 319-

M EXPANSION

WQ®Q Video Digitizer Suit
All Amiga's

AGA Modes Supported

ACCELERATORS &
RAM EXPANSION 4&

A500: V
* GVP A530+ 030 40Mhz 4Mb RAM From%-[2$9-
* VXL 030 25Mhz No Co-Pro 0Mb J 299.
' VXL 030 25Mhz with 68381 Co-Pro From $ 439-
VXL 32Bit RAM 2Mb (Suit Above VXL 030) 5 475-

' VXL 32Bil RAM 8Mb (Suit Above VXL 030) 3 699-

A1200:
CSA Twelve Gauge 030 50Mhz. MMU. 0Mb RAM $1299
DKBA1202 16Mhz with 68881 & Clock 0Mb $349-

* GVP At 200 SCSI Cont- with No Co- Pro &0Mb.... $519-
* GVP A1 200 SCSI Cont- with 33Mhz 68882 & 4Mb $ 939-
*GVP A1230 030 with No Co-Pro &0Mb $875-
* GVP A1230 030 & 68882 40Mhz WITH 4MB RAM $1235
* Microboties M8X1200 with 68881 0Mb $ 349-
* Microboties MBX1 200z with clock & 68881 0Mb... $ 349-

A2000:
GVP G-Force 030 25Mhz with 68882 & 1 Mb RAM $1049

* GVP G-Force 030 40Mhz with 68882 & 4Mb RAM $1525
GVP G-Force 040 33Mhz $2150

A3000:
* GVP A3000 G-Force 040 28Mhz With 2Mb RAM... $2499

itQ&

iV NEW MODULES NOW ON DISPLAY

^OpaMsion MAIN BOARD. $ CALL
tfOpaMsion VIDEO PROCESSOR. $ CALL

a^ f oi°
urS tiOpalViston VIDEO SUITE $ CALL

j^fto* Q OpalVisfon SCAN-RATE CONVERTER % LATE '93
Graphics Tablets Available $CALL

Australian Owned,

Australian Design, Australian Support!

(Package deals available)

"Call to arrange a DEMO TODAY!"

"Awesome, Spectacular, Amazing, Brilliant, Wonderful"

Here's just some of the HUGE range of software
already compatible with OpalVision:

Art Department, Aladdin 4D, Calagri 24, imagine,
Image FX, ImageMaster, MorphPlus, Real 3D V2.....

^GVPjf GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS

Hard Disk Drives
SuitA500/A2000

FULL 2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICING £ SIZES!

FULL RANGE OF GVP PRODUCTS AVAILABLE £ ON DISPLAY

ixmMJJatu
SPARE PARTS
AVAILABLE

FULL RANGE OF COMMODORE COMPUTERS
& ACCESSORIES

Best Service & Package deals please Calf !

V2.05 ROMS
$31.30

GREATVALLEY PRODUCTS

DSS-r
-

EK§f
o SYQUEST

88Mb Removable
Drive

8Bit Sound Sampler QiQQ 00
Syquest 88Mb removable SCSI external drive complete

with cables & manuals

MVB PRICE $975-UOftttMA>t %m0-

r*
jrVxe\en Amiga Optical Mouse $59-95

Dedicated to the Amiga 6- it's Customers! Bty> ML

" The AMIGA Specialists I

"

AUTHORISED

Commodore
DEALER

Melway Ref: Page 51 AST

ISI 506 Dorset Road,
Croydon, Victoria, 3136.

-*Ph: (03)7256255
p^* Fax: (03) 725 6766 e a oe

it WE DON'T JUST SELL AMIGA'S WE USE THEM,
THIS ADVERTISEMENT WAS PRODUCED ENTIRELY ON AN AMIGA COMPUTER!

" Prices Subject to change without Notice



3) Presentation Development: He
mentioned that powerful software like

Amiga Vision and Scaia MM200 enable

a lot of people to create effective and

creative presentations on their Amigas.

4) Kiosk Developers: He explained

that Amiga was gaining more and more

ground every day in the market of ki-

nsks. He said that Commodore had or-

ders of about 20 to 30 thousand ma-

chines for kiosk use.

5) The User Base: He said that Com-

modore wanted to give the users what

they wanted and support developers.

Then he proceeded by talking about

Commodore's advertising strategies. He

explained that their idea was to adver-

tise the Amiga with ads that "Jump off

the page," decorated with quotes like

"Hey! Go look at IBM, go look at Mac,

then come back and look at the Amiga!"

or "Nothing can sell you an Amiga bet-

ter than a couple of minutes with a Mac
or an IBM."

He explained that the company hired

for Commodore's advertising cam-

paigns was Ketchum Advertising of

Pennsylvania. He said that Ketchum is

a very respected advertisement company

with customers like Pizza Hut,

Westinghouse, DuPont, and many more.

It is the 18th largest advertising com-

pany in the world. Ketchum supplies

Commodore with full-services includ-

ing advertisements and promotions, yel-

low pages, and sales promos.

Mr Stilley then talked about Com-
modore's 1993 campaign. He said that

the 1 993 campaign would be more fo-

cused and would provide higher im-

pact. He explained that they would use

"Amiga people" in their advertisements,

meaning they would advertise with the

experiences of current Amiga users. He
showed a booklet called "Commodore

Multimedia" that opened up to expose

four pages that included experiences of

a physician, a software engineer, a ki-

osk designer, and a videograph. The

booklet talked about how these people

utilized their Amigas for multimedia

applications and presentations.

He further commented that the 1 993

campaign would be aimed at getting the

Amiga into the computer buyer's con-

sideration set, making the Amiga a safer

buy, and generating sales leads.

Mr Stilley then talked about their

dealer and user-group support policies.

He said that all the dealers were (or

would be) supplied with A40O0 demo
systems, and would be given large vol-

umes of advertising materials. He also

mentioned that the dealers would be

able to get info from Commodore's user-

database, which includes information

about current Amiga owners.

The user-group support would con-

sist of (but not be limited to) regular

mailings from Commodore, notices of

promos, and loaner systems. Mr Stilley

mentioned that user-groups in need of

support should contact Commodore. He

said,

"Call me, you will be supported."

Contact
After you vote for your communications carrier,

how can you avoid dialing an extra four digits

when you want to use the other carrier?

Use Contact 2.1 and a modem!

Contact 2. 1 lets you supply a dial prefix and toggle it on or off. 2.

1

is scheduled for release at World of Commodore. Registered sers

of Contact 2.0 will he upgraded before the retail release.

Also in Contact 2.1:

It is a commodity& you can ran a data file from WBStartup.

New drag selection facility.

Multiple copies of labels can be printed.

Option Contact Notes assigned directory.

Up to four phone/fax numbers per record.

Uses features of, and requires, AmigaDOS 2.x

Contact is an Australian product. Reviews are very complimentary:

I recommend Contact and CalcKey for the Home and Office".

Amiga World review of Contact ] .2

'Contact is a serious work organiser... an excellent too!.."

Amazing Computing review of Contact 2.0.

Brought to you by

Desktop Utilities

PO Box 3053 Manuka ACT 2603 Tel (06) 239 6658 Fax 239 6658

and our accredited dealers

Did we see you at the

World of Commodore?

Stand B.14

July 2nd -4th 1993
— CABLES

~

AI200 Dual Maid Drive

Cable for IXi.E. 543

ASM IDE Cable £tt
Special Cables SCal

- ROMS -
K«kstart2.uR0MS »
Kkttstad 1.3 ROMS 140

— DRIVES —
Roclec Extnl. Drive S175
Citizen Intnl. Drive si ca

ICO IDE Contioller SCall

2.5'IDE Hard Driva {Call

3.5" Hard Driva SCall

-* MEMORY-
V2 meg A500 Mem $?$
tmetj A&flO Mem $179
Memory Chips SCall

—BLANK DISKS—
KA03.5'Bulk50sDSDD $59
KA0 3.5" Bulk 25s

Black-DSMijjh, Density SSS

— VIRUS—
K.D.V. Tha very Besl SS4.95
— Small Business A/Cs --

Omarns Accounting, $79

— HARDWARE—
Harrs Hi-Tek absolutely Ihe besl

monitor filters $39.95

BIGF00T 200 waits ol pure

GRUNT power suppty $175

Secu rily Switch on/rfH $10

- NSW RBLBASSg ~
News- Flash European
Hulli disk new! $48.95

- LATEST GIZMO'S ~

Monitor Switcher: Switches between

RGM S Flicker finer to Multisync

monitor S109.

Mutlispc to Amiga 23 RGB
[15 (Dense) to 23 way] $59

A WORLD FIRST? in a A1200
Use your exisling 40MB hard disk and add your choice ol 40 to 210

MB Ihen you too can run with two 2.5' internally by using our special

mini IDE. dual hard disk drive cable assembly & inslructions

Cable assembly, (tax incl) ... $49.00

The Monitor Switch Box
Switch from Ami RGB to your Video board! This device is simply

Brilliant! II oomes with s 23 way Fem, (option A) or wilti a 1 5 way

male connector as (option B; and a 15 way male connector to one

15 way Fem. connector output to your Multisync monitor. It is

supplied with adequate 2 * 500 mm cables HOT NEW Item order

wi th yo ur de-ale t lad ay! (incl tax) S 1 09

KICKBOARD PLUS
Still The Ultimate 3 Rom sharing board, for A5«W6uuHD/A2uuu/

A25OO0 5 CDTV!! Simple & Easy to til! 12 months warranly

t3<>20 eilher boot Program on the disk supplied with our fine

AUSStE" pnoducl. Available rrom listed dealers. RHP 569.95

Est 1979 — A MEMBER OF— IS years

AUSTRAUAN AMIGA DEVELOPERS ASSOCIAVON
Phone enquiries: (02) 820 3555

MAIL ORDERS: PO Box 137 MINTO NSW 2566

FAX your order: 24 hours (02) 603 8685

B/C - M/C - Visa - M/O - Bank cheques C.O.D.

NSW: AMi-TECH (Cronillla) • BASECOM (Seaforlh) • BJTHRAMEHE

COMPUTERS (nr Tamworth) • COMPUTER BITS (Armidale) •

COMPUTER OUTPOST (Newport) * FIRST AVENUE COMPUTERS
(Unanttarra) KORELLA TRADING (Belmont) • GRACE BROS (City

store) THE GAMESMEN (Pemhurs!) • MALCOLM GRAHAM

COMPUTERS (Forsler) • ORANA HOME 4 BUSINESS CENTRE
IDutbo) . SHOP 4 (Wgonj) • SIGMACOM (Miranda) • SOLUTIONS

RENDERED (Homsby) OLD: DAVMICK COMPUTERS (Burleigh

Walers) * TAS: ANGUS S ROBERTSON (Hobart) • NT: ?? SA: ??

WA: COMPUTERMAN (Mt Umlay) • HEDLAM COMPUTERS
(Leaderville) • VIC: COMPUTA MAGIC (Moonea Ponds) • MAXWELL
OFFICE EQUIPMENT (Abbotsford) .BRASH'S (Auslratia-WklB) E s oe.

Trade dealer enquiries welcome. Prices subject to change

without nolice. Dealer prices may vary due to transport freight

charges etc.

AGAR 12



The ANUGA and CDTV Specialists

World of Commodore Madness Sale!

Prices drastically cut until 9th July ONLY,

FRACTIONS
Help Teach

Your Children
and yours ell'.

$29.95

BACK TO
BASICS

Say & Spell

Addition
Multiplication

Division

Subtraction

$39.95
WORD

CONSTRUCTION
SET

One oi" the best

Vocabulary
tutors

available on
any platform!

i deluxemm
For the s\MIGs\ AaOO
am) soon A600 & CDTV

FULL METAL CONSTRUCTION
Comes with:

* Dust cover
* House keeper
* Mouse mat
* Joystick and Plus p/n

mouse leads

$ 99.95

AS ADVERTISED IN U.K. MACAZINES
now produced in AUSTRALIA

(special until 9 July only)

"'

m ":::::

CLR & DEJA VU
LICENCEWARE

Almost 200 Titles Of Mainly
Educational Programs For The
Entire Family!

New Titles Include:
Basically Amiga (Amiga Dos Kef)

Lets Learn (5 To 7 Age Group)
Alp tinbet leach (Preschool To 7)

Kings And yucens (Reference)
Words' N Ladders (Spelling Came)
Might Sky (1500 Stars)

Powertext
Typing Tutor
Video Titles

Alpha Graph
Menu Maker

Total Concepts:
Dinosaurs
Geology
Solar System
Fresh Water Fishing
Ecology

MODE POWED IN AUSTQALIA
A 12(1(1 Rum Expansions coming tothe World of Commodore
More memory than you canshake a computer at!

POWER RAM EXPANSIONS for A500
Various configurations, call with your requirements now.

VIDEO BACKUP SYSTEM (200 Mb on one VCR Tape!)

HOME MUSIC KIT

HIGH DENSITY FLOPPY DRIVES
Available at World Of Commodore Stand.

COMING SOON! 1.76 MB Interface for Power Drives
Power Scanners ^0\

Color scanners
64 Grayscale

VR Slingshot!

The first true Virtual Reality

sport for home players!

Head to head play using modem or

direct link between computers.

Demonstrated and Available at W0C.
Steal a march on the IBM's!

Prices subject
to change without
notice.
Some large Items
may cost more post.

PRICES DO NOT
INCLUDE POSTAGE.
POST- $5-00
COURIER- $9.00

MAIL ORDER@ (076) 391578
OH WRITE TO

P.O. BOX 706, TOOWOOMBA, Q1J). 4350

TOOWOOMBA STOMZ, 25a Russell St.

Ph (076) 39 1578 Fax 076 320I95

For all your AMIGA needs lil dealer enquiries welcome



m EDITOR
Piracy Still A Problem

Dear Andrew, I sent a letter requesting

pricing information to five different Vic-

torian retailers that I found in the Septem-

ber edition of The Australian Commo-
dore & Amiga Review. All but one of the

retailers simply didn't reply to my re-

quest (contrast this to an American re-

tailer who sent me full pricing informa-

tion and a catalogue.) The one respondent

supplied an order form and a catalogue

on disk. Here's where the story really

gets screwy.

The retailer was XXX computers. I

know this because someone on Fidonet

mentioned the suspicious mail he received

from them. The order form I received did

not mention XXX. Nor did the disk cata-

logue. They had a different name which I

cannot recall as I no longer have the ma-
terial.

The crux of the problem is fhis. The
disk catalogue included ... commercial ti-

tles being supplied for approximately S3

per disk!

Just this week 1 received another disk.

It is even more blatant about their activi-

ties. They have given me a code number

to use instead of my name and address so

that I cannot be traced if they are raided.

They have initiated a number of other

security practices to further limit their vul-

nerability and they've renamed their com-

pany to "TOTAL VISION".

I find their whole operation sickening

and offensive. They seem to think they

are providing a valuable service when in

fact they are undermining the viability of

all software support for the Amiga and

hence the Amiga itself.

Name and address withheld

Ed: It is one thing that people swap

software amongfriends. However, as you

rightlypoint out, companies profitingfrom
selling commercial software which is pi-

rated stand to wreck the software indus-

try. They also undermine the value ofsoft-

ware and place the burden of support

back on legitimate retailers. This is un-

fair, unethical and illegal. Hopefidly other

readers will be equally discerning in toss-

ing this sort ofgarbage where it belongs.

Ofcourse, ifyou do want cheap software

there are many excellent sources ofpub-

lic domain disks which sellfor under $5.

Amiga 1200 vs MS-DOS
Dear Andrew, After five years of own-

ing an Amiga 500 I feel it is time to

upgrade. After reading about the much

praised A 1 200 I initially thought this to

be the natural choice. However, after pric-

ing the A 1200 at around $1200 (even

with the trade-up offer), and with an 80Mb
hard disk ($600) and VGA monitor

($500), the $2300 price tag does not seem

reasonable, especially for a machine with

a CPU that is over five years old!

Now I'm no fan of the make-shift world

of MS-DOS, but for the same price you

can buy a top-of-the-range PC and have

access to all those games that Amiga own-
ers can only dream of (Falcon 3 etc.).

Unfortunately, I fail to see how I would

come out in front by purchasing an A 1 200
- a 14Mhz 68020 is hardly state-of-the-art

technology!

Now, no-one can deny that the new
AGA chipset is certainly impressive, and

that WB3 is far better than Windows.

However, I recently read a review of hte

A 1 200 version of Wing Commander 2, in

which it was reported that "... WC2 will

stick with 32 colour graphics for the sake

of speed ,..'". What is the point of having

256 colours available if the processor is

too slow to make practical use of them?

Commodore seem to have built the

A 1200 down to a price rather than up to a

standard. Jf CSA can produce a 25Mhz
68020 accelerator for $250, then surely

Commodore could have made the A 1 200
68020-based for around $1500 - at least

we would have a relatively up-to-date

machine as standard. With the old '020

processor I do not think that the Amiga
will regain its position as the ultimate

games machine. Will we ever see Falcon

3 or Strike Commander grace the Amiga
screen? Until the standard Amiga has a

better processor, it is unlikely.

Cameron Dry

Tathra NSW
Ed: First of all, let's clear up afew of

the comparisons you 've made. 'The cost

of an A 1200 with 80Mb hard drive is

around $1500 - not $1200 + $600 as

you 've quoted (I obtained pricesfrom sev-

eral people who advertise in ACAR).

Throw in one ofthe new multisync moni-

tors for around $600 and for $2100 you

have a great computer with 1993 graph-

ics power, full 32 bit architecture and a

reasonablyfast processor.

To ;get a PC up to similar specifica-

tions to the A1200 you would .need a

386DX (say $1600 for a good brand),

Sound Blaster ($150), Windows ($150)

xind an XGA card ($500) not to mention

some extra RAM and a copy ofMS-DOS.

Even then you wouldn't have as many
colours. Total cost, around $2400 plus.

So, pricewise the Amiga compares well.

Technologically, the Amiga's processor

and architecture is still way ahead ofthe

PC. Expansion autoconfigs, there's a high

level of compatibility between hardware

add ons and there's only one operating

system.

On your typical PC getting the mouse

to work with your sound card and fax/

modem or selecting the right .graphics

driver for your monitor can be a night-

mare. And then there's the issue of
whether to use Geos, Windows, OS/2, Win-

dows NT and the list is growing with all

the hardware/software contentions that

go along with that.

On the softwarefront, yes Wing Com-
mander II may well remain 32 colour.

And maybe we won 't see Wolfenstein on

the Amiga - yet. But PC heads will have

to wait a while yet to enjoy the power of

our version ofDeluxe Paint or fly aflight
simulator as silky smooth as FA/18 on an
A 1200. Give the AGA chips a chance and
I guarantee you the new games coming

will blow away anything the PC can throw

at us today. There 's lots ofgames coming
- so stay tuned, be patient and I \m sure

you'll find that the Amiga 1200 of today

(orperhaps one that's due to arrive soon)

will do everything you want.

CSA 's add on cards are no compari-

son to the full 32-bit architecture of the

new Amigas. They are merely bolt-on op-

tions that provide a band-aid solution.

There's nothing wrong with the old '020

- it's fast enough for many applications

and game play if the games are designed

by real Amiga programmers. Of course,

you could always go the A4000 route.

ACAR 14



1 AMIGA
LEISURE

Title

A-Traln

A-TRA1H CONST.
Abandoned' Places- II

AIR WARRIOR
Alien 3

Apocalypse

ArmourGeddon 2

Ashes of Empire

ATAC.

Members Price Price §

84.95 57.951
49.95 53.95

1

74.95. 77.951
84.95 87.95

64.95 67.95-

54.95 67.95

1

64.95 67.951

84.95 87.951

74.95 77.951

Yesw

617 FLYING Fortress 74.95 77.95

:*

Bad!

Barbarian II

Battle Isle

BCKID
BEAVERS
Birds of Prey

Black Crypt

BODY BLOWS
Bride oEDracula

Caesar

Campaign
Cannoni Fodder

Celtic Legends

CHAOS: ENGINE
Chuck Rock II

Civilisation!

CONTRAPTIONS
Curse af Enciianter

Dark Seed

Dark Queen of Kryn

DESERT STRIKE

Dragons Lair III

Dune

Dune II Battle Arakkis 64.95 67.95

74.95 77.951

54,95 57.951

64.95 67.95

1

64.95 67.95 i

64.95 67.95?

59.95 63.9Si
49.95 53.95 1

64.95 67.95

1

74.95 77:95

1

74.95 77.95

84.95 87!95

49.95 53.95

54.95 57.95

64.95 67.95>

64.95 67.95

74.95 77.95 I

64.95 67.95!

64.95 67.95

74,95 77.95'

64.95 67.95

64.95 67.95!

64.95 67.95 i

Nick Faldo's Golf 74.95 77.95

Nigel Mansefs 74.95 77.95

NIGEL Mansell'sAGA74.95 77.95

83.95

49.95

36.95

74.95

36.95

59.95

86.95

53.95

39.95

77.95.

38.95
63.95'

No Greater Glory

PGA.Tour Golf

PGA Tour data dish

Pi n Da' i Fantasies

Powermongec wwl
Putty

REACH ferlheSKIES 64,95 67.95

Road Rasti 59.95 63.95

Robo Sport 59.95 63.95

Scrabble: 64.95 67.95

Secret Monkey Isle II 74.95 77.95

Sensible Soccr 92/93 64.95 67.95:

Shadow of Beast 3 54.95 67.95

Shuffle

Sim Ant

H Sim City

! Sim Earth

Solitaire's Journey

64.95^ 67.95 Ui SPACE HULK
"':

Startrek

Elf

ET'S Football

Eye of Beholder 2-

F1 Grand Prix

Fantasy Worlds

Flight of. Intruder

54.95 57.95'

64.95 67.95

64.95 67.95 |
74.95 77.95

84.95' 37.95'

74.95 77.95

! Graham Gooch Crickt 74.95 77.95

GunShip.SDDO 84.95 87.95

Heart of China special 36.95 39.95

Heimdall 63.95 67.95

H1STORYLINE 74.95 77.95

Howzat (One Day) 64.95 67.95

Humans: 74.95 77.95

John Madden football 49.95 53.95

KGB 45.95 43.95

Kingmaker 64.95. 67.95

Knightmare- 63.95' 66,95

Knightssofthe Sky 69.95 73.95

Kyrandia 63.95 67.95'

Lean del- 63.95 66.95

Legacy 65.95 67.95

Legend 72.95 75.95

Legends ofValor 64.95 67.95
' LEMMINGS II Tribes 74.95 77.95

! Stellar7

|

STREET FIGHTER II

Sword of Honour

Turtles II Arcade

UGH
Ultima VI

Vikings

Walker

Wing Commander
World Class.Rugby
Zool

ZDOL AGA

67.95 67.95

84.95 87:95

74.95 77.95

89.95 93.95

74.95 77.95

74.95 77.95

74.95 77.95

64.95 67.95

74.95 77.95

54.95 57.95

74.95 77.95

64.95 67.95

84.95 87:95

54.95 57.95

64.95 67.95

94.95 97.95

64.95 67.95

64.95 67.

64.95 67

Lethal Weapon 3

Lotus 3 :

Lure of Temptress

Mega Fortress-

Might S< Magic 111
1

64.95 67.95

64.95 67.95

64.95 67.95

72.95 76.95

73.95 76.95

I Our objpdJMcanJ policy is En be ii> compciiiivc w possible wiUi-flu; Ibwcsi prices on all

j
our pKtxlLiciA It ls noi longer possible fonts- to lisl itll llie praiLiCL^wu selL If you don't

;
sec itpEtascoiEt. AIL gnats and availability arc subject la durigc wiiherutnotitte.

LOGICARD MEMBERSHIP DETAILS: Just enclose

$10,00 annual fee with your initial order & receive:
' Catalogue
' Membership privilege card and pin numfler:
' 6% ofl on all competitors advertised prices.

' Discount vouchers' and' unbeatable special offers.
1

Save hundreds. of dollars- on recommended retail prices.

* Joining acluowitfrmore than. 2001 mem hers.

Title

Action Replay 3

Aladdin 40
Ami align ..kit.

Ami BaclcVZ-O

Amos
Amos 3D
Amos: Compiler

PRODUCTIVITY
Members Price Price

17495
433.95

64.95

66..9S

122.95

85.95

64.95

P.O. BOX 572 MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204

Amos. Professional 164.95

84.95

238.95

248.95

329.95
' /9.9s

Arexx:

Art Depart. Pro

Art Expression

Audio Engineer-*-

Audio Engn'r jn

Bars Pipes Pro V2 348.95

Brilliance

Broadcast Titter 2

Broadcast Hi-Res 458.95

Fonts 3D 15195
Caligari 2 151.95

Lightwave 151 .95

470.95

186.95

269.95

73.95

53.35

90.95

163.95

Caiagari 24

Can Da V2.0

Clnemcrph

Contact V2.0

Cross Dos 5

Cygnus Ed Pro

Deluxe Paint 4.1

Deluxe Paint AGA 220.95

Deluxe Print H 92.95

Deluxe Video III 92.95

DesignWorks 103.95

DevPackV3.D 144.95

Directory Opus V4 103.95

Digi-Works 3D 135.95

DistantSunsV4.1 96:95

DrT's DTP
DrTsTigerCufj

Easy AMOS
Essence 4 Imagine

Excellence V3.0

Final Copy V2.0

FlowV3,0

Giga MEM V2-

Haicaic

HiSoft Basic Pro

HiSpeed Pascal

Home. Accounts 2

Hyporhook

Image FX

lmagine:V2.0

Kind Words 3.0

Maxi'plan 4.0

Mini: Office

Mor.ph Plus:

Morph 4 Imagine

Outline. Fonts.

Pagesetter3

Pagestream 2:2
" Business forms

Font Classic

Font Newsletter 109.95

Font Pack 1
1

HotlinksVU
I Pelican Press

j Pixel 3D Pro V3.0

Power Copy Pro 3

1 Pro Draw V3.0

179.95

437.95

67.95

68.95

127.95

89:95

67,95

167.95

87.95

242.95

252.95

339.95

187.95

352,95

Call

356,95 360,95

462.95

154,95

154.95

154.95

474.95

138.95

274.95

76.95

56.95

95.95 I

168.951:

225.95

96.95

96.95

107.95

147.95

108.95

145.95

99.95

445.95

149,95

36.95

76.95

118.95

137.95

97.95

136.95
|

65.95

199.95
j

192.95

133.95

137.95

469.95

29695
122,96
154.95

127.95

277.95

113.95

269.95

96.95

294.95

47.95

194.95

1 12.95

77.95

142.94

98.95

234.95

94.95

193.95

439,95

145.95

83.95

73,95

115.95

134.95

94.95-

132.95

62.95

189.95

189.95

128.95

132.95

464.95

292.95

118.95
150.85

124.95

273.95

109.95

259.95

93.95

286:95

45.95

189.95

74.95

138.95

96:95

229.95

91.95

159.95

HOTLINE
016 284 793

Cost of a local call.

CALL 02-558-1884

MON-FRI 9am - 5pm

FAX 02-558-1884

T Commodore 64 1 128
Pro Page V4 214.95

Pro Video Plus 279.95

Pretext V5.0 274.94

ProwriteV3.3 95.95

Quarterhack V5.02 65.95

Quarterback Tools 79.95

SasrLatticeCV6 418.95

Scala500 114.95

Scale Multimedia 418.95

Scene Generatr 64.95

Scene ry Ani matr 2 95.95

Soft Clip Art 76.95

Soft Faces 94.95

Superbase Pro 4 294.95

Super Jam 11 154.95

Syncro express 3 129.95

TypeSmith 195.95

Ultra Design Pro 234.94

Video Director 195.95

Visionaire 125.95

Vista Pro V3.0 94.95

Words worth U2.D 314.95

WShelt 114.95

213-95 _
289 95 i
279.95

98.95

68.95

82.95

425.95

117.95

422.95

72.95

98.95

79.95

97.95

299.95

157.95

139.95

199.95'

244.95

199.95

129.95

97.95

319.95

119.95

Title Members Price Pi

Action Replay Mk VI 115.0 119.0 S

Database: Video Lib. 45.95 49.95

Fast load Cartridge 47.95 49.95

GEOS64V2.0 64.95 67.95

1

GEOS 128 V2.0 74,95 77,951

GE0CALC64 49.95 54.951

GE0CALC12S 57.95 59.951

GEOCHART 49.95 54.95

1

GEOS font pack plus 49.S5 54.95

1

GEOS Inl'nal font pek 49.95 54.95

1

GEOFILE64 49.95 54.951

GEOFILE128 - 57.95 59.35

1

GEOprogra miner 49.95 54.951

GEOPUBLISH 57.95 59.951

M1 Mouse (GEOS) 47.95 49.951

M3 Mouse (GEOS) 84.95 87.95

1

Mavis Beacon Typing 47.95 49.95:

Superbase 64.95 67.95

1

WordWriter6 74.95 77.95

1

CMD PRODUCTS.

A60Q 1MB Ram Expansion

Bal/CIWSwlcli $115.95

LOGICARD
MEMBERS
always receive

6% OFF,

on all COMPETtTORS
advertised prices.

Collette Utilities

Gateway 54/128

GeoCanvas

GeoMakeBoot

JiffyDos 64 V6.0

JiffyDos 128 V6.0

LQ Border Fonts

i LQFunl Collection 3

Perfect Print LQ

52.00 55.00 i

75.00 79.00 I

57.00 59.001

19.95 19.951

105.00 109,001

125.00 129.001

32.00 35.00

1

32.00 35.001

73.00 77.00

1

jFtamDrivelMb 485.00 489.001

RamLink 1Mb 585.00 589.DOI

I
FD Series Floppy Drives CALL
jHD Series Hard Drives CALL

PLUS KHTS OF GAMES!
CALL FOR TITLES.

tl

Amos..
Can Bo V2.Q

Clneinorph ...

t ilhh|

Final Copy V2.G... 139.00

Imagine ............. 289.00

Morpti Pius ......... .275.00

Quarterback 5.O.... 65.00

cata Multimedia ..

Wordsworth V2..... 2

Excellence V3.B.,.. 1i

with Organizer

Addison Wesley Books

Amiga Rom Kernai manual:

Amiga Hardware manual:

$35.00 each/SAVE $15.00

Mail Order Form
PO Bos 572 Marrickvillc NSW 2204

. Post Code:

. Date Sent:

Payment: Bankcard Visa Mastercard

AMEX G Money OrderD Cheque

car^DLxn uluu nnn
Exp. Date '

I / LJ I Signature: . . . .

.

Susan's Menage Board. "Do notfollow where the path may lead. Go instead

where there is no path and leave a trail."

Qty. Product/Program Name Computer Disk Type Price

.
-

Men
InlyM

Postage $ 3.00

„WWr-N„.| 1 1 II 1 II 1 M II 1

$
ACAR

1 oiai



WORLD OF COMMODORE SHOW GUIDE* WORLD OF COMMODORESHOW GUIDE

world of
commodore
AMIGA
DARLING HARBOUR, SYDNEY
AUSTRALIA •JULY 2-4, 1993

Following is a guide to what you can expect to see at the Show. Not
everyone was able to supply information at press time, so check out

the Exhibitors List on the right to be sure you don't miss anyone.

ACAR (Australian Commodore
and Amiga Review)

Booth B1, B3
Now in its tenth year of publication,

ACAR as it is often called is a monthly

magazine filled with news, information,

product reviews and regular columns on

getting more out of your Amiga. Pro-

duced locally, with much of the content

and advertising created using the Amiga,

Australian Commodore and Amiga Re-

view is the most widely read Amiga pub-

lication in Australia. Meet the editor and

writers on the ACAR stand, pick up back

issues, and buy the latest in public do-

main software from Prime Art i fax.

Alchemy Software Development
Booth G4

Public Domain Software. DirWorks 2.0

(exclusively). Hard drives (Seagate, etc.

c/- Software Buyers Service). Video

Backup System (Backs up 4D to video c/

- Software buyers Service). ProNet/

ProBoard PCB Design -{CI- Software

Buyers Service), plus other products not

yet launched at the time.

Allen Computer Supplies

Booth E4
World release of the UMAX range of

colour flatbed scanners for the Amiga.

Release of commercial game JetSttike

to be produced in Australia. Full range of

Deja Vu and CLR software, Educational,

game and utilities. Display of X Stitch

Master cross stitch pattern maker.

Amadeus Computers
Booth G2

Complete Amiga solutions. Demon-

Overseas Exhibitors

(with own stands)
Almathera, Amazing Computing,

Amiga Format, Arcade Computer En-

tertainment, Blitz Basic, Bruce Smith

Books, Inovatronics, Moonlighter Soft-

ware, NZ Amiga, Scala, Wordworth

& Digita

stration of VIDI 2 Framegrabber. Latest

Amiga productivity, software.

Amazing Computing
PIM Publications

Booth C5
PIM Publications Inc. is a US publish-

ing company with the longest running

monthly Amiga magazine. Amazing Com-
puting. PIM also publishes the world's

only complete Amiga product guide, AC's
Guide to the Commodore Amiga, as well

as AC's TECHfor the Commodore Amiga.
Amazing Computing is an Amiga maga-

zine filled with timely, accurate, and rel-

evant information. Published biannually,

AC's Guide contains complete listings of

all the products currently available for the

Amiga, complete lists of vendors, users

groups, and public domain software. A C's

TECH is a quarterly disk-based technical

magazine for the Amiga with important

information for programmers, hardware-

types, and serious Amiga users. See all

three titles at AC's booth.

Amiga Down Under
Booth B10
A bi-monthly Amiga magazine pub-

lished in New Zealand and Australia. Pro-

Exhibitors List

Company Booth Size

ACAR B1.B3 8x4

Alchemy G4 4x4

Almathera G9 4x4

Allen Computer Supplies E4 4x4

Amadeus G2 4x4

Amazing Computing C5 4x4

Amiga Down Under B1D 4x4

Amiga Format E9 4X4

Amiga Graphic Artists A8.A9 8X4

Amilech D3.D5 8x4

AREXX Cookbook C3 4x4

Arcade Computer Entertainment B7.BS, 8x4

Aust Amiga Developers Assoc A4 4x4

Aust Amiga User 11,13 8x4

Black Knight Peripherals B11.B13 8x4

Blitz Basic A5 4x4

Brash; F 24x5x2

Bruce Smith Books 09 4x4

Calcomp C11 4x4

Clover Partners E12 4x4

Color Computer Systems H3 6x4

Commodore Bach ol Hal

Commodore New Producls J

Computa MagicJCompFepair S1, G3, G5 12x4

Consolidated Publishing Solutions G8 4x4

CPA CM 4x4

Desktop Utiiites C12 4x4

Don Quixote Software G10 4x4

East Coast Amiga Gosford A6.A7 8x4

Eastern Suburbs U. G. I4.I5 8x4

Ergc-Works E11 4x4

Fordray D11 4x4

GP Software D14 4x4

GSofl B2.B4 8x4

GVP H 3x12

Harris Hi-Tek E3 4x4

Harvey Norman A1-A3 24x6

Homsby UserGroup G 4x4

Impact Camera House D13 4x4

INOVaironics DB, D10 8x4

Megadfek B12 4x4

Mindsoape C1&C2 6x6

Moonlighter Software D7 4x4

OpalVision D1,D2 4x4

Pactronics B9 4x4

Phoenix Microlechnologies D6 4x4

Power Computing G7 4x4

Power Peripherals H 8x12

Hush Software G6 4x4

Scala H 8X12

Sign acorn C4.C6 Bx4

Sydney Cellular & Paging D12 4x4

TUPSoft C13.C14 Bx4

Unitech Electronics B14 4x4

Wall Street Video E2 4x4

Wordworth & Digita E10 4x4

WVH E1 4x4

• N.B. The OpalVision Booth will not
be open on Saturday the 3rd of July
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Make sure of getting

your copy

Subscribe now!

Please enrol me for a issue

subscription to The Australian

Commodore & Amiga Review,

commencing with the issue.

I enclose a cheque/

money order for $

Please charge my Bankcard, Visa

Mastercard:

Card number:

Expiry date:

Name:

Address:

Postcode: ,.

Please tick applicable:

First Subscription
| |

Renewal \~\

To: Saturday Magazine P/L

21 Darley Road,

Randwick NSW 2031

Phone: 02 398 5111

Fax: 02 398 5322

Rates within Australia:

6 issues $20.00 (inc. postage)

12 issues $38.00 (inc. postage)

New Zealand: (inc. airmail postage)

6 issues Aus $34.00

12 issues Aus S68.00

SHOW GUIDE • WORLD OF COMMODORE SHOW GUIDE

duced entirely on Amigas, Amiga Down
Under has been available in New Zealand

since December 1992 and is now to be

launched in Australia at the World of

Commodore. The July/August issue will

be available at the show complete with

free cover disk and guide to the WOC.

Amitech

Booth D3, D5
Amitech will be demonstrating their

new multi-platform machine, capable of

running Amiga, Macintosh and IBM soft-

ware in an amazing 256 colours. They

will also be demonstrating their C.S.A.

12 gauge SCSI Accelerator card on an

Amiga 1 200, this should push it to a speed

ofabout 10% higher than the Amiga 4000.

Black Knight Peripherals

Booth B11,B13
Will be demonstrating their "Quicknet"

hi-speed networking card and total net-

work solution package in a world pre-

mier. Also they are demonstrating their

"Direct-to-Hard disk" stereo sampler in

another world beating first. Plus theirSAM
Simply And Midi time code, the Crystal

Sound 8 bit Stereo sampler and their ex-

clusive EPROM programmers. Also they

will be showing their new switch box

solution "No more Switches", a software

based solution for switch boxes.

Bruce Smith Books
Booth D9

Amiga publications which are com-

prehensive and easy to read. Titles are

updated as they are reprinted to follow

the latest upgrades and releases from Com-
modore. This ensures that every Master-

ing Amiga title will continue to provide

you with fascinating information that is

right up to date, plus hints, tricks and tips.

Many books also have a support disk

available which contains program titles

from the book and, in many instances,

helpful Public Domain utilities.

Clover Partners

Booth E12
Heavily discounted software for

Amiga, IBM and Commodore 64.

Colour Computer Systems
Booth H3

Media-Flex - Debut ofAustralian Mul-

timedia System - Digital Video Non-Lin-

ear ONLINE editing system. Real 3D Ver-

sion 2 - Fully featured 3D Animation,

Modelling and rendering. Digital

Mediacaster - 24-bit real-time scalable

MPEG decoder. Digital Broadcaster- Full

motion JPEG compression/decompression

card. Vivid 24 - 24 bit f/buffer (2048 x

2048) 160 MFlop graphic processor. Per-

sonal Time Base Corrector - Professional

TBC with adjustable controls - plugs into

any Amiga or PC. Personal Vector Scope/

Waveform Monitor - Video Vector Scope

display with control software for Amiga

& PC. Sunrize AD5 I6/Studio 16 - 16 bit/

8 track CD quality digital stereo sound

card with editing and video synchroniz-

ing software. GLock-VGA+Video En-

coder/Genlock - S-VGA graphic card/

Broadcast quality video. Prime Time - PC
Titling with Animation. SVGA display

Compatible. Real 3D Version 2 - Fully

featured 3D Animation, Modelling and

Rendering.

CompUta Magic/CompRepair
Booth G1.G3, G5

Golden Image: Hand scanner with

optical character recognition software,

Optical mouse Amiga 240 DPI resolu-

tion, Cordless Infra Red Mouse Amiga,

RC600 I MB Ram Card for A600. 3.5"

floppy drives sourced from GI Germany,

RC500 512K Ram Card for A500. New
Releases for the Show - 2 MB PCMCIA
card for A600/A12QQ. Brush Mouse now
with 240 DPI resolution. RC2000 2-8 MB
Ram Card for A2000/A3000 only 9CM x

I3CM.
Rombo: VIDI 12 Amiga colour

digitiser. Megamix master audio digitiser

with pass through port. Take 2 animation

package with direct support to VIDI 12.

New Releasesfor the Show - VIDI12 RT
Amiga colour video digitiser which works

in real time to frame grab from moving

video tape. VIDI 24 RT 24 bit version of

the above VIDI 12RT.

DKB Software: The Clock-Real Time

Clock Module for the A 1200, fits on the

motherboard leaving the trapdoor free.

DKB 1 202-A ! 200 6888 1 co-processor and

real time clock board with connectors for

2 32 bit ram simms allowing up to 8MB
of 32 bit ram. Also comes with magic

memory which will allow up to five MB
of 32 bit ram and still see PCMCIA RAM

Coombe Valley Software: Four new

education titles - Reasoning with Trolls

(Amiga Format Gold Award), Tidy the
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SEMINARS: Held every day of the show

Title

1 MULTIMEDIA

VIDEO

2 WORD
PROCESSING

MADE EASY

AMIGA BASIC

BLITZED

Presenter Contents

CHRIS MILLS Covers the world of digital

Director, graphics, including pre-

Real Time Graphics Ltd production, design, animation &
rendering, desktop video,

multimedia, virtually and editing.

JEREMY RHILL
Managing Director,

Digita

SIMON ARMSTRONG

IBM COMPATIBLE MICROSOFT
SOFTWARE

CD ROM
TECHNOLOGY

PAUL RALPH
Managing Director

Almathera

Get much more from your Amiga

than simple word processing:

today's software allows you to

produce professional documents

with eaSef

An introduction to Blitz Basic

from the man who wrote it!

See the latest developments in

MS-DOS software including all

the new Windows products.

What is CD Rom Technology all

about - from the world's largest

public domain CD ROM software

library.

DISPLAYS: Continuously showing

1 VIRTUAL REALfTY On Commodore Stand

2 COLOR VISION

3 MULTIMEDIA

On Commodore Stand

In the multimedia

Demonstration Theatre

Using Opal Vision, Phoenix,

Scala & Amiga technology

Hands-on demonstrations - or is it

heads in? you won't believe it's

real. Or is it?

Interactive multimedia including

commercial systems. Paint your

house a new colour at the touch of

a button.

See how far multimedia has

come today. You'll feel it, see it,

almost smell it.

Mouse. Maths Dragons (Amiga Format

Gold Award), Picture Fractions.

White Knight Technology: Amiga

Video Backup system - backup your

Amiga hard drive to your video recorder.

New Horizons/Central Coast Soft-

ware: ProWrite word processor for the

Amiga. Quarterback harddrive backup

software.

Consolidated Publishing

Solutions Booth G8
Publishers - Australian Multimedia

Magazine.

Desktop Utilities

Booth C1

2

Will be releasing the new version of

Contact, 2.1.

Contact is a highly successful personal

contacts manager - a memory resident

database program that you can use for

instant access to names, addresses, phone

and fax numbers and a host of other kinds

of information. It is an ideal telemarketing

database solution. It comes bundled with

CalcKey, a memory resident calculator.

Contact is designed and published in Aus-

tralia. Reviews are highly complimentary.

Users of Contact 2,0 will automatically

be upgraded to 2.1 before the retail re-

lease. They will be demonstrating all their

usual desktop publishing software.

Ergo-Works
Booth E11

The 'Back-Up' is a totally unique prod-

uct to support the back and demand the

user holds perfect posture. It is used as an

alternative to existing back rests or a sub-

stitute where none are provided. The

'Back-Up' effectively targets the vulner-

able lumbar area and provides support in

an adjustable fashion using the knees as

an anchor point for reverse pressure. As

such it is prescribed whenever back pain

sufferers must sit for any length of time

without proper lumbar support ... for in-

stance, at computers where the users are

required to sit for hours and often sit for-

ward away from the back rest. It is also

recommended for travel on airlines or in

cars. The 'Back-Up' has earned interna-

tional acclaim among orthopaedic sur-

geons, physiotherapists and chiropractors

for its ergonomic value.

GP Software

Booth D14
GP Fax - Fax software for Class l and

Class 2 fax modems. Allows your Amiga

to send and receive faxes from any fax

machine. Modems and software available

at the show. GP Term - Communication

software for accessing bulletin boards and

video text services. Canon Printer Driv-

ers for BDOO-330 bubble jet printers. GP
Touch - Touch Screen Driver for

Microtouch systems.

GSOFT
Booth B2 and B4

This year GSOFT Australia will be

demonstrating a large number of prod-

ucts. Including the:

Audio Engineer. The premier Amiga

sound sampling and editing system. The

standard by which others are judged. Aus-

tralian made.

Super Sound. Sound enhancement de-

vice. Significantly improves the quality

of all Amiga audio output. Use with Au-

dio Products, Scala, even games. Austral-

ian made.

Touch Windows. A unique touch

screen that can be added to a standard

Amiga in minutes. Plugs into the serial
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port and provides simulated mouse move-

ment. Works with all software. Excellent

interactive product.

TurboPrint. A sophisticated replace-

ment for the workbench printer prefer-

ences system that provides a host of addi-

tional features and significantly improves

performance.

Directory Opus. The ultimate direc-

tory control utility. Puts you in the driv-

ing seat. Australian Made.

AX2000. 2Mb Chip Ram expansion

board. Simpler and cheaper than the op-

position. No soldering, single board in-

stallation. Genlock compatible. Austral-

ian Made.

AXRAM-4. A500 memory board. In-

stalls to the A501 slot and holds 2 or 4

MB Ram (uses 1 Mb Simms). Can be used

to obtain 2Mb Chip Ram on the A500.

Australian Made. And other miscellane-

ous hardware and software.

impact Camera House
Booth D13

The Impact Camera House stand will

display complete Desktop Video setups

using the Amiga. The DTV and Multime-

dia display will include: Time Base Cor-

rectors, Video Edit Controllers, CD Qual-

ity Digital Audio, Seal a, Framegrabbers,

Genlocks, Titling and Graphics software,

24 bit board. Impact Camera House spe-

cialise in complete video solutions. Im-

pact Camera House are the Desktop Video

experts,

Megadisc Pty Ltd

Booth B12
Megadisc magazine and information

resource for the Amiga. This is the largest

surviving Amiga-specific disk magazine

in the southern hemisphere and is at issue

#34, which will be released at the World

of Commodore. The largest Amiga Pub-

lic Domain library in Australia.

Megadisc' s range of low-cost software.

Cheap networking for the Amiga.
Kickstart switch for the Amiga.

Moonlighter Software

Development
Booth D7

Ami-Back - The premier backup pro-

gram for the Amiga. It is the fastest and

most reliable Amiga backup program

available. Ami-Back offers complete SCSI

tape support, data recovery, compression,

Image backups and more!

Ami-Back Tools - A collection of the

best utilities to keep disk drives perform-

ing flawlessly.

TapeWorm - FS - A filesystem for

tape drivers. This unique program allows

any SCSI tape drive to act like an

AmigaDOS volume, just like a floppy or

hard disk drive.

Ami-Back Plus Tools - The Ami-Back

and Ami-Back Tools combo pack.

Phoenix Microtechnologies

Booth D6
Phoenix will have a large number of

products at their stand this year. Some of

these are:

Merlin: Professional 24Bit Card for

professional purposes. User programma-

ble resolutions up to I280x 1024in24Bit

or 2048 x 2048 in 8 bit, high refresh rates

for a real flicker free display. Graphics

co-processor running at over 40 x the

speed of the Amiga blitter providing very

fast screen refreshes. Fast intuition emu-

lator enables you to run WB programs

under Merlin screen modes. Supports

Zorro 2 & Zorro 3 interface.

Z3 Fastlane: High Performance SCSI-

II DMA controller using the 32 bit Zorro

3 interface on your A3000 or A4000.

Memory Expansion for up to 1 92Mb of

Ram. External SCSMI interface enables

you to connect other SCSI-II devices ex-

ternally.

Blizzard 1200/4: Fully Populated 4Mb
of 32 bit fast Ram for your A 1200, maths

co-processor socket enables you to use

up to a 50Mhz 68882,

Blizzard 1 200 add 4: This board brings

your 1200/4 up to 8Mb providing you

have up to 10Mb on your Amiga 1200.

Blizzard 1 200 clock: Fits inside your

A 1 200 giving you a clock on your moth-

erboard.

Blizzard Turbo Memory Board: Do
you need more speed & memory? The
Blizzard Turbo Memory board runs your

A500 or A2000 at twice the speed and

you can add up to 8Mb of Ram. The

memory is full DMA compatible & auto

configuring. The speed and the memory
are both switchable so if you find a prob-

lem running Fast Ram or the extra Speed

you can turn it off.

Aladdin: Allows the Amiga range of

computers to be used as powerful tools

for lighting design and complete lighting

control and effect generation. Aladdin is

a powerful and sophisticated lighting con-

trol system with features which meet or

exceed the capabilities of dedicated con-

soles many times more expensive.

Power Peripherals, GVP & Scala

Booth H
Power Peripherals will be present at

theWOC show with a wide range of prod-

ucts, including some new Amiga 1200

products from GVP. For the Amiga 1 200

we will have the A 1230 Turbo, a new

40Mhz 68030 accelerator from GVP
which allows up to 32 Mb of 32 bit ram,

and offers an optional maths chip, pro-

viding Amiga 3000 performance. The

other Amiga 1200 product is the SCSI-

RAM board from GVP which offers up to

8Mb of 32 bit ram, optional FPU plus, a

SCSI controller which can be attached to

either an internal or external drive.

The Impact-Vision 24 will be on show,

GVP's flagship 24 bit board, with built in

genlock, realtime framegrabber and col-

our splitter. With a comprehensive range

of software, it offers a lot for the video

enthusiast.

Scala will be on display - the ultimate

multimedia presentation program on any

computer platform - alongside GVP's G-

Lock, a low cost, high quality genlock for

all Amiga models, with powerful soft-

ware control of all functions. The Retina

Board will be on show, an inexpensive 24

bit board with resolutions of up to 2400 x

1200 pixels, incorporating workbench

emulation. With Retina will be VLAB, a

low cost realtime framegrabber which in-

terfaces nicely with the Retina board.

DSS8+ (Digital Sound Studio 8 Plus),

an eight bit Audio Djgitiser, will be there,

with its revamped software and super new

totally clear casing.

Finally. Phonepak will be demonstrat-

ing its voicemail capability with a soft-

ware interlace which performs interactive

questionnaires.

Rush Software

Booth G6
Our range of Australian Educational

Software titles for the Amiga 600, 500

and 1200 computers.

Teachers Markbook: A teaching ne-

cessity to save you time.

Crossword Wizard: A comprehensive

Crossword Creator that allows you to cre-

ate, edit and print crossword up to a maxi-

mum of 20 x 25 characters.

Kidsbasc: A database management
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system that provides an approach for de-

veloping databases that is simple for both

parents and students.

Teacher's Test Kit: The program al-

lows you to load a multiple choice and/or

short answer test for completion on the

computer.

Sigmacom
Booth C4, C6

Sigmacom will be carrying a very large

range of Amiga hardware and software at

special show prices. Of great interest will

be the new CSA 12 Gauge 50MHz accel-

eratorwithSCSIRAM card.Thcywillbe

offering "while-you-wait" hard drive up-

grades for Amiga 1200s at unbelievable

show prices, as well as incredible pricing

on SCSI Quantum hard drives. Other

popular products expected for the show

include high density floppy drives for most

machines, Opalvision, and the new SCSI

2 cards for the A4000.

Sydney Cellular and Paging

Booth D12
Sydney Cellular is a communication

company and a premium Optus dealer.

Other major dealerships include Mctagram

Australia, Hyundai and Panosonic. Syd-

ney Cellular' s product range is as fol-

lows: Cellular Mobile Telephones, Alpha

Numeric Paging Systems, Keyphone
{Commander-type) Systems, Fax Ma-
chines, Answering Machines, Cordless

Telephones and a range of Cellular Ac-

Unitech

Booth B14
Unitech wilt of course be demonstrat-

ing their special cables for the Amiga 600
and 1 200, also their new monitor switch

boxes, allowing you to use either the AMI
RGB or the Hi res Flicker fixers without

reconfiguring. Plus they will be demon-

strating the new Kickboard Plus and will

have some of the old kickboards on sale.

Wall St Video

Booth E2
Wall St Video will be releasing their

new Amiga 1 200 Training Video. For be-

ginners to the intermediate. It explains

how to setup both the hardware and soft-

ware of the Amiga 1200, gently taking

users by the hand and guiding them

through each step of using a computer

from receiving it to installing software

and external devices.

Also they will have a collection of

copyright free music for sale on CD. Rom,

cassette and DAT.
Of course there will also be education

and training software, including the

Kindwords family.

Whitestone (AREXX Cookbook)
Booth C3

Book WL 2 disks - a complete tutorial

guide to programming the Amiga in

AREXX. Demo video of ASDG's Morph

Plus.

WVH
Booth E1

Prism Pal Colour Splitter. (Video In-

terface 70 Disi Pro-net and Pro-board.

Schematic capture and PC board layout.

Day/night classes - Amiga tuition. Scram

500, 8 M Byte Ram/SCSI Card {8 bit).

Scram 2000 8 M Byte Ram/SCSI Card

(8/16 bit). Q

BIRTHDAY SALE

AMIGA
Amiga 4000/030

2Mb Ram
120MbH/D

$2640

Amiga 4000/040

6 Mb Ram
120MbH/D

$4140

Amiga 1 200

Call for this month's

Specials

All 1 200 Accessories

available

AllAmiga
Software Reduced

Cnr Burelli & Atchison Sts

Wollongong 2500

Phone (042) 26 2688

Fax (042) 27 3527

Amadeus Computers
Don't miss us at the World of

Commodore show!

Visit our stand no.G2 for -

O Demonstrations of the new real time

12 and 24 bit VIDI 12 Framegrabbers.

O The latest Amiga systems and

software Solution Packs.

O The latest in productivity, education

and entertainment software.

O And for free advice, support and the

latest technology don't miss us at the

show!

While your there, why not pick up your Free

copy of our comprehensive Amiga catalogue,

now available on disk or hard copy

!

Credit card facilities available.

Info ph: 008 808 503 fax: 02 652 1515
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Understanding

Accelerators
Daniel Rutter explains why you would want to buy an
accelerator for your Amiga, He has also promised to

demystify much of the associated jargon of this field.

Read on and be enlightened!

Speed. It's one of the major sell-

ing points for computers. It is

also the third thing the owner of

a iow-powered Amiga should go for in

expanding the machine. The first two

are more RAM - cheap - and a hard

drive - not so cheap. A big accelerator

will cost even more - for the top of the

line $2500 is a bargain price - but you

don't have to pay anything like that

much.

First, do you need one at all? As I

said above, if you don't have a hard

disk, get one first. You'll get much more

increase in functionality per dollar spent

from a hard drive than from spending

big bucks on a turbo machine which is

still hobbled by floppy access speeds.

RAM is another matter, which I'll

deal with later - suffice to say that RAM
expansion for low speed Amigas is not

much use once you go to a faster proc-

essor.

And the bad news for A600 owners

is that if you want to go faster, you need

a whole new computer. No accelerators

exist for the 600, and there probably

won't ever be any. Sorry. But for the

majority of Amiga users who feel the

need for speed, all you need is the cash

- and some knowledge.

Throughout this article I'm going to

be using some technical terminology

which would be awkward to explain as

I go, so there's a glossary at the end.

What's Inside Your
Amiga Now?

Some definitions. Most Amiga users

are running standard A500, A2000 or

A600 machines, which all run on a

Motorola MC68000 Central Processing

Unit (CPU). This CPU was the absolute

state of the art super turbo chip in about

1979. For sheer number crunching, a

68000 does about 550,000 operations

per second, or 0.55MIPS.

"a 68000 does about

550,000 operations

per second"

In simple number crunching, a 68000

based Amiga is therefore about three

times as fast as a stock, original IBM
XT. This is not very fast at all.

Fortunately, the Amiga' s architecture

includes several other chips which do

graphics and sound work for the CPU,
and so many operations happen much
much faster than the CPU power would

seem to indicate. A 68000 Amiga can

animate game graphics very quickly and

play sound at the same time, with the

CPU just coordinating proceedings - not

having to figure it all out by itself.

Why Upgrade?
However, there are some things a

68000 machine is slow at. These are the

processes which don't require sound or

graphics, but just number crunching

muscle. For example: Archiving - pack-

ing files into a compressed form for

transmission or storage; Rendering -

high powered graphics work which pro-

duces the kinds of pictures you've seen

on recent ACAR covers - and, to a lesser

extent; Vector graphics - the kind of

graphics you see in games like Indy 500

and F/A 18 Interceptor^ where every-

thing is made up of flat shapes (or poly-

gons) stuck together. All of these appli-

cations go quite slowly on 68000.

68000 is also slow for many busi-

ness applications - spreadsheet recalcu-

lation, database searches, text format-

ting, and desktop pubhshing. Working

with a large document on a 68000 ma-

chine is only fun if you're paid by the

hour.

And a faster machine lets you back

up your hard drive to floppy with com-

pression at an acceptable rate; have lots

of Workbench windows open without

dying of boredom and multitask prop-

erly while downloading with a modem
faster than 2400 baud or doing any other

CPU intensive task.

If you do any of these things, a faster

machine will be nice. But what to get?

Before I get into the options, let's look

at the disadvantages of speeding up.

The Down Side
There's only one real problem with

beefing up your machine, except of

course for the cost. This is incompat-

ibility. If programmers wrote entirely to

the rules laid down by Commodore, no

program would break when run on an

accelerator which is also built entirely

to the rules. But since programmers,

especially game programmers, routinely

ignore the rules, and hardware manu-

facturers can sometimes come up with

some odd interpretations too, incom-

patibility is a problem.

Don't get me wrong - recently writ-

ten serious software and most recent

games will work fine. But it is hugely

annoying to see a favourite game kick

the bucket unless you haul a whole

chunk of hardware out of your machine.

This is why it's important to get an

accelerator with a fallback mode - one

that can be switched back to 68000,

Tliere are several ways to do this, but if

the accelerator you're considering can't

be switched back, then make sure in

advance that everything you want to

run will run. A good example of a

fallback mode is the GVP A530 Turbo
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40MHz 68030 expander for the A500,

Moving a switch on the from makes it

hchave as if it isn't plugged in - you're

back on 68000, with no expansion RAM
and no hard drive.

Personally f'd prefer it if you could

individually switch each option - RAM,
CPU and HD - but this is a decent solu-

tion.

There are also some things an accel-

erator won't make faster. It won't make
your floppy drives work any quicker. It

won't accelerate most games, since

they're written to run continuously at a

given speed. This is actually a good

thing, as anybody who's played an

"ungoverned" game on a turbo machine

will tell you! But, of course, it WILL
allow you to make mistakes much faster;

accidentally mashing a load of files can

be done a lot quicker on a fas! machine!

But all these are minor niggles - like

a hard drive, an accelerator is some-

thing you try once and then can't live

without. So here are the options!

Entry Level
Sonic

Sub

At the bottom we have the 68010
and 14MHz 68000 designs. These are

simple high speed CPUs with no other

muckings about - they use the original

RAM, the original connections (more
or less) and are the only accelerator you

could reasonably build at home. Their

proponents are fond of using the phrase

"up !o" before quoting the acceleration

given; there's a reason for this.

Basically, these accelerators are for

the tinkerers out there, since the most

increase you can possibly get, from com-
bining a 14MHz clock arrangement and

680 10 processor, is about 15% overall.

From j ust plugging in a 680 1 you '11

get about 5% more speed, and from

running a 14MHz 68000 you'll get about

10%. This is, in case you hadn't no-

ticed, peanuts - the accelerator is hob-

bled by the custom chips, which aren't

running any faster than normal. Simply

expanding your RAM above 1Mb on a

500/2000 or above 2Mb on a 600 will

give you a 30% speed increase. But

then again, you'll never spend more than

$50 or so on this kind of design.

Advantages? Dirt cheap, fun to build

if you're into this sort of thing. Disad-

vantages? Hardly does anything, no

commercial designs available, 68010

processors very rare.

16MHz 68000
One rung further up are the 1 6MHz

68000 accelerators with cache RAM.
The cache allows them to genuinely run

twice as fast as normal, and the accel-

eration is noticeable, though not dras-

tic. The two accelerators of this sort

available in Australia are the venerable

1CD ADS peed at around $360 and the

Blizzard Board, which also supports ex-

tra RAM and KickStart mapping into

RAM so you needn't buy a KS swap

board, at around $450 with 1Mb.

Advantages? Genuinely faster, not

too expensive. Disadvantages? You can

get an awful lot more speed per dollar if

you spend a little more.

68020
The next step on the ladder is the

68020. This is the processor which

drives the A 1200, and is quite fast

enough for most people's purposes, par-

ticularly when allied with the new
graphic architecture.

You see, the new Advanced Graphic

Architecture machines - A 1200 and

A4000 - are twice as fast at graphic

operations as previous models, which

still use just about the same chips as the

eight year old A 1 000. This means that a

hypothetical 68000 driven AGA ma-

chine would do graphic stuff twice as

fast as a stock 68000 A20(K). Number
crunching speeds, which are entirely

dependent upon the CPU, don't improve

with AGA.
The '020 is also the first processor to

need 32 bit RAM, and this field lakes a

little explaining. All 680x0 series proc-

essors are 32 bit. This means that inside

the chip they deal with information 32

bits at a time - 32 individual 0s or Is.

However, the 68000 and 68010 are

only 16 bit externally - so even though

they process 32 bits at a time inside,

they only talk to the outside world in 1

6

bit lumps. So, the non-AGA Amiga ar-

chitecture is based around 16 bit trans-

fer; all the RAM is set up to deal with

16 bit lumps, for instance.

But processors from the 020 upwards
are 32 bit ail down the line - they work
in 32 bits inside and out, with no bottle-

neck on input or output. Where this be-

comes a problem is when they hit other

bits of the computer that are still work-

ing in 16 bit - for example the above

mentioned RAM. An 020 would prefer

its RAM to be configured to talk to it in

32 bit lumps, and in fact runs twice as

fast if the RAM is set up that way.

"an accelerator is

somethingyou try

once and then can f

t

live without"

Thus a standard A 1200 with 2Mb of

chip RAM and no fast RAM does

around 35% of the speed of an A3000.

But add fast RAM and suddenly you're

doing more than 60% of 3000 speed -

not a bad improvement! The catch is

that if your fast RAM gets filled up, you

suddenly drop back to the original speed,

which can be an unpleasant surprise.

The speed decrease on older ma-
chines with bigger processors is even

worse when you run out of fast RAM.
This is because the bigger the proces-

sor, the more it needs 32 bit fast RAM
to work with, and also because older

machines only have 16 bit Chip RAM,
as opposed to the 32 bit chip in the

A 3000, A 1 200 and A4000. When an

030, for example, runs out of fast on an

old machine you're suddenly down to

70% of 68000 speed!

Back to the 020.

68020 accelerators are not all that

popular these days, with the more pow-
erful 030 not very much more expen-

sive. But they're still around - for ex-

ample the Commodore A2620 board,

which was what powered the original

A250O. The 2620s aren't made any

more, but they've got a !4MHz 020,

6888 1 and 6855 1 MMU and make quite

a useful machine out of a stock 2000.

There are still a few around in the

secondhand market.
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The only other popular 020 accelera-

tor is the A5Q00 unit, which is not on

sale in Australia. After considering the

hassles of currency conversion, foreign

warranties and all the rest of it, you're

better off with 030.

Advantages? Real speed. Good
enough for many. Disadvantages? Same

as for the cached 1 6MHz 68000.

68030
This is what the Amiga 3000 uses,

and at the moment it's pretty much the

standard, '030 machines clock in around

ten times faster than a standard 1Mb
A500, which is plenty fast enough for

most applications. There are lots of 030

accelerators around, made by GVP, CSA
and others, and the prices are fairly close.

You could even go for a cheap second

hand A3000, which removes the prob-

lem of having 16 bit Chip RAM and 32

bit Fast RAM since it's 32 bit all down

the line, just like the AGA machines.

Advantages? As fast as you need; a

40 or even 50MHz 68030 howls along

at more than six MIPS and makes eve-

rything smooth and easy. Disadvan-

tages? If you've got the money, none!

68040
These machines are still for the seri-

ous professionals or those whose solu-

tion for all problems is to hurl money at

them until they go away. An 040 ma-

chine is VERY fast, will exhibit quite

serious incompatibility problems with

all kinds of software written close, but

not close enough, to Commodore spec

and is really way more power than most

people need - and considering that

you're talking the thick end of $3000 to

get an A2000 up to 040 speed with

decent RAM, 040 really is out of reach

of most people.

Advantages? Goes like the prover-

bial greased budgie with its bottom on

fire. Disadvantages? You'll need a sec-

ond mortgage or a sawn-off twelve

gauge to raise the money.

AGA Upgrading
This is the option lots of people are

looking at now - get a 1 200, A4000/030

for more power or even a mighty A40O0.

Why stick a V12 engine into a

Volkswagen when you can go out and

buy the Jaguar?

If you' ve got a use for AGA graph-

ics - desktop publishing, paint programs,

rendering and so on - then buying an

AGA machine is a good move. If you

want to play the great 256 colour games

that'll be coming out to exploit a plat-

form whose slowest machine runs an

020, then AGA is also the one for you.

But remember compatibility prob-

lems - you can surmount quite a few

with the boot menu chip selection op-

tion on AGA machines which lets you

boot them as old chip set machines, but

there's quite a bit of software - games,

ofcourse - which simply spit the dummy
at anything not running a 68000 proc-

essor, and there's nothing an AGA ma-

chine can do about that.

(A new disk called AJ200 Make It

Work is available. This disks boots up

your system as a Workbench J. 3 ma-

chine and will vastly increase the

number of older games thai will work

on your AGA Amiga - Ed.)

But AGA is undeniably the way of

the future, and prices are dropping every

day - even if it does become possible to

economically upgrade a standard ma-

chine to the new chipset, there's no way

it can be as elegant as getting a more

modern design to start with. If you're

going to spend a lot of money anyway,

this might well be a better way to do it.

Glossary

68000

The original, slow Amiga processor.

Also used in the original Macintosh,

Atari ST and some other old machines.

Now being incorporated into all sorts of

appliances because it's fairly powerful

and dirt cheap. Runs at about 0.55 MIPS.

(Millions of Instructions Per Second).

68010
Barely faster than 68000. Something

of an orphan; nobody makes it, nobody

uses it. A cute toy but nothing more.

About 0.555 MIPS.

68020

A major development, four times the

power of the 68000. Used in the old

A2500, new A1200, the original Mac-

intosh LC, the original Macintosh II. A
good cheap accelerator option but not

real power. About 2.5 MIPS.

66030

The middle ground. Not cheap but

not amazingly expensive, twice the

power of the 020. Used in the A3000,

A4000/O3O, all the cheap Macintoshes.

About 5 MIPS.

68040

Vroom, vroom. Four times the grunt

of the 030. Quite expensive but the price

is coming down. Used in the A4000/

040, the big Quadra Macintoshes. About

25 MIPS.

68060

The next in the chain, and not pub-

licly available yet. Promises maybe four

times 040 speed. Will NOT be cheap,

and will run at maybe 1 00 MIPS.

68070

An anachronism. This one was made

when the 010 was new and nobody

thought the line of 680x0 processors

would get this far. It's just a 68010 with

an MMU (see below), and you'll prob-

ably never see one.

680x0
This means any processor with 680

at the beginning of its number, at the

end and one digit in between. Hence it

covers 000, 010, 020 etc. Likewise

80x86 refers to any one of the Intel PC
series processors - 80286, 386, 486.

AGA
Advanced Graphic Architecture. The

new Amiga graphics chipset. It offers

256 colours, on screen at once from a

palette of 16.8 million, and a new HAMS
mode which gives 262,000 colours at

once from the same vast palette of 16.8

million colours. We're talking photo-

realistic images here. There's also new

flicker free high resolution modes when

used on the right sort of monitor. On
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top of all the great new graphic modes,

AGA makes all graphic operations twice

as fast.

Clock Speed
This is the speed at which the CPU

runs. It is measured in megahertz, or

MHz, which is millions of cycles per

second. A standard 68000 Amiga runs

at 7.14MHz, accelerators can run at 14,

16, 25, 33, 40, 50 or even faster.

CPU
Central Processing Unit. The main

processor or brain for the computer,

which coordinates all operations and

executes the program instructions.

FPU
Floating Point Unit. Processors from

the 040 up have an FPU built in, the

020 and 030 can use a separate 68881

or 68882 FPU. FPUs are only of use if

the software you're running supports

them and they make heavy number

crunching operations like rendering run

much faster. The A3000 has an FPU
built in, one is optional on the A 1200.

MHz
See Clock Speed.

MIPS
Million Instructions Per Second, a

general measurement of processor

speed. MIPS is a unit of measurement

often used to compare computer sys-

tems, and while it is close to meaning-

less for comparing different types of

computers - for example IBM versus

Amiga - it works fairly well for com-

paring computers of the same sort.

MMU
Memory Management Unit. Proces-

sors from the 030 up have an MMU
built in, but there are cheaper versions

(68EC030, for example), which don't

have it. The 020 can use an outboard

68551 MMU.An MMU allows special-

ised memory manipulation operations

to be performed - for example using

hard disk as "virtual RAM" to allow

giant storage. A MMU also allows you

to run an operating system with proper

memory protection, which AmigaDOS
doesn't have yet. So for most users a

MMU is not necessary.

RAM
Random Access Memory, the stuff

your computer uses to store data tem-

porarily and work on it quickly. On the

Amiga it comes in three flavours, fast,

chip and slow-fast. Chip RAM is the

memory used directly by the custom

chips for sound, graphics and anything

else. Fast RAM is expansion above the

Chip RAM limit. Slow-fast RAM is nor-

mally found only in A500s - it's what

you get when you have a 512k expan-

sion unit in the trapdoor expansion but

haven't configured the machine for 1Mb
of chip RAM. The 512k above the chip

RAM is not accessible for graphics and

sound, but neither does it work faster

like fast RAM. Q

If you feel lost, helpless and confused,

Just follow this signpost!

C
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REAL 3D V2.0

NNOWf
Hello Aaron K. Let us know how the broken

foots going.

Ahoy to Mal(FN) and Musical Phil. We will have

to settle down so as you can play us a tune.

G'day to Cameron at Colloroy P.O. and all the

guys at East Coast Amiga Inc.

Shop 10,

Village Arcade,

331-335 Barrenjoey Rd.

Newport N.S.W. 2106

Postal: P.O. Box 1014

MonaVaSe N.S.W. 2103

Ph: (02)979 5833

Fax:(02) 997 5641
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Real 3D 2.0
First Impressions

It's more expensive than any previous 3D rendering

and animation package for the Amiga. It's also

claimed to be many times more powerful. Andrew
Farrell takes a first look at the latest contender in the

world of Amiga animation.

I

have a confession to make. Imagine

2.0 has been silting on my shelf un-

used. You see, at the start of '92 I

learned Draw 4D. It was quick and sim-

ple, yet powerful enough to handle some

animation work I was doing at the time.

(Editors spend only some of their life ed-

iting - the rest of the lime I'm a serious

Amiga user like you.)

When imagine 2.0 arrived, I mshed

out and bought it for $499 from Hard

Disk Cafe. However, only a few weeks

later, with me still struggling with the

poorly written manuals, I learned of Real

3D 2.0. 1 packed up Imagine and decided

not to invest valuable time learning it
-

this new package sounded much better.

As time went by, reports of Real 3D
2.0's many features started to pour in.

Eventually we got our hands on a com-

plete feature list, which appeared in

Notepad. John Roe, a talented 3D anima-

tor from Queensland and Bruce Brown,

now tech support for Color Computer Sys-

tems are names you might recognise from

Professional Amiga User magazine. Well,

diey bodi had their hands on beta ver-

sions of Real 3D 2.0. 'file reports were

glowing.

John compared Real 3D and Imagine -

a program he was very intimate with - to

the difference between an F- 1 8 jet fighter

and a paper aeroplane. So, I kept waiting.

Finally, the package turned up and in one

of our ritual unveilings here at the edito-

rial offices of ACAR, we ripped it open

and did Ihe old install and run (read the

manual later) routine. Well, it looked great.

You could even figure out a few of the

options and controls without looking at

the manual. The interface is configurable

in more ways than you can imagine.

Installation and
System Requirements

If you got one of the first batch in the

country, you would have been frustrated

to find the install script was faulty. Not

something an experienced user couldn't

overcome, and in fact, the version ship-

ping now has been fixed. Nevertheless, it

was a slightly worrying start as I won-

dered what else mighi be equally as un-

finished. As it turns out, Real 3D is fairly

solid and an update has already arrived

fixing a number of earlier bugs.

The total installation takes up some

4.6 megabytes and the program itself is a

massive 929K. We're talking one mean

collection of software here. An accelera-

tor card with math co-processor is a must

for this package - not to mention a gener-

ous helping of RAM. If you have an '040

machine - all the better. There's a special

optimised version included just for you

which is many times faster. If you have a

Vivid board, keep it. Real Soft are prom-

ising a version to run on the Vivid card

real soon now. Stay tuned.

User Interface

What would you prefer? Here, take a

look at at mine. Not your style? There's

half a dozen other presets or make your

own. That's right. If you're sick of being

forced to look at one view (Draw 4D) or

three (Imagine), you'll love Real 3D.

You can open many different view win-

dows on your Real 3D screen, and you

can open many screens too, each with its

own settings. Real 3D also renders direct

to many popular 24-bit cards - including

OpalVision, the IV-24 and AGA ma-

chines.

Each window can be anything from a

basic wireframe view to a full ray-traced

image in whatever number of colours your

machine/screen-mode supports. The dif-

ferent render modes offer high speed ray

tracing fast enough to use during design

as a view Window. On an A4000, creat-

ing the right look for your scene is a

breeze at the speed this baby renders. Fast

feedback has arrived and the way Real

3D is written, it can easily take advantage

of faster CPU's and Amigas as Ihey ar-
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AMIGA 1200
THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS

USING AMIGAS AMIGA SPECIALITIES
Amigas let you decide how you use them. You can use the point and
click system, which we call Workbench, or you can type commands on
the keyboard as on MS-DOS computers. Most people prefer Workbench,
it is easy to learn and great fun to customise. With Workbench you move
the pointer around the screen withthe mouse and click on little pictures

called icons, these represent functions you want your Amiga to do.

All Amigas can run several programs at once: so you can print a letter,

sort names and address lists, listen to some music and play with a paint

program all at the same time.

You can also exchange data with

MS-DOS machines simply by putting the

disk in the drive. Workbench will even
give you an icon to make things easier.

Most Amiga programs use a universal

file format called IFF. This allows one
program to use another's data, for

example, a Word Processor can use a
picture created in a drawing program.
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Even the software

you buy for your

Amiga will be easy
to use and great

value for money,
just like the

computer itself.
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The Amiga is a great tool for work and pleasure but it excels at:

Anything to do with graphics or

video. Being video compatible
means that the picture can be
displayed on a T.V. or recorded
on video. Having a graphics

co-processor makes the action

fast, whether you are reading

through a large report or playing

a super-action game.

Bu i 1 1 in d ig ital stereo sound on

the Amiga gives you concert

quality reproduction. With an
inexpensive add-on
you can even
digitise your own
audio and then

experiment with it

on the screen,

With the

addition of optional

emulators, the

Amiga can also run

MS-DOS 'or
Macintosh *

software - giving

you the best of all

worlds.

^For
Commodore

For a supplier near you call (008) 805 067

(outside Sydney metro area) or (02) 428 7666.



rive. Make a change to your model and in

draft mode, a new rendered view is ren-

dered in one of my view windows on the

A.3000 in around a second.

The Manual
Real comes complete with a two ring

binder and manual thicker than your av-

erage bricklayer's cut lunch. It contains

some useful tutorials, although some an-

noying errors have crept into a few of the

examples. It's well indexed and the refer-

ence section is good. The only way to

learn this product is to read the documen-

tation from start to finish, working through

the various tutorial projects as you go. I

would say it would take at least two solid

weeks to get up to speed and you would

always be learning new things and ex-

ploring the amazing potential of this pack-

age.

Organising Your Scene
Real arranges objects, object-proper-

ties, animation paths, you name it, in a

heirarchy the same as most disk operat-

ing systems. For example, if you create

a tabic, you might start with a solid rec-

tangle called top and then create a level

(like a directory) call legs. In this level

you create the two legs and a cross mem-
ber between them.

Now suppose you want to make the

top marble and the legs wood. Simple.

Load the included materials. Move to

the level you want to apply, just like you

would move around a disk using a direc-

tory utility. When you're in the right

spot you add the material to that level

and all objects in that level will become

wooden, marble or whatever you like.

So naturally it helps to arrange ob-

jects in levels you want to animate to-

gether, that have similar properties or

that are logically connected in some way.

Once you get used to it, this method of

organising your scene becomes second

nature and you can cut and paste levels

and objects with ease.

Fast Feedback
Where Real starts to run rings around

other packages is the ease with which

you can get feedback to changes. For

example, you can have the materials win-

dow open and be altering the settings of

Fact Chart

Category: 3D Animation/Raytracing

Product: Real 3D
Current Version: 2.3

Publisher: RealSoft

Retail: $899

Disks: 4

Memory: 3 Megabytes

System: 68020 or higher/math

coprocessor

Hard Disk: At least 5 megabytes of

space free (68040 included which is

about 8 times faster)

Comment: A new standard

Distributor: Color Computer Systems

Telephone: (09) 375 3018

a particular material. You click the ap-

ply button, select a view window and hit

Right-Amiga R to start it rendering, then

you flick over to another window and

keep modelling while Real renders the

window with the new material settings.

Halfway through the render you see it's

not right, abort die render, select the

materials window and make some more

changes. All this is on one screen and all

the action is visible at once. This pro-

gram is fabulous.

I could write a lot more, but since this

is our show issue and space is very tight

I'll continue next month. In the mean-

lime, my first impressions are that Real

3D will become the defacto standard for

Amiga animation. Other platforms will

sec releases of Real 3D soon too, so it

may also become the standard for all

low end 3D animation. The interface is

very powerful, the program has incred-

ible animation power.

Yes, there are a few bugs, some of

which have been fixed with the release

of version 2.3 already. We had a few

hassles importing DXF files and I hear

getting a smooth camera path without us-

ing morphing camera positions is tricky.

Nevertheless, at this stage I would not

hesitate to recommend it. Watch for a full

review next month.

Major Features
a Fully integrated editor and tenderer taking full ad-

vantages of multi-tasking

• User customizable editor

• Open architecture for expandability

• Savable macros, which can be bound to keys or

user defined icons

• Undo with unlimited user definable depth

• Hierarchical object construction

• CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) modeling

• Boolean operations

Ouadric surfaces

• Polygonal surfaces

a B -splines

• Large collection of creation tools for constructing

complex shapes by combining primitives.

• Comprehensive set of free form surface construc-

tion tools including co-planar and orthogonal sweeps,

swinging, rotation, cross-sectional building etc.

• landscape' and Tree' fractal generators

• All necessary linear transformations are included

• Nearly one hundred non-linear free-form deforma-

tions available

Comprehensive set of direct curve and surface

manipulation tools through control and knot points

• Unlimited number of texture/material descriptions

per object

• Transparency with physically correct refractions

• Texture mapping, Colour mapping, Bump map-

ping, Environment mapping, Shadow mapping, Re-

flection mapping, Clip mapping, Transparency map-

ping, Brilliance mapping, Mapping through user de-

fined formulas

• Fogs

• Blurred reflections & refraction

• Procedural material/texture properties which can

be customized by user definable formulas and pro-

grams

• Infinite number of light sources

• 'Sun-glow', 'atmosphere' and other non-homoge-

neous material effects

• Highly optimised ray tracing

• Soft shadows

• Depth of field

• Motion blur

a 9 level anti-aliasing uses adaptive over-sampling

• Revolutionary animation system based on the ob-

ject-orientation theory includes: Marphing/key-fram-

ing of objects and materials, article animations, In-

verse kinematic modifications, Skeletonal modeling.

Magnetism, Procedural animations, Allows all trans-

formations and free form deformations to be animated

a RPL, a fully featured programming language, is

used for: Expanding the program features and user

interface, Describing macros, Scene description, De-

fining behavior for particles. Procedural texture and

material handlers, Interactive object creation and ma-

nipulation etc.

• Fully customizable object and material data struc-

tures using tags

• Animated background images

a 'Matte' objects for combining ray traced scenes

with backgrounds

a Well defined protocol to output devices allows, for

example, graphics hardware manufactures to write

the software needed for using their products with

Real 3D.

a Field rendering

a Alpha-channel support

a Autocad DXF import
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Disk Magazine
Mail Order
&PD

...for the

best in

Amiga info

and entertainment

MegaDisc was designed

to help you really learn how to use

yourAmiga. Tutorials, articles,

reviews, hints and tips, useful

software, and much more are

included to help both the beginner

and the veteran to use the Amiga
more productively. Not too serious

and not too lightweight, MegaDisc
aims to show you how to do things.

MD is a proven petformerfor both
quality and quantity of information

andfun.

$45 for a 3-issue subscription (2 free PD
included) S79 for a 6-issue subscription

(4 free PD included) • Order MI) 1-33

and a Catalogue-on-Disk for S 195.

That's 34 info-packed disks! •

AmigaDos Manual-on-Disk, with all

you need to know of CLI and

Workbench 1.3) $19.95 • Trial Pack -

MD 33, MegaDos, and Catalogue-Disk

for$29* Issue 34- $17.95.

Subscribe now and be in the drawfor
30free PD disks ofyour choice! Every

MD has the latest Virus-Killer; and
contains as much material asfour

conventional magazines, plus material

available only on disk. Don't accept

imitations or PD rip-offs!

MD 34 AVAILABLE
NOW!!

We have the original and best Amiga
Public Domain Disk Library . Call and

get your FREE Catahgue-on-Disk and

browse at leisure. Our PD collection of

over 4500 disks contains databases,

word-processors, spreadsheets, demos,

graphics, tutorials, animations, utilities

and more! All disks are virus-free, and

many arc unavailable anywhere else.

The disks shown on this page are just a

small fraction of our collection, which is

described in the catalogue. Individual

disks cost $3.50 each, or $2.50 to MD
subscribers. Btty 10 PD disks, get one

free - ie get 1 1 PD disks for S25 or $35.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
4 New Type 1 /out line fonts 5-packs $20
each5 Clip Art 10-packs I V - b/w. varied

$30 PageStream Fonts 1 2-Pack - 1 2 disks

full ofType 1 Postscript Fonts for use in

PageStream & ProPagc & WB2 $35 • GTS
CGFonts 9-pack - 75 PS fonts for $36 • GTS
Structured EPS ClipArl 3-pack $12 • New
Bit-mapped Font 5 pack $15

GAME PACKS
4 Gaines MegaPacfes of 10 disks each ($30)

with all the latest and greatest games, easy to

use.

NEW!! Education Packs
Young pack- 10 disks crammed with material

for younger users $30. Older pack - secondary

$30.

UTILITIES PACKS
Assembler setup environment 3-pack $10 •

New HCC C Compiler 3-pack - full setup

$10* Home Business 10-pack$30« General
Utilities 10-Pack $30 • C Manual 5-paek $15
- Complete C manual • Workbench 2 5-pack

$15*Ieon4-pack$12-Comms4-pack$12-
enlry into communications New WB2
BestOfFish 5-pack $15 • AGA 5-pack $15

Lieenceware - CLR, A/Nuts
OctaMED Pro V4 $85 • We have

games, databases, Assembly compilers,

typing tutors & more - see our catalogue

for full details.

MEGADISC MAIL ORDER
5% off for subscribers! See Catalogue or

MD for full range • Get free disks with all

MD Mai) orders, and free subscriptions

for larger orders! • Ask about our range of

printers, modems, GVP h/w, software and

more!

NEW!! Hints & Tips Disk
Complete compilation of ail the hints and

tips on all past Megadiscs arranged by

type, cross-referenced, easy to use and

locate. This covers all aspects ofAmiga
use and contains indispensable info. For

beginner or veteran. Price $19.95 ($13.95

for MD subscribers).

NEW!! 3 MD Articles Disks
Complete, easy-to-use compilation of ail

past MD articles (MD 1 -30) on 3 disks.

Beginner guide and fully

cross-referenced. This 3-pack contains

360 articles! $15 per disk, $39 for all 3

($27 for subscribers).

NEW!! MD Extras disk Get

this with each MD issue - companion

disk with all the PD mentioned or

reviewed on the current MD. Saves

hunting around for the PD mentioned.

$20 for 6 issues, $ 12 for 3 issues, or $5

individually.

Send your subscriptions & orders to:

FREEPOST SO • MegaDisc • PO Box 759 •

Crows Nest2065. Or telephone (02) 959 1692

(all hows) or Fox (02) 959 S525.

Contributions w MegaDisc ofany kind are most

welcome - please call. We do not chargefor

Postage and Packaging, and there are no hidden

extras in our prices. Orders are sent out within 24

hours. We also lake BankCard, MasterCard and
Visa Orders by Phonelmail! Fax.

Cheapest networking for
the Amiga anywhere!

PKit is a hardware/software package

exclusive to Megadisc which connects

any two Amigas or Amiga to CDTV. Full

access available in both directions - use

both machines fill Iy from either machine.

This greatly expands the power of your
Amigas and CDTV. Only a standard

serial cable required and an external

drive. RRP $29.95.

Nic Wilson Utes
This new package contains the latest

versions of all the utilities which have

become famous in the Amiga world -

NoVims (was $50), AddMcn (was $50),

AutoCLI, TrackDos, NoFjrors, linfo and

many more. Exclusive to Megadisc

$29.95.

All prices are in A$ - for cheapest

and fastest results form overseas,,

use a credit card.

For orders from NZ, multiply the

total by 1.075 (ie, add 7.5%) for

airmail and packaging.



CD Quality Sound on

the cheap!

Review: MicroDeal

Clarity 16

Daniel Butter, a mad keen sound freak since the

dawn of time, examines the first of a new fray of

cheap 16-bit sound samplers, is the quality up to

scratch? Maybe.

The Amiga's technology beat the

pants off every competitor when
it was released in 1985. Nobody

could match the graphics, nothing could

touch the sound. In recent years, some

IBM technology has swept past the early

Commodore product in both depart-

ments. Thankfully, the new Amigas
have leapt ahead again in most respects.

And all Amigas can still shift graphics

around faster than any other PC and

still come out of the box with better

sound capabilities. However, the PC's

SoundBlaster is looking more formida-

ble as the months roll by. So what's the

answer?

Our stock sound hardware has not

changed since 1985, Four channel, eight

bit and that's all. Now, there's nothing

wrong with eight bit sound for many
applications. Spot effects in games,

background music for presentations and

so on - with a treble boosting Sound

Enhancer type gadget and a decent set

of speakers an Amiga can get along

fine. But eight bit sound is way down
on broadcast quality.

You need 16 bit sampling for your

computer's sound to be good enough

for professional applications, and the

Amiga ain't got it unless you want to

spend SI 000 plus on a Sunrise card.

A Note about Terms
A brief moment to explain the termi-

nology. Digital sounds are stored as a

string of numbers, which represent the

position of the waveform at a given

point. The more numbers, or samples,

you have per second, the higher the

frequency of the sound you can repro-

duce. The uppermost reproducible fre-

quency is half the sampling rate, so

1 0,000 samples per second is enough to

reproduce perfectly good speech and

for full spectnim music you need more

than 40,000.

Eight bit sampling uses eight digit

binary numbers for the samples. This

gives a maximum sample value range

of 256 steps. This is, as I said, adequate

but not great.

16 bit sampling, on the other hand,

gives 65,536 possible steps, allowing

waveforms to be reproduced with much
better resolution. 16 bit sampling of one

kind or another is used on CDs and

their more recent cousins the Digital

Compact Cassette and MiniDisc, and

also in all professional digital sound ap-

plications - studios, synthesisers, and

monster digital editing suites like the

Turtle Beach and other PC and Macin-

tosh based systems. All of these cost

many thousands of dollars and need

bodacious hard drives to work.

An alternative to full 16 bit sampling

is 1 2 bit, which gives only 4096 differ-

ent sample levels but is still a lot better

than eight bit and has made the Amiga
version, the Sunrise card, quite success-
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. . Wtgiveyoithtumplete solution!

01 Ut|OnS Call Mike, Doug or Jeroen on (02)477 5353

6T1 CL6T"6C or *ax us ^our ret
l
u irements on (°2) 476 5736Ke-A.V Mail & Credit Card orders welcome.

Solutions Rendered Pty Ltd. acn 057923645 9 Miller Avenue, Hornsby NSW 2077

i/ideohWe are a team dedicated to bringingyou the best in Amiga desktop video
and desktop publishing. We use and support the products we sell.

I

COME AND SEE US at Stand C13 & C14
The World Of Commodore, Darling Harbour, July 2-4

FOR AWESOME DEMONSTRATIONS AND SHOW SPECIALS.

Daily Prizes - You could win PageStream, Final Copy II or

Ami-Back + Tools. Entry forms available at the stand.

Mention this ad for a complimentary handshake!

Hot Hardware
• OpalVision Release 2 - New modules available soon.

• Exciting add on products for Amiga 1200.

• Epson A4 full colour flatbed scanner - scans in 24 bit

colour or 8 bit grey scales. OCR software available.

• IV-24 - 24 bit graphics board / Genlock /Framegrabber

from GVP. $r* Now at a New Low Price *$r

• Retina 24 bit High Resolution display card.

• V-Lab Y/C Real Time Frame Grabber.

Multi-Media, Film & Video Services
• Graphic Design - Illustration, logos, business presentations.

• Rendering & Animation- Cel animation and 3D
Ray-tracing for film or video.

• Multi-Media presentations.

• Frame grabbing from VHS, S-VHS or other video source.

i^HBV M1

DTP Services available
• Laser Printing Service - 300dpi postscript printing.

All major Amiga formats supported.

• Full Colour glossy 300dpi printing service

A4 or A3 prints of your graphic masterpiece.

• Digitizing and Scanning - Up to A4 full colour or B/W.

• Complete Artwork and Design service - Illustration, company

logos, business presentations, catalogues, etc

Hot Software
• Final Copy II Release 2

• SoftFaces Vol 1-4

• PageStream 2.2

• Art Expression

• TypeSmith - Outline font Editor.

• Scenery Animator 4.0

• Ami-Back

• Ami-Back Tools

• Ami-Back + Tools

• CineMorph

• Art Department Pro

• Morph Plus

• Vista Pro 3.0

• ScalaMM210AGA
• Deluxe Paint IV AGA
• Caligari 24

• Alladin 4D
• Directory Opus V4
• PC-Task - now with VGA
• Keep Track - database with

calender, diary & to-do list

• PowerCopy Professional

• Real 3D V2
•TV Paint 2.0 for Retina or IV24

• Bars & Pipes Pro V2
• Studio Printer

• IntroCad Plus

• Imagine 2.0

• Essence for Imagine

• True Print 24
• SAS/C V6 Development System

• Devpac 3

• High Speed Pascal

• Brilliance - available soon

and much more...



ful. But nobody would argue that for

full industry standard operation you need

16 - which will be available as an op-

tion to the Sunrise soon.

How Does Clarity

Add Up?
Microdeal's fairly cheap Clarity pack-

age certainly gives the right number of

bits, but aside from that it doesn't really

measure up. The hardware is great - a

simple unit that plugs, as is the case

with all external samplers, into the par-

allel port and has its own audio in and

out jacks. Unusually, the Clarity also

has a lead for the serial port, which

means that since there's no pass through

you have to swap plugs if you want to

use printers, modems and so on. This is

not a major hassle.

But it's the software that lets the Clar-

ity down. If you've got 16 bit sampling

you can do high powered editing opera-

tions, direct to disk stereo recording with

CD quality and many other most im-

pressive things - but not with this box,

kids. In fact, the Clarity's software is

not much more powerful than that in-

cluded with any number of 8 bit sam-

plers, although it does admittedly avoid

the fairground poster appearance of

many.

On Screen
The Clarity software operates on the

Workbench and uses a modular design;

you open only the windows you need.

This is a novel approach which tends to

produce a clutter of windows, but once

you get used to it it works well enough.

Clarity's main editor offers the usual

cut, paste, fade and mix features. You
can sequence samples in a simple one-

track arranger, or play them back using

a MIDI keyboard plugged into the MIDI
ports on the back of the unit. Samples

can be recorded up to 44kHz (better

than CD) in mono on a 68000 machine,

and up to 32kHz in stereo. The faster

your processor, the faster you can sam-

ple.

Which brings me to a whinge - the

software's not very well coded to deal

with machines of different speeds and

bears all the hallmarks of something

rushed out the door to meet a produc-

tion deadline. There's a horrible little

menu item called "fast Amiga" you se-

lect to tell the machine you're running

faster than 68000; any coder could have

made the program figure that out for

itself, and even after the menu item's

been selected some features still stuff

up.

I've had the program hang on me
more than once when I tried to use the

spectrum display, and on a 3000 at the

ACAR office the VU meter display

never worked at all. There's no excuse

for this.

"play backpolice

sirens and gunfire at

two in the morning»

And there are many features which

are obvious toys. You can do FFT (Fast

Fourier Transform) analysis of a sam-

ple or part thereof, which produces a

groovy little grid-graph thing which is

of absolutely no use to man or beast

because it's totally uncalibrated and

can't be rescaled or further analysed.

Likewise, the sequencer's one track

design is pointless - the example se-

quence included with the package

sounds as if it were assembled by pri-

mary school students.

Bells and Whistles

You can add echo, reverb and flange

to a sample, and these are not too bad.

The reverb is, as usual, just a modified

echo and doesn't bear comparison with

a professional digital reverb unit. You
can also add chorus and distortion, but

these sound really terrible.

And the MIDI control is likewisejust

a gimmick; all you can do is assign

different samples at different pitches to

every note on the keyboard, which is a

much sillier method than assigning one

sample to each MIDI channel, which is

how any professional system does it.

Fortunately there is provision for

sending samples to or from sampling

MIDI machines, so the Clarity's short-

comings can be made up for by external

hardware. If you have a keyboard that

can play samples but not record them,

the Clarity's a cheap way to feed it

sounds.

Clarity can only play one 16 bit sam-

ple at a time. It will do more, but only

through the Amiga's sound outputs,

which rather defeats the purpose since

these are eight bit. Interestingly, the

Clarity manual says playback through

the Amiga channels is 14 bit, which is

news to me and to Commodore. It is not

possible to play anything better than

eight bit sound through the Amiga's

audio channels, so I've no idea what the

"14 bit" thing means.

On the Plus Side
To be fair, Clarity's sound quality is

great. With good cabling and a good

sound source and the input level set

correctly, background noise is very low

and audio definition is brilliant. The

hardware works really well. But the soft-

ware just doesn't back it up.

In summary. Clarity 1 6 is, like many

samplers, a great toy. You can make

use of it if you want to sample for an

external MIDI device. It'd be good to

make super high grade samples for con-

version to 8 bit for your presentation,

game or whatever.

And you can indeed play silly at

home with a sampler for hours on end -

16 bit makes it even more fun. Record

your favourite movie one-liners; search

your heavy metal albums for backwards

messages about cannibalism; play back

police sirens and gunfire at two in the

morning for the benefit of the neigh-

bours; slowly and painfully remove all

the scratches from your old 78's;

frighten the cat with a chorus of

Rottweilers.

But without the power that normally

goes with 16 bit digitising, the Clarity

16 is no use at all to the traditional high

grade sampler market. If GVP or some-

one else come out with software which

loses all the silly bugs and supports

record to disk and better MIDI, this sam-

pler could really go places. As it is,

though, it's still one of the best toys

I've seen in a long time.
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Dual
Personality

Running MS-Dos Software

on your Amiga 2000/3000/4000

George Kimpton has always resisted the urge to buy an
MS-Dos computer. So, every so often we send him out

to test the latest in emulation hardware as a quiet

reminder what he's missing out on. Lately, George has
been tinkering with the Golden Gate 486.

The 486SLC is the Jatest in a range

of MS-DOS bridgeboards from

Vortex for the Amiga. Previous

boards which I have reviewed are the

ATonce Plus for the Amiga 500 (Profes-

sional Amiga User Dec/Jan 1992) and

the 386SX {AGAR October 1992).

The 486SLC board has been released

in response for demands for a faster

bridgeboard and to keep pace with cur-

rent developments in the MS-DOS area.

This board uses the low power SLC ver-

sion of the faster 486 CPU now being

installed in MS-DOS laptops.

System Requirements
System requirements are the same as

for the 386SX, i.e. Workbench 1 .3 or

2.0+, 1 Meg of RAM, a single floppy

and a hard drive, all of which can be

shared with the Golden Gate. While tests

have shown it works quite happily on

Amiga 2000, 2500 and 3000 models, I

did not have the opportunity to test it on

an Amiga 4000. (Apparently Commo-
dore cannot give Australia's only Amiga
magazine a machine for review, as they

are selling faster than the good lads at

head office can ship the beast However
we have been promised a long term

loaner real soon now, right? - Ed)

For flexibility you can still install your

own MS-DOS drives including a high

density drive with a capacity of up to

2.88MB. This will require the installa-

tion of the optional floppy controller chip.

Provision is also made through a high

performance on board IDE controller to

install Golden Gate's own hard drive with

up to 24 partitions.

Again I would emphasize the need

for large hard drives, as the more I move
around in the MS-DOS area the more ]

become aware of the massive size of

MS-DOS programs. At least 100MB or

even larger would be well worth consid-

ering especially if shared with Amiga
programs. Corel Draw, MS-DOS and

Windows alone will chew up around

60MB on their own. A disk compression

program such as Superstar would also

be a good investment as it virtually dou-

bles available disk

space. Be warned

though, MS-DOS
and Windows must

not be on the com-

pressed partition un-

less you want prob-

lems.

To check hard-

ware compatibility,

a floptical drive, CD
ROM drive and a

Syquest removable

hard drive were

tested. All worked

without a hitch. The internal ISA bus is

fully compatible with LAN controllers

and EGA/VGA graphics boards. All of

our tests used a VGA Graphics board

and a Sound Blaster Pro board mounted

in the PC slots. The VGA board is auto-

matically sensed by the Golden Gate and

Vortex now have their own optional ex-

ternal monitor switcher box which elimi-

nates the need for two monitors.

Unfortunately there is still the need to

disable the cache if using a Commodore
accelerator board. This is easily achieved

with a PD program called CPUSet. In-

terestingly enough, with a GVP G-Force

040 it wasn't necessary to disable the

cache.

Performance
Benchmark tests using Norton SI gave

relative speeds of 44.8 for the 486SLC
and 26 for the 386SX against a standard

XT. While the speed increase is not quite

what Vortex claim (up to 2.4X) this could

easily be attributable to the system con-

figuration at the time of testing.

Conclusions
On the surface there is little apparent

difference between the 386 and the 486

but during testing the increased speed

and performance were immediately evi-

dent. The 486 with optional maths co-

processor and 8MB ofRAM installed is

no slouch, even with vector graphics and

CAD programs which are normally tedi-

ously slow in redrawing the screen.

The 386SX board previously reviewed

retails at $999 whereas the 486SLC is

$1599. Optional extras are: Floppy Con-

troller Chip (S49), the Maths Co-proces-

ACAR 32 continued on page 36



July 2-4

World Of Commodore
Darling Harbour, Sydney

What to expect.

The best.

I mean the best in prices and product.

Sigmacom has been able to make some
exceptional purchases of hard drives and other

items. The savings will be passed on to you.
Don't miss out.

Two samples to prove we are for real!

Add a second 40Mb drive to your 1200 for $199
At the show, while you wait

Quantum 240Mb SCSI2/IDE hard drives at $649.

We will have hard drives from 40Mb to 1 .2

gig at once only prices.

In fact, at the show, we will do 85Mb, 1 27Mb
& 210Mb hard drive upgrades for 1200's

while you wait.

We will also install accelerators for 1200's and
high density floppy drive upgrades.
Make sure you visit Sigmacom at the WOC.
See you there,

Mark.

Hard Driving
'* SCSI 2 Hard Drives SPECIAL *

*• 240Mb SCSI 2 Special WOC Price

Quantum Hard Drives
52 Megabytes

1 20 Megabytes

170 Megabytes

240 Megabytes

425 Megabytes

1 .2 Gigabytes

Special WOC Price

Special WOC Price

Special WOC Price

Special WOC Price

Special WOC Price

Special WOC Price

IHPW

Odds'n'Ends
1.76 Floppy Drives

Use high density floppy disks on your

Amiga. A limited number will be available

at the show. Special WOC Price

NEC 3D Multisync Monitors
Reconditioned, Warranteed.

Scans to all Amiga Modes. $699
Fax/Data/Answer-Machine
Modem - All in one! $649
The New VOIDAX supports up to 14,400 baud

data, fax & includes a digital voice answer machine.

Optical Mouse $99
Mouse Master $59
Allows your Mouse and Joystick to share one port.

DJ

Have a second 40Mb
internal hard drive installed

while you wait,

Amiga 1200
Accelerators

MBX 1 200 RAM expansion
A 1200 Up to 32Meg of RAM.

Special WOC Price

CSA 12Gauge 50Mhz 68030
A1200 processor upgrade. Includes SCSI controller

and up to 32Meg RAM, Get the power and speed

of a workstation. In tests an Amiga 1200 with

12Gauge is faster then a 4000 .Special WOC Price

GVP A1230 40Mhz 68030
A1200 Accelerator upgrade with up to 32Meg of

RAM. Special WOC Price

Fang! GVP SCSI-RAM card
A1200 Upgrade with up to 8Meg ofRAM and

SCSI Controller. Special WOC Price

World OfCommodore

Once only sale!
j
Blackboard prices will be marked up*

idaily for Quantum 120Mb, Quantum!
170Mb and Quantum 240Mb drives.

[The prices we are going to put on these!

super fast drives are just too?

inflammatory to print.

tm



AMIGA Multi-Media
Systems
See one on working at the WOC.

The internal/external CD ROM drive system

for the Amiga 1200, 3000 and 4000.

• This unit supports CDTV, ISO 9660, Hi-Sierra and Mac HFS
formats, as well as playing audio CD's.

• The software supports most SCSI controllers, is simple to

install on any Amiga, and has a neat "Remote Control" panel

for playing audio CDs.

• Besides the growing range ofCDTV titles, Mac and IBM PC
CD disks can be used with your emulators.

• Includes Fred Fish on CD ROM.
Internal unit $795 External unit $895
Sea la The only presentation software you need if you are

using the Amiga for power performance. $399
OpalVision The Australian developed and supported 24bit

expandable graphics and Video system. $1 199

Impact Vision The 24bit Video Genlock, Frame-Grabber
graphics system that is all here, operating NOW $2499

Specialised Audio Cards
Sunrise Studio 12 & 16. Sampling up to CD quality &
realtime SFX. Hear it on Sigmacom's stand $CENSORED
Real 3D II This has to be seen. The rendering speed, the

contrail, the ease of use, the power for the price . $899

„ «etina

i4-^Card

Retina 24 bit Card +

V-LAB Framegrabber
Retina 24-bit Colour Card offers up to"

2400 x 1200 resolution, and interfaces to graphics

libraries allowing most software to be run in much higher

resolutions. Full 24-bit colour up to 1 152 x 862.

V-Lab. 24-bit framegTabber for Retina or Harlequin boards.

Both cards have full AdPro and Imagemaster drivers, as

well as extensive developer libraries and docs.

See all of this Multi-Media equipment working

on our stand at the WOC.

Here are Seven Reasons

to shop at Sigmacom

FREE delivery in Australia

FULL after-sales service

FREE Technical advice

FREE Hardware installation

3"

FREE Software installation ^c
Trade - ins always welcomeH
Best Prices ALWAYS! Z

Sca!aMM200 AGA
Final Copy II

Cinemorph AGA New Version

Pro Page 3
Pro Page 4
Pro Draw #
Pro Calc

Wordworth 2

Imagine 2
Vista Pro V3 SPECIAL
Bars and Pipes (New Version)

ImageFX
Real 3D V2
DPaint AGA
Impact Vision 24

July Special

$399
$159
$149
$139
$229
$199
$229
$269
CALL
$99
$499
$469
$899
CALL

$2499

Systtems
Amiga 1200 and 4000 Systems available in a,

wide variety of configurations. Because wel

are also a fully Authorised Commodore'
Dealer, we can offer you no nonsense pricing

and quality service.

Call for the price you want!

TRADE-IN
We happily trade-in any Amiga equipment

CALL US TODAY

EX-DEMO
Because items in this section come in and sell out

so quickly, it is always a good idea to ring and
check what is available right now.
You never know we may just have exactly what
you want at a price you won't believe.

Amiga 500 $299
GVP Impact 500 series II From $649

A590 20Mb HD + 2Mb RAM $499
IBM Emulators Call

68020 & 68030 Accelerators Call

All with warranty. Call for availability

sigmacom
P, ,02,524 9846

• Unit 1 7, 20-24 Gibbes Street Miranda
Just behind the Miranda Station.

Mobile: (018) 25 7471 • Facsimile: (02) 524 9839

Phone Orders Welcome

^^ b



DEJA VU SOFTWARE
&NOW

CLR LICENCEWARE
QUALITY SOFTWARE AT A
PRICE ALL CAN AFFORD

TITLES INCLUDE:
EDUCATIONAL

CLE001 T.C. DINOSAURS (2 DISK)

CLE003 T.C. SOLAR SYSTEM (3 DISK)

CLE011 LETS LEARN
CLE016 KINGS & QUEENS
DV091 FUN TO LEARN
DV122 TELL THE TIME

UTILITIES

CLU003 TYPING TUTOR
CLU008 WORD FINDER PLUS
CLU010 POWER ACCOUNTS
DV077 POWERBASE
DV098 POWERTEXT
DV115 ROOTS

GAMES
CLG008 DRAGON TILES

CLG01

2

BULLDOZER BOB
CLG014 SONIC SMARTIEHEAD
DV127 THE VIKING SAGA
DV128 TOWER HILL

AUS003 LOST SOUL

1 DISK PROG
2 DISK PROG
3 DISK PROG

$14 RRP
$15

$16

Deja Vu and CLR titles are available from:

Don Quixote, Ttmwoomba Qld, Ph (076) 331 561

Korella Trading, Belmont NSW, Ph (049) 45S 455

MVB Computers, Croydon Vic, Ph (03) 725 6255

Amiga PD Centre, St Agnes SA, Ph (OS) 396 2163

Amadeus Computers, Glenorie NSW,

Ph (008) SOS 503

Phoenix, Keswick SA, Ph (08) 293 8752

Squire Computers, Elthem Vic, Ph (03)431 2747

Code One Computers, Wentworlh Falls NSW,

Ph (047) 416 054

PRC Australia. Bendlgo (054) 416 054

Bright Electronics, Auckland NZ, (09) 524 9543

WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR
YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

ALLEN
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Call for the Dealer

nearest you.

where you will get more for your dollar!

Call (03) 725 3379

Fax (03) 723 1780 &
432 Dorset Road,

Croydon Vic. 3136
>:

sTdfip

1"

FEATURE COMPARISON

GOLDEN GATE V COMMODORE A2386SX

Processor

A2386SX
16MHz/20MHz

Golden Gate 4H6SLC
25MHz

Coprocessor 80387SX-16/20 803B7SX-25

Max RAM 8MB (ZIP RAMS) 16MB (SIMM Modules)

IDE interface No Yes

Floppy

Controller

Yes (Max 1.44MB)

Max. 2 drives

Yes (Max 2.88MB)

Max. 3 drives

PC/AT Slot Support Yes Yes

Amiga RAM Usable No Yes

Emulator RAM
Usable by Amiga

No Yes

Amiga Mouse

usable

Yes, special

software

Yes, as serial

Microsoft mouse

Amiga Keyboard usable Yes Yes

Amiga Parallel

Interface Usable

Yes Yes

Amiga Serial

Interface Usable

No Yes

Amiga Hard Disk

Drive usable

Yes, file can be

assigned to

MS-DOS Partition

Yes, file and complete

Amiga Partitions

Amiga Floppy Disk

Drives usable

Yes Yes

Video Emulation CGA - Text and

Graphics, Hercules

-only text

CGA - Text & Graphics

Hercules - Text & Graphics

Olivetti - 640x400 Graphics

Toshiba - 640x400 Graphics

EGA Monochrome 640x400 Graph

VGA Monochrome 640x400 Graph

Full EGA/VGA Video output with

VGA card installed.

sor Chip ($169) and extra 60ns RAM
($85 / MB). All are available from Fonhof

Computers (02) 639 7718 and John

Fonhof will be only to happy to discuss

the best way to satisfy your needs.

While price may deter some from the

faster 486SLC, it is well worth the extra

when working with the newer MS-DOS
programs operating in Windows mode.

Many upgrades of old software along

with new programs coming on the mar-

ket now are designed around the 32 bit

486 architecture for best performance.

The Golden Gate 486SLC is a very

professional unit. I have no hesitation in

recommending it for anyone who requires

a high performance MS-DOS IBM com-

patible to work in tandem with their

Amiga.

(Whilst there is no doubt that slotting

a bridgeboard into your existing Amiga
is afar more elegant solution than pur-

chasing another computer - not to men-

tion the ease affile exchange and hard-

ware resource sharing -one cannot help

but wonder why the price ofthis board is

so high when compared with the option

ofaquiring a separate MS-DOS system.

Perhaps it wilt go down in time. - Ed)
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How can you
"jjiATJ-S UP your
old software for

new?
It's easy! Come to MEGHEAD!
We will trade in your old software

on anything in the store. Simply

bring it in for evaluation.

Sydney's Cheapest

AMIGA
OUTLET

Over 1 7,0003 feet of computer software,
hardware & add oris!

Open 7 Days
1 Railway Sf, Chatswood. Tel 415 3355 Fax 415 3383
(Right at Chatswood station. Mail orders welcome.)
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(Amiga Format's

We'd simply call it the best Amiga Word

Processor. But if after using it, the experts

insist on calling Final Copy II the best Word

Publisher as well, we're not complaining!

Final Copy n

Final Copy coined the phrase "Perfect Printing on any Printer".

We mean it this document proves it!

Created in Final Copy II ami printedon tf standard 24-ptn i i wall

number of Final Copy //*»features: Smooth Scttkdbte Outline Fana. Multiple Columns,

Drawn:. Shadow: Una

anda[course, Intponoj Calom and Mono GrapMcs Pit tares.

tht tm as mar guarantee oj
'

support aadjattat upgrt

Word Publishers go beyond simply producing normal letters and documents

{at which Final Copy 11 naturally excels) and progress into a world where how

the whole document looks is just as important as what it- says. Admittedly, this

'

*ith Desk Top Publishers, hut they can't easily be used as Word

Processor1
;, especially when a good looking letter needs creating quickly

they're far too cumbersome. This is where Final Copy II offers the perfect

balance between the two requirements. Ease and speed of use. combined with

complete control and perfect Final printed presentation.

em creuimi is sa simple wiHi 28 On-Scfeen

Bulturis hit routine formatting and n*vigating

mm rae WYSIWYG

dispLty, youcanevcEi.-.: liqui-

fied up ID 40M Htr reduced!. Lutlf documents are

supported -*irri rLTk-/\Sastcr Paiges. Style Shivu

Itjclr/RLiefal Paee Binding Offset and AoJc hanabgrtng

Because yonr :cit need"* to be perfect, [he British-

English Collins Prrcunlity Speller iMnbtaed with ibe

fix that jddej Inspiration) help yon 10

! the pia.-ue. printed poje.

Compugraphic. Adobe Type 1 PostScript or Nimbus Q PostScript? If you want lots of

fonts, you can have lots of fonts! Final Copy II can use thousands of superior Adobe Type I

or Nimbus Q fonts (die same as those used on professional publishing systems). Both these

types are PostScript fonts, but unlike all other Word Processors you don't need an expensive

PostScript laser la use them! Final Copy II will print them on PostScript lasers, or any graphics

capable printer. This includes the dot-matrix or ink-jet you probably already own. Even if you

have your own Compu graphic
4

font library you'd still like to use. Final Copy II is fully

mmmrthfp miiraillinn In -A"" omnhir- rvrinlpt F

Copy 11 is unrivalled in its i

and as you can see here, you have complete control

Hitting. When using the outline type-

iv additional fonts, they'll output

perfectly! - no matter what size they're scaled to -

with absolutely no jaggies! Opening multiple docu-

hilst printing in back-

ground mode (free memory dependent I.

Gnontible *ith oil .\rai*ib nran A500 to the blest A I ZUTI.'AtWXI rater, vttat euferixsmad ftoppv Orateddtp*

A minimum irf I Ste. jt wniMAc faRAM b.Merited MAWtantt&TW - 1 ,5Mb. I fwwettr. as wilt all adtfBiced

Dj the mrae tac hetten *• Jl k ruau'ieil u etphst jtl reatui
:-

Available from all good Amiga Software Dealers,

sttaTul • please phone for a lis! of natkmwide slockrSs.



words not ours)

'**»M-tt«

Complete eontFol over how your documents look, eow you have il! Final Copy IT incorporates:

On-Soeeii Drawing Tools for generating boxes, border, and lines or arrows ai any angle, MuldpJe

Newspaper Styffi snaking columns, combined wiih she unique ability to prim the same PostScript

quality outline fonts on absolutely any printer in portrait or landscape. These all mean ihat no mat-

Eer what you may have thought, no other Amiga Word Processor has all the capabilities that Final

Copy II users now simply lake for granted!

The almost endless In of features includes Or> Screen Obpe-ci Drawing

Toofc (no more importing of borders from drawing packages to frame

I

graphics M- reverse Inflight texi) with sclecteMe rulers lo aid precise

positioning. r«.l \ulo-now5 around graphic objects md imported

;
pictures, which urn he pi need anywhere. seated and cropped, wiih nci

loss of priming i[Liiilih. Tm con itlso be printed actually over graphics

(refer to The Tiger' heading itn our dixumcmj. Ni» oihet Word

Processor for thi* Amij!;i offeis mil Ink ^ 'Cwnpu&ranhk torn require K - k

9M 1 jjij Wniki'Muh M m liter, widi Fowl Clop} II. The) u-ill nni outntil no

PostScript |iniiicrs limn .im Word PiocesnH and would always beam second

cImki*. t/Ml fonts- uswl in Invi Capg 11 cm prfa to the highest iwoMhm rtwilhe

ruiiia ^illiniijMiti.

Aiistmliii a New Zeaiandby.,

[Ffj
' 1

*fi" « i« H
fooh

Amiga Format think we have the Best Word Publisher.

We'll show you why with a list of features that users tell us

are important (below).

If you'd like to know who's also chosen Final Copy,

Commodore specify it as an option with some of the most

powerful Amigas available in the United States.

What belter recommendation could you have?

l^S^^^B

1 CwTfe^tfewithSiHniterJAniige
YES

YESr BtHwotid Suggest

H Woritbeoi^?Comp(j9^r/iicR3nl5 usa or Bette PostScript Forts

H tomp30"Me with SOfflbidAtfoto Type T

H and NimlxisQSeftlealiiePwfSffvl Font
^o.iiO YES/yK

1 Pte^pt Fori Outlines mauPrlntals MO YES

-}m fi'iwirrium N-.imlj«r :;" PufflScrifS Fcrtls limited to a total of35 Inrtflrtc

Erl Download &dra Fonts to PtetSafpt Printer NO, CantdbAntoad e«tra fonts YES, Automatic

E^B l^ftascapa|5ite»v^FSii^i^Dn^flnVi(tirs NO YES, Automatic

3 Rocl^m Ptintms Rcsclutnn COuaftyh of Scslod YE% Same High QjatHv

KiJ IReduc^^Eribri^Gfap^tmaQca
HO

when Reduced and Entaiged

hi Pnffl^T^rx Graphic in Cokkir YES YES

D No. ofColours Printed in Imported FfaxirBS Limbed by Screen Mods Used Output as Original Vnage

1 Graphics Prirrtirej |HAM & IFF ILEWt Goxl rf Giaphc no( SraW rUraysfieaPosBNe

H Text VVktihiCornpress and EKpwdl NO YES

1 Variable TftdOaiquJig planted Text-

H Getb Positra sid Necptive Attnrajfes
NO YES

H Sa^RoijnJ&i&j^rjrTfe, Oval, L.-w,

9 Varied &MTfef&AnDwl>a™gTOQJ£
NO YE

t| CJCpflrimltoScerrnrwrted Graphics NO YES

3 Supports AtnOTOWMaAOnpsel YES, ttOft&Hn Colours YFS, 256 On-Screen Cctours

1 Greats BiJF:*.-:!r.^ri!lkrdr:nraai>:! Pduns NO YES

H Bfitish-Engish SpeJIrng Checker
YES, 0*6 Piwcmilywhti

Legal & MecM Supplements

YES, Collins f^mxjmhY wth

Legef&MedsBlSupifcfnej*!

1 Bjftish-EngEsh Thesawus YESr Cofea26!XOSynanyire YES, 0*b S6000 Synonyms

Review MagraficatMnsflnd Fteductians OfieTaed Print Prwew 7V«iattesta9K-25%'a>«D%

- EditOSGimentwhife Magnified or Reduced NO YES

ik
Seoidr&Ra|]i.iDa|15awQidsip90W,7R(igss) niS?:w';u^;;"-^ 7 Seconds iOn^ga A12W;

r- Index and TaBcnfConlrcS YES, Atftmafe NO, Requires Manual Entry

\-'_ Mi^ipki Newspaper Style Snaking Culun-ns
1ftS.2to32 YES.ZM

E Style Sheets. Masrar Pages, Trtte Pages rVO YES

Usc&Stano^rdAnr^aClipbtkirdforCuding

H Si Pasbog So and from Different Applications
NO YES

B Small Caps Tyjx^r^ical Control NO YES

H ConfomtsfoCOnYnodbfers Amiga NO,NonSo«JaidUser

1 Startisid leak. & Fear Guidelines Inwfea
YES

WM On-Screen Mats [Column Addrconj NO YES

prl importASCil Text from ar.y Word Processor YES YES

Regfetratioa Upgracfe and Support YES

l^ft>. MirMnum

YES

1Mb- Minimum1 Free Memory Required

J Mora.Recommended Mei*Reocmmenda)

|
Ongomg Technical Phone Support Comasl .&stribiffliF YES, Free o( Cftafgo

Recommended Retail Price $269.00 $199.95

SoflWood - Quality software far your Amiga
Willi Finn! Cap? II you're notjusi getting a one qffprodiii

SoflWood hit acknowledged as the World's leading softwan

company who developfor the Amiga, and no other system.

Once you're a registered SoflWood product owner.

you'll be yarning access lo unlimited fire technical

support fathers may charge), and preferential

upgrades to new versions ofthis and

other exciting products being

developed right new.'

^
x^

TupSoft (Australia)
^c«>nBadern^mditidufir«i)ded,



Keeping Account

with

Home Accounts 2

George Kimpton is not one to let even a dollar slip.

So, it seemed only fair he review this product, as

until now he has been spending a lot of time

balancing cheque books and working out his tax.

Does this program make it any easier?

Keeping accounts the way account-

ants like them has always given

me the horrors. Even after a

course at TAFE some years ago I stil]

get confused by debits, credits, ledgers,

double entries, reconciliations and all

that stuff. I usually try to keep track of

things these days on a Maxiplan

spreadsheet but even that can get con-

fusing, particularly when it comes to

tax time. Consequently when our es-

teemed editor Andrew asked me to look

at Digita's Home Accounts 2 package I

approached the subject with some trepi-

dation.

What a pleasant surprise Home Ac-

counts was. Gone is the need for all

those cash books and little bits of paper

where you tried valiantly to balance

ready cash with the bank statements and

reconcile uncashed cheques. You can

see at a glance just where the money

has gone, what bills to expect on a regu-

lar basis and how your budget is hold-

ing up, all with the click of a mouse.

Installation

Home Accounts 2 comes with a well

documented manual and one disk. It

can be run from the floppy or installed

on your hard drive. There is no installer

icon for the hard disk but installation is

just a matter of drag and drop the pro-

gram icon. You may strike a small prob-

lem though if you are one of those peo-

ple who do not read the Readme File on

the floppy. The manual does not tell

you to install the Home Accounts fonts

when using a hard disk. Instructions are

also given on the Readme File for chang-

ing printer drivers on the floppy if you

do not use an Epson X.

System Requirements
While no mention of the Amiga 600,

1200 or 4000 is made, 1 think it is safe

to assume that Home Accounts will run

on any Amiga with Workbenches from

1.2 upwards. 1MB of RAM is required

with the proviso that file capacity is

limited only by the amount of RAM
available. An internal battery operated

clock, while not recommended in the

manual, is a must for this type of pro-

gram to keep track of dates of transac-

tions.

Setting Up
Home Accounts allows you to set up

a series of accounts such as Savings,

Cheque, Credit Cards, Investments etc.

which, once created, are accessed by

Digita's HIP (Human Interface Proto-

col), HIP is Digita's own graphical en-

vironment which integrates the desktop

and automates the way you work in a

predictable and consistent manner. One

thing is for sure, it certainly seems to

minimise many of the hassles normally

encountered by a novice accountant.

Preferences settings allow for auto

saving of file changes and updates and

trashcan emptying. I can't see the point

in auto emptying the trashcan in fact it

could be downright dangerous. Screen

resolution and colour settings are also

adjustable, along with the choice of

whether to slack or tile multiple screens

or to have a desktop clock and a screen

saver.

Creating Files

With new files you have a choice of

when your financial year will start. This

Hone AccountsZ Version 1 .82 a1S91 Digita International

°s>

PRINTER HELP CflLCULflT

O

S tr
OR TYPES MARKERS REGULAR BUDGE

t

O
INVESTMENT Natkest Halifax Access

c| Recess card Opening balance :

DBTE TYPE * REFERENCE CEBIT CREDIT
I a Ia

BBLBNCE

1/B3/1993 rlNL * petrol
7/83/1993 PTRL * petrol
4/83/1993 PTRL * petrol

Nattiest Current Recount Opening balance

8,93
17.41

425. SB

DATE
61/81/1993
B5/B1/1993
15/B1/1993
15/B1/1993
29/81/1993
85/82/1993
12/82/1993
15/62/1993
26/82/1993

TYPE * REFERENCE
SHU » Salary
CARL * loan for nini
SflL * Salary
TRflN * cash transfer
SflL * Salary
CfiRL * loan for n in i

SflL * Salary
TRflN * cash transfer
SflL * Salary

DEBIT

51.37

68.88

51,37

66.88

CREDIT
311.51

312.91

312.91

312.91

312.91

-36.66 _
-51. B7 "^

_LH1S
BALANCE
~7309"

687.52
1886.43
946.43

1253.34
1281.97
1514. 8B
1454.83
1767,79

I
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Commodore AMIGA

Computer

A GAMESWARE ENTERPRISE

Best advice from our

team of Amiga specialists

- Fantastic savings
- Continuous
demonstrations.

- Free refreshments all

weekend!

SEE THE BEST SHOW IN SYDNEY
Best range
Best prices

Best service

FROM
JULY 2ND
OPEN ALL W.O.C

WEEKEND
9AM-6PM
INCLUDING
SUNDAY

at: 165 CASTLEREAGH ST SYDNEY
(Between Park and King streets)

HUGE REDUCTIONS ON
SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS
SAVE UP TO 70% AND MORE ON POPULAR GAMES

CHECK THESE PRICES!

AMIGA SOFTWARE FROM AS
LITTLE AS $2.95!*

RRP NOW
CONQUEST OF CAMELOT 69.95 19.95
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT 59.95 14.95
HEART OF CHINA 69.95 19.95

INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE 69.95 14.95

THE GODFATHER 59.95 9.95

VOUFIED 59.95 9.95

RACE DRIViN 59.95 9.95

DEEP SPACE 29.95 2.95

BAR GAMES 49.95 4.95

AND MANY MORE ALSO...

C64 SOFTWARE FROM AS
LITTLE AS $1.00!

AMIGA NEW RELEASES
CHUCK ROCK 2
APOCALYPSE
B17
BLASTAR
COMBAT AIR PATROL F14
DARKMERE
LEGENDS OF VALOUR
RAGNAROK
REACH FOR THE SKIES

69.95
69.95
89.95
69.95
79.95
69.95
69.95
69.95
69.95

STREET FIGHTER 2 69.95

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES
ON...

A600HD, A1200HD, A4000, FLOPPY DRIVES,
MICE, JOYSTICKS, MEMORY EXPANSIONS,

GENLOCKS

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT PHONE 638 2288. ASK FOR OUR NEW COLOUR
CATALOGUE. OUT NOW!

SYDNEY BURWOOD PARRAMATTA
165 CASTLEREAGH 185 BURWOOD SHOP21AGREENWAY

STREET ROAD ARCADE222 CHURCH
261 4344 744 8809

8fvffyrj

PENRITH NEWCASTLE
SHOP1CARVAN 180 PACIFIC
ARCADE 289 HIGH HIGHWAY

STREET CHARLESTOWN
(047) 32 3377 (049) 42 1 522

GOSFORD
98 MANN
STREET

(043) 23 7463

1

Please note: not all advertised titles available in all outlets, limited quantities only until sold. All prices subject to alteration without further notification.



is automatically preset at the current

month and year but can be adjusted to

suit ynur needs. Be careful here, as there

is no way to change it once set. File or

account formats can be created from

scratch or copied from a previous pe-

riod. This allows consistency of for-

mats for comparisons and can save a lot

of work setting up new accounts each

year.

Once the base file is created you are

returned to a Workbench type icon en-

vironment which includes an on line

Help icon or a hot key interactive Help

access to assist in sorting out any prob-

lems you may have. Accessing of indi-

vidual accounts is by double clicking

on the appropriate icon.

An excellent tutorial in the manual

takes you step by step through this set-

ting up procedure and the operating of

all your accounts. It shows you how to

set up regular payments such as house

and car loan repayments and cash trans-

fers between accounts. (These regular

payments will need to be reconciled with

your bank statements and Home Ac-

counts provides for this.)

Budgets for each month can also be

set up and compared with actual payouts

to see how well you have been manag-

ing. Pop up screen warnings can be

linked to individual accounts to warn

when pre-determined maximums or

minimums are reached to allow for

transfers of funds or whatever.

Data Entry

All data entries are through request-

ers which ensure all necessary data is

entered in the correct format for each

transaction. These data entries require

the use of predetermined codes of up to

four letters, which you customise your-

self to reflect the different types of trans-

actions.

These codes allow the computer to

sort and recognise each transaction when

balancing accounts or preparing reports.

Should you forget the code for a par-

ticular type of expenditure during a data

entry, the F9 hotkey will display a list

of the codes. Clicking on the appropri-

ate listed code automatically enters it in

the active requester. Markers are also

available to indicate just who spent the

money.

Apart from remembering the entry

type codes, adjustment to or entry of

data in any account is simplicity itself

with the Add or Amend commands
(hotkeys provided). Changes to trans-

action entries is also possible by double

clicking on the entry itself. This brings

up the amend requester displaying the

existing data which can then be changed.

There is even a facility to access and

split a previous entry for more detail.

An eight line notepad is also available

through the F10 hotkey for extra de-

tailed information about the entry or

account itself. The only problem with

the notepad is that it appears to be only

accessible during an entry "add" or

COMPUTA MAGIC PTY LTD
44 PASCOE VALE ROAD, MOONEE PONDS, VIC 3039.

PHONE: (03) 326 0133 FAX: (03) 370 8352

COME AND SEE US AT STAND G5 W.O.C. SYDNEY
SPECIAL PRICES ON

GOLDEN IMAGE
HAND SCANNER
OPTICAL MOUSE

NEW
240 DPI BRUSH MOUSE

'"PCMCIA
"'FLOPPY DRIVE
*"WHITE KNIGHT

VIDEO TAPE BACKUP
COOMBE VALLEY

EDUCATIONAL GAMES
FOR AMIGA

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
PAL GENLOCK
Y/C GENLOCK
FRAMESTORE

FRAME MACHINE
SIRIUS GENLOCK

ROIUIBO

VID! 12

NEW
VIDI 12 REALTIME
VIDI 24 REALTIME
MEGAMIX MASTER

TAKE 2

DKB
1202 -A1 200

COPROCESSOR +

CLOCK +32 BIT RAM CLOCK
CLOCK MODULE FOR A1200

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
OVERSEAS DELIVERY

•" THESE ITEMS EXCLUSIVE
TO COMPUTA MAGIC

E&OE

COMPREPAIR
STANDS G1 ANDG3

COME AND SEE THE FOLLOWING
PRODUCTS IN ACTION.

VIDI AMIGA
HAND SCANNERS

DKB1202
OPTICAL MOUSE

240 DPI BRUSH MOUSE
'ELECTRONIC DESIGN PRODUCTS

AND MUCH MORE.
THENMAKE YOUR PURCHASES AT
SPECIAL LOWSHOW ONLY PRICES

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
'ELECTRONIC DESIGN NOT AVAILABLE TO DEALERS
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"amend" action. It is just too bad if you

only want to read it.

Cheque Accounts
Cheque numbers in your cheque ac-

count are automatically incremented to

match your cheque book once the first

number is entered. In fact a lot of thought

has gone into data entry in Home Ac-

counts in an effort to make it user

friendly. This is especially noticeable

when changing an entry, you just click

in the appropriate box in the requester

and type. There is no need to delete data

as the program automatically clears the

previous data as soon as you start to

type.

Investments
The investment account is just a. list-

ing or portfolio of shares and their cur-

rent value and not things such as term

investments or share movements. This

is one shortcomming as there is no real

provision for keeping track of share

changes or term investments and inter-

est. The contents of the Investment ac-

count contents arc however included in

reporting your net worth and assets. Rel-

evant information about the shares can

be entered in the notepad for reference.

Reports
Once the accounts are set up a range

of reports are available including, what

your budget is, how it is coping, regular

"transactions, a summary of all accounts,

individual account statements and in-

come and expenditure sorted into cat-

egories. There arc also reports on your

budget's progress and your net worth

taking into account your assets and li-

abilities. 1 have one complaint here, there

is no way to back up through a long

report to compare or check something

that has rolled off the top of the screen

unless you do a printout.

Accessories
Finally we are provided with a rather

obscure game to relieve the tedium of

account keeping and a calculator. The

calculator can be dropped over our ac-

counts to enter data to check balances

or other data. A variation of this calcu-

lator can be used for "what if calcula-

tions on loan interest repayments. This

could also be useful for determining

credit card payments.

Conclusions
A surprisingly user friendly and use-

ful accounting program that will suit

most of the needs for keeping track of

the home finances. It could also easily

suit the small home hobby business.

For more information contact

Pactronics on (02) 748 4700.

RRP $149.

DISK AUSTRALIA
MAGAZINE ON DISK

Disk Australia is a huge magazine that is crammed into

just 3 disks. At only $15.00 you get 3 information packed

diskipximplemented with a small disk box.

Try us Out!

ISSUE #6 OUT NOW (3 DISKS) - $15.00

SOLD IN THE UK . NZ ORDERS WELCOME
Look at the huge support in every issue. - Music,

DTV, Amos, CDTV, DTP, Virus Killers, ARexx,

Software & Hardware Reviews, Tutorials,

Beginners, Comms, P.D, Games, Solutions, Hints &

Tips, Programming, Top 20, Education, DPaint &

Animation and heaps more ...

So much information onto 3 disks for $15.00

Subscribe for less $40 (3) $70 (6) NZ + %15

Send to: Argyle Publishing

PO Box 418
Cowandilla 5033

South Australia

Credit card orders welcome - Visa, Master & Bankcard

Make your Amiga IBM compatible

Run MS-DOS Windows and CD-ROM
Golden Gate

386sx/25Mhz $999

486sIc/25Mhz inc. 2 Mb Ram $1599
Fastest IBM Bridgeboard for A2000/3000/4000

ATonce-Plus
286-16Mhz IBM AT Emulator

Amiga 2000 and 500 $399

CD-ROM External $599
A500/2000/3000/4000

Supports CDTV, ISO 9660, Hi-Sierra, Mac HFS
audio CD's, MS-DOS via Bridgeboard

SCSI-IDE Hard Drives-Ram expansion-Printers

IBM Compatibles

Phone for our free pricelist on disk

Fonhof Computer Supplies
64 Cross Street, Baulkham Hills NSW 2153

Phone: (02) 639 7718 Fax: (02) 639 5995
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Tutorial

Warping the Dice

with

Deluxe Paint
Graham Bowden continues explaining how to make
Deluxe Paint sing, which we're told is very difficult

considering it is a paint program. Nevertheless, boot

your copy now and follow the bouncing pointer to

animated success!

In
our last tutorial we dealt with con-

structing an animated 3D cube. This

month we'll experiment a little with

our cube to see if it's possible to spawn

some special effects. How does a realis-

tic orbiting dice sound? Weird? Well

yes, but the inspiration came from an

even weirder source in the person of

my good neighbour.

He desperately wanted a circular

driveway. Now thayhe's got one the

fool can't get out, but watching him

orbiting all day lit up one of those little

light bulbs in my creative psyche. True

story? You work it out. Meantime a

funky bouncing dice or a rotating dice

with animated faces or perhaps even a

pair of rotating dice forming the simu-

lated surface of a spinning planet may

also get a mention?

I'll also briefly cover another unfor-

tunate glitch - no, maddening would be

a better term - I'll look at another mad-

dening Deluxe Pain! glitch.

The effects covered this month were

the result of experimenting with vari-

ous ideas, all of which can be used

equally well with any brush. Perhaps,

for instance, substituting an orbiting ball

with a suitable surface for the orbiting

neighbour would create an excellent

moon. Let's examine the mechanics of

the effects.

Theory
First the orbiting dice. It's obvious

to even the most casual observer that a

circling object, when viewed edge on.

has a regular pattern in its appearance

as it travels around its orbit. It appears

large when at its nearest point to the

watcher, moving, let's say, from left to

right, while gradually diminishing in size

as it recedes around its orbital track.

As its movement gradually slows,

then reverses - now moving right to left

- size continues to decrease only to again

enlarge as it approaches the extreme

right hand end of the orbital track where

its speed again decays and reverses to

become a left to right movement as the

orbit is completed. Figure 1 will help

you to understand this movement.

Fortunately for we DPainters, this

cyclic movement can be quickly and

easily simulated with Deluxe Paint 4 by

dint of a little deft use of the "Move"

requester. The first step is to pick up

your dice as an anim brush. From the

Anim menu select "AnimBrush/
Pickup.." and grab the dice as a brush.

Don't forget, when boxing in an

animbrush leave enough space around

the object to allow for its movement

between frames. In this case the die

effectively expands and contracts as it

rotates so give yourself some space to

allow for this. The next step naturally is

to save the animbrush.

Figure 1

peed increases &. Size Change
decreases in this area

Speed decreases

& Size Change
increases in this area

=«:>
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Step One
Next we'll construct a new animbrush, which will deal

with the change in size as the orbiting brush curves away

from our viewpoint. I'll assume your rotating dice

animbrush has 36 eels and that you are comfortable with

the mechanics of the Move requester. The tutorial in the

December '92 issue ofACAR dealt with this requester if

you need help.

Because changing the size of our animbrush involves

moving it along the screen's Z axis, it is essential that its

handle be exactly over perspective centre when the brush

is first clicked down. Provided the position of perspective

centre hasn't been fiddled with since last booting up, turn

on the co-ordinates (Keyboard Shift-\) and if the screen is

in Lo-Res mode click the brush down when the co-ordi-

nate numbers read 160 127. If in Hi-Res the numbers will

be 320 256.

If the position of perspective centre is in doubt, try this.

Enter perspective mode, press the inverted comma (") key

once and place the resulting wire frame brush outline

directly over the onscreen cross hairs which locate per-

spective centre, then click it down. Whichever method is

used to locate and stamp the brush down, remember to

finish off by pressing Shift-7 on the keyboard to return

your animbrush to eel one.

A Moving Dice
Okay, let's move it. First clear all 36 frames of anima-

tion to give a clean screen to work on. Don't worry about

the brush that's just been stamped down, DPaint will

remember its position. Now call up the Move requester

and change the Count: to 18 and the Z Dist: to 150 before

clicking the Draw button. This action moves the brush

150 pixels away from you, the viewer, over 18 frames of

animation finishing on a blank screen.

Don't touch anything, just call up thc-Movc requester

again and change the Z Dist: to -150 (that's Minus 150)

before once again clicking Draw. The brush now moves

back to its original position or size, call it what you will,

through the second 1 8 frames. Pick this new animation up

as an animbrush and we're ready for the next step.

Figure 2 is the key to the final steps in the orbit exer-

cise. The numbers in the X distance, Ease-In: and -Out:

and Count: boxes need to be set up for each of the three

stages of movement. First click the brush down some-

where near the centre of the screen, then tap keyboard "7"

and "u". This returns the AnifnBrush to eel one and

removes the brush image from the screen respectively.

Hit Shift-M to call up- the "Move" requester and set (he

frame Count: to nine frames. Why nine? An excellent

question with a surpassingly simple answer. We begin our

movement you see, with only the first quarter of the

animation's orbit. With 36 frames in all, nine frames

make up a quarter, it's simple.

GSOFT Australia Pty Lid,

is proud to provide:

Reasonable prices and genuine

customer service, from

9:00 AM to 12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS a week!

We trade at hours that suit YOU.

Drop in and see ns at stand B2/B4 at the

World of Commodore Amiga Show
on July 2-4. We're sure to be doing

some special deals!

See all our products and ask for a demo

This months Special:

Directory OPUS $99
Cail us if you need upgrade information

Other Products:

EPSON STYLUS 800 $750

(New 360 DPI Inkjet printer)

MULT1 IO Card $450

(for A2000/3000/4000)

TouchWindows $550

ROM Switcher $45
AX-2000 2Meg CHIP Kit $299

2 Meg AGNUS $75
M BX Memory for A 1 200 CALL
Turboprint Professional S 1 1

9

SuperDJC (HP Deskjet Driver) $75

ArfExpression $269

ArtDep Pro $250

Morph Plus $275

TruePrint 24 $96

GSOFT Australia Pty Ltd

PO Box 59, Elizabeth

South Australia 5114

Fax (08)254 2261

Phone (08)254 2261

Supportiog AUSTRALIAN products.

Cail us if you have a product to sell.
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P O Box 5A
Mt. Kurlng.Qal NSW 2090

Phona (02) «7 81 1 1 Fax (02) 457 B739

AMIGA
SELL-OUT

99.00

99.00

149.00

ACCESSORIES

A.M.A.S. V2.0
Sound sampler & Midi

AMINET
Metwork your Amiga
SOUNDMASTER +

High speed stereo digital

audio sampler

SOFTWARE

Aegis Graphics Starter Kit 25.00

Aegis Anlmagle 25.00

Aegis Animator/Images 25.00

Aegis Art Pack 1 15.00

Aegis A-Talk III 25.00

Aegis Images 15,00

Aegis Lights, Camera, Action 35.00
Aegis Modeller 3-D 35.00

Aegis Promotion 35.00

Aegis VideoTltler 3-D 50.00

CAL Calender Maker 20,00

Design Works 35.00

Dlskmaaterll 35.00

Draw 2000 69.00

Or T's Level II V3.0 25.00

Dr T's Mu sic Mou se 20. 00
DrT'sTlgerCub 25.00

Durilap Utilities 35.00

Electronic Cash Book 50.00

Fllpslde (Sideways printing) 20.00

Hyper Helpers 20.00

Organize Database 25.00

PageStream Fonts (Asstd) 15.00

Personal Finance Manager 25.00
Presentation Master 199.00
Quartet 35.00
Scribble Platinum 45.00

SpectraColour 25.00

Title Page 25.00

Top Form VI .0 20.00

ZumaFonts2 20.00

Zuma Fonts 3 20.00

THESE GAMES ALL AT 19.00 each

AD&D Sliver Collection, Advantage
Tennis, Amnios, Arazok,s Tomb,
Archipelagos, Arkanold, Crystals Of
Arborea, Demonlak, Die Hard It,

Elvira II, Epic, Fighter Duel, Fire &
Ice, Gauntlet III, Grand Prix Circuit,

Humans, International 3-D Tennis,

John Madden Football, Kings Quest
IV, Masterblazer, Medieval Warriors,

Metal Mutant, Outrun Europa, Pacific

Islands Team, Pegasus, Pool Of
Radiance, Robocop 3, Solitaire 3

Pack, Shadow Sorcerer, Space Wars,
Stormball, Swlv and Teenage Mutant
Hero Turtles
Ultima V 39.00

Ultima VI 4S.00

HURRY! Limited Stock

Flash Back
Recall now if you will my earlier

comments on the variation in speed as

the brush reaches the extremes of its

travel. To allow for this gradual de-

crease in speed for the initial quarter of

the orbit the Ease-In: (or decelerate) box

is set to four frames. The effect of this

setting is to have the brush moving at

full speed over the first five frames be-

fore gradually decelerating over the fi-

nal four.

As to the distance travelled, the X
Dist: can be set to any figure so long as

the orbit doesn't disappear off screen.

Somewhere between 100 and 150 seems

a fair figure on a Lo-Res screen and as

can be seen from Figure 2, I've chosen

120. Click "Preview" to see that the

brush is going to move the way you

want, and if all is okay click "Draw" to

begin the orbit. Once again the action

will finish up on a blank screen, so don't

touch anything, just call the "Move"

requester up again.

Because we're now dealing with the

"back" half of our brush's movement

set the Count: to 1 8 and the X Dist: to -

240 (or twice whatever X Dist: you

originally chose). This time the brush

will be accelerating from the right ex-

treme of its orbit and decelerating at the

left extreme so set both Ease-out: (Ac-

celerate) and Ease-In: (Decelerate) to

four.

Click Preview and Draw as before.

Once DPain: has finished drawing, re-

call the Move requester yet again, set

Count: to 9, X Dist: to 120 (or what-

ever) Ease-Out: to 4 and Ease-In: to

zero. Click draw and this time, when

the drawing has finished, the anima-

tion's ready to play.

If you were to now grab this anima-

tion as an AnimBrush it could be used

to create a spiralling object. I'll leave

you to work that one out while I com-

pose a dissertation on a funky bouncing

dice. No, no you cretins, I won't be on

the dice, the dissertation will be about

the dice. It's an interesting little effect

really and uses a morphed, solid col-

oured nine eel animbrush which is

stamped down over our 36 frame ani-

mation using the yo-yo setting from the

animbrush settings requester. Got all

that? Great, it also employs anim filling

using the "Wrap" setting from the Fill

Type requester and finally anim paint-

ing using the "curve" tool. Here's how

it's done.

Morph Me Please
Using the filled ellipse tool, draw an

oval shape similar to one of the original

brushes shown in Figure 3. Pick it up as

a brush and press Alt-N to store it in

memory as a spare brush. Press z to

rotate the brush ninety degrees. It's im-

portant you use lower case /, here be-

cause upper case Z is used to resize a

custom brush. So rotate the brush and

hit Alt-m to morph this brush into the

shape of the spare.

When the morph requester appears

type in Number of Cels:9 and hit OK.

With this new animbrush hanging off

your mouse open the animbrush set-

tings requester - it's under the Anim/

Animbrush menu - and click in the yo-

yo box as shown in Figure 3. Now it's

off to the move requester and set all

boxes to zero. All that is, except the

Frames: box. This should be set to 36.

Click on Draw and watch the animbrush

yo-yo back and forth over the anim

frames. This collection of warped ovoids

now need to be anim filled by wrapping

on our good of dice.

So load the dice animbrush, open the

Fill Type requester and select Wrap from

the top row of buttons. Oh and by the

by, if the palette's been changed and

the custom brush has taken on the hues

of Joseph's Technicolour Dreamcoat,

try selecting Brush/Remap from the

Color menu. If it's not important to keep

the current screen colours as they are

then select Palette/Use Brush Palette,

again from the Color menu.

Now for the AnimFUH
Now we'll animfill the prepared

shapes. With the Fill tool selected and

Fill type selected to Wrap, press Shift-

1

to move to frame one of the animation,

hold down the left Alt key (this enables

Animpainting) and click down in the
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Only ImageFX gives your imagination total image processing freedom.

Whatever visual medium you

work in—photography, graphics,

video, animation—fmageFX is the

one tool you absolutely must own!

Carsmear by Mike Vunck

It's like having a professional art

department at your fingertips.

ImageFX is faster, easier to use, more

expandable, more adaptable and

more powerful than any other product

of its kind for die Amiga*.

Here are just a few ways ImageFX

expands your visual horizons:

Sean in or framegrab from a full

range of image capturing devices

direcdy into your Amiga.

* Use your Amiga as an image

prepress, color correction

system including, CMYK,

RGB.HSVandYUV.

+ Digitally retouch any image

with the most complete set of

filters, color gradients, image

distortions, masks, and text

handling tools available.

morphic "morpliing'

movies, commercials and music videos.

* Generate single and dual

image morphs; ware, rip-

ple and spiral effects;

water and glass-like dis-

tortions; and a wide range

of 24-bit transidons.

•k Make your own add-on

features with full ARexx™

and C programming

language support.

•k Enjoy near "real time"

painting in 24-bit color.

ImageFX is the most exciting

and versatile full color, image

processing and enhancement

system ever made.

You owe it to your hrcigjita-

tion to Ixft lutigel-X.

k Automatically convert image

files to/from over 20 different

file formats.

* Create true, full motion poly-

animation just like they use in

I

1

Give your Amiga graphics and

animationsnew magical powers

— at an affordable price!

If you need ImageFX"' morphing

power alone, GneMorph is for you.

GneMorph transforms any image, or

images, ftom one to another quickly, easily

and with the professional quality "morph"

results you see at the movies and on TV.

With GneMorph you can:

* Warp single or motion images, create full

motion morphs, merge scenes, and per-

form digital dissolves.

* Set different speeds (or different ports of

the rriorph-

* Work quickly and easily with Amiga style

controls, then out

put directly to any

Amiga, DGV", or

HAM-E™ systems

— including

24-bit display

hoards like MP's

IV24
m

Remember: When you're in the market

for morphing, and only morphing,

GneMorph is the maximum performance

morph power.

CineMorph is the must-buy

morph software.

Amiga is a registered trademark of CorllmodOTe'Aj'mfts, toe.

All filler trad*;marks arc [fit.' property of their reSpeCTlvtf

Imager7*, CineMorph, and [V2^ are trademarks of Great Valley Products, [nc

IWfWrs. © Copyright I&92 Great Valley Products, I.tic
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Education Column
by Stan Nirenberg

Back to Basics

Basics I. There you will line) icons called

LongMultipliealion, Tabletest and
LongDivision which must be selected and

dragged into your drawer on the bard

drive. If you have Workbench 2 or higher,

you can see the files that do not have

icons. On this particular disk, you need to

select Divscrecn, Miiltscreen4 and tables-

screen and drag them into your drawer on

die hard drive.

If you have Workbench 1.3 or earlier,

The title says it all. This package

falls very much into the genre of

traditional educational software

that one has come to expect - not partieu-

larly exciting, providing instruction and

drill in what is considered the basic ele-

ments of learning, arithmetic and Eng-

lish. Back to Basics provides tuition in

addition, subtraction, multiplication, di-

vision and spelling.

Although not the most interesting pro-

gram around in terms of captivating stu-

dents' interest, the package is competent

and, best of ail in these recessionary limes,

very economically priced Tor a commer-
cial offering. Back to Basics is published

by Lascelles (a New Zealand company)
and distributed in Australia by Don
Quixote Software (076) 391 578, The rec-

ommended retail price is a reasonable

$39.95.

23456 789 SPHCE SPEECH

Unpacking
The software comes on two disks and

is accompanied by a short (16 page)

manual which covers starting the soft-

ware on the Amiga and operating all as-

pects of the package. The software is not

copy protected which means that you can

back up the disks. It should also mean
that the software is hard disk installable.

Unfortunately, no utility or instructions

are provided for this. The good news is

that with a little bit of effort it is possible

to copy the program onto a hard disk and

load it from Workbench when required.

The following instructions should prove

useful to those who buy die package and

own a hard drive.

Installation

The first step is to create a new drawer

on the hard disk, giving it any name you
desire. Next, open the floppy disk called

j PAY back the TEN
I by clicking UP on the 2 HINTS

8 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 Subtraction

Back to Basics division

you will have to use ihe CLI lo copy these

files from the fioppy disk onto your hard

disk (sec your Amiga manual for this).

From Hie disk hibelled Basics!!, copy

the files marked Addscreen,
Sublractsereen. Spellscrecn as well as

SayNSpell, LongSubtraction, Long-Ad-
dition and the drawers marked "level"

and "mixed". If these hidden files are not

copied, the software will fail to work.

Although I find thai running programs

from (he hard drive is convenient, in this

case il is not particularly necessary as the

software works relatively quickly from

floppy disk. The software is very much
Workbench friendly and therefore can be

operated with other programs naming in

the background, hi fact, all five modules

must be launched from Workbench.

The program is easy to learn and use.

The instructions are adequate, although I

found thai it still took me a couple of goes

at die program before I came to grips with

how to run it effectively.

The software is controlled by cilher

the mouse (numbers are chosen from a

table) or the keyboard. In this instance. I

found keyboard control was easier and

quicker, using the keypad on my Amiga
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500 to select the numerical answers. The
spelling module, of course, requires the

use of the keyboard.

Arithmetic
The four arithmetic exercises (addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, division)

are similar in operation. After selecting

the type of drill that is to be carried out,

the program asks you for your name. It

then uses the Amiga's built in voice syn-

thesizer to welcome you to the program.

Next, the user is prompted to choose one

of three levels of difficulty. The higher

the level, the more numbers are provided

for the required operation. For example,

in the long addition module, level one

covers only the numbers to 9, level two

uses numbers up to 99 and level three

uses numbers up to 999.

Ten exercises are presented in each

session. As the exercise progresses, the

level of difficulty increases. In the addi-

tion module again, the exercise set will

stan with the user having to add three

rows of numbers, progressing to five rows

of numbers towards the end of the set.

Two levels of help are provided in

each of the modules: speech and hints.

With both options turned on, the child is

effectively instructed in the steps required

to perform the exercise. In the addition

module, the child is first instructed to add

the first column and then prompted to key

in the sum of the first column.

If the sum is more than nine, the child

is instructed, to carry a number into the

next column. The process is repeated un-

til the whole exercise is completed. The

use of both hints and voice (to instruct) is

recommended until the user becomes fa-

miliar with the program. As the

drill becomes more familiar, the

student can be encouraged to

work without the use of spoken

instructions and hints.

At the completion of the set

often exercises, the child is con-

gratulated on completing the task

and is given a score showing his

error rate. This is followed by a

test comprising three questions

which must be written down on

paper (or printed) and answered

without any assistance from the

computer.

I was impressed by the way

the program carried out all operations in

the traditional way that one is taught at

school. The concept of borrowing and

paying back in subtraction or carrying a

digit forward in addition was fully cov-

ered in the instructions and hints, as well

as visually on screen when a stroke is put

through the digit being borrowed from

and the new number that remains is writ-

ten in smaller type.

Spelling

The spelling tester can be taken at seven

levels of difficulty, each level comprising

ten sets often words. This is a total of700

words that can be accessed by the child,

either in stages, or for the more adventur-

ous, randomly selected from the whole

dictionary.

The program works by showing all ten

words that will be tested in the set. When
the child is ready to take the test, each

word is flashed for a short interval (three

flash speeds may be selected by the user)

after which the word is typed on the key-

board. If the speech option is selected, the

program flashes each word up on the

screen as well as speaking it.

Although this option slows the pro-

gram down a tiny bit, I believe this is the

better way to use the program to practise

spelling. The student can follow his or

her progress through the onscreen infor-

mation which shows the number of words

spelt and the number of errors.

Summary
Back to Basics is a competent package

designed to teach 7 to 14 year olds the

basics of arithmetic (addition, subtraction,

Fact File
Publisher: Lascellcs Productions

Distributor: Don Quixote Software

(076) 391 578

RRP: $39.95

Category: Arithmetic, Spelling

Comments: Budget priced,

commercial software

Age Group: 7 to 14

Rating: **

Multiplication

lON&.AtOLT'i

Messases

HELL DONE
Click Mouse

U3 f:!.«MCTI*riS LTD 19SW99S

Carry Box

multiplication, division) and spelling. It

is reasonably priced for a commercial

package and essentially does what it prom-

ises.

That said, it is also a somewhat limited

program in both scope and its ability to

entertain. It offers only a limited set of

exercises in that it uses only one means of

performing the arithmetic functions. The

spelling module is limited by its vocabu-

lary of 700 words - perhaps a facility for

adding one's own words would have been

useful. The exercises themselves are more

of a drill than an entertaining game, and

the only thing to keep a student using the

package for any length of time is a desire

to improve his or her proficiency at these

tasks.

On a more positive note, the use of

hints and speech help to make the exer-

cises more palatable and in fact are a bo-

nus in taking the beginning student

through the steps of performing each ex-

ercise. In this regard, the software takes

the part of a patient teacher and instructs

in a way that is unlikely to discourage the

child. The positive benefits are further

reinforced by the words of encourage-

ment from the computer as

each exercise is completed.

Overall, a good value

package which, although it

does not fall into the "must

have" category, can be bought

with confidence to add to the

collection.

SPEECH n

Correspondence
As usual, please write in

with your comments, ques-

tions, etc to me care ofAGAR
or directly to PO Box 136,

Forest Hill, Vic 3131.
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How would you like a mS^•
105Mb 3.5" removable
hard disk.
TheNEW 3.5"SCSI2 Syquest removable hard drives are reliable, value for

money, easy to install, and very quick. For security and comvenience, for backup

and portability a Syquest drive is the answer. The NEW SCSI 2 Syquest 3.5"

drives are available as external and internal models and take full advantage of

the SCSI 2 standards of the new Amiga machines to achieve 4Mb/sec transfer

rates. CPA have a limited number units. Call now for more information.

Internal unit with one cartridge $1399.00

External unit with one cartridge $1499.00

NEW Quantum SCSI2 Vivid 24
105 - 550 - 1.2Gig SCSI 2. The
fastest and highest quality hard
drives available for the power us-

er. • lOMeg per second transfer •

Access 9ms • 5Year warranty
Price on Application.

Vrv^

Tools for Graphics
& Video

OpalVision
Hie 24-bit video

& graphics

solution.

Enhancement ivioauies
• Video Roaster Chip
• Frame Grabber/Genlock
• Scan Rate Converter

• Production Switcher

Harlequin
32-Bit Framebuffer
As used by Channel 9, Broadcast quality

workstation performance. Buffering loads 2

24-bit images at once. 24-bit paint, anima-

tion, raytracing, morphing, modelling, sin-

gle frame recording.

iV24 Version 2.0
The serious Video Interface Unit with all

addons available NOW.

Digital Edit Master
Coming soon

Sunrise AD 516 1 6 bit Sound cards.

Calcomp Digitising tablet

VLab Frame Grabbers

Pro. Genlocks

Super high resolution graphics

rendering engine. Render

100,(XX) Gouraud shaded polygons/sec at

160 MFLOPS, 24-bit colour images up to

2048 x 2048. Plus - 8-bit Alpha Channel -

Broadcast Quality Video Encoder - 1 6 MB
Video / 8 MB Program Memory.

Soon full support for Real 3D Version 2.

EMPLANT $799.00
Mac/PC emulator board with optional Mac
high speed Serial ports, Apple Talk™ &
SCSI. Full Amiga colour in AGA & 24-bit,

plus Multi-tasking. 100% compatible with

most Mac and PC Software. 80-85% speed

ofQuadra!

S-VHS/Betacam
A/B roll edit suite tools

CPA Amiga Stop Frame
Controller $1200.00
The affordable solution to computer

animation for desktop video.

* Stop frame/Time Lapse anims
* Video / Audio 1 / 2 capability

* Full 24-bit colour, HAM, EHB & AGA
* Make and edit Stop Frame edit dec'nlists

* AREXX control. More . .

.

* Voted world's best by professionals.

New Equipment.
Personal TBCII cards (affordable Pro st'd)

Personal V-scope Waveform Monitors

Sony & NEC Multisync Monitors

NEW JVC, Sony & Panasonic
Pro Video editors, cameras &
VCRs at unbeatable prices.

Video Hire.
Cameras, VCR 's, TBC's and more.

Software
CPA sells and provides support and train-

ing for Real 3D V2, (the most powerful

professional Graphics software available)

SCALA, Imagine, OpalVision, Morph
Plus & much more.

Wedding Disks (5 disk set of Anims, Clip

Art & effects for wedding videos)

If you would like awesome service

in setting up an Amiga 24-Bit Sys-

tem, a video edit or animation suite

call Garry.

If you need any GVP products

like the MBX A1200 030/040

Accelerator or a new Hard drive, a

RAM upgrade or a great trade-in

deal on a New Amiga - call Garry.

For the BEST prices on

A4000,A1200
and the NEW

1942 Multisync Monitors
& 4091 SCSI 2 Cards

FREE delivery

Australia-wide

Australia's # 1 Professional AMIGA & Video Dealer

CPA Service Specialties
• LOGO Design,

• Digitising,

• Rendering,

• Animation,
• Stop frame animation,

^^Q^ Commercial Production of Australia

*^S* P.O. Box 187, Vaucluse NSW 2030

Ph. (02) 337 6255
Fax (02) 337 6255



NEWS FLASH BUY DIRECT
h* available at

^ddnV
2 other

latest

cVlolceoW
Games f^'d House.

MouseMatand ^
Mi software

uw

CALL N<

The Home
Office

Amiga 1200 with 40Mb
hard drive, Final Copy II,

Phasar 4.09 Home
Accounting Package,

Citizen GSX 240, 24pin

colour printer with stand,

disks and disk box. All

software installed and

ready to work.

Amadeus Computers
mAnnounce One Stop Amiga Solutions !**

NEW!
Free disk

Catalogue/

BrtWlartce

Scopy*96
' $99.00

Music and Sound
Clarity 16 Bit Sound Sampler for under $450
Call for the latest price. True 16- bit sound from this affordable

sampler.

MegaMix Stereo Sound Sampler $109
Software included with pre-recorded samples. You can quickly and
easily record sound samples and add special effects. Includes pass
thru port. High quality Rombo product without the high price lag.

MIDI Interface $69
Standard MIDI interface with I MIDI in, 2 out and 2 thru. Includes

serial cable.

Home Office Software
Final Copy II is now the number one Amiga word processor. It has
a UK dictionary, support for all compugraphic fonts and landscape
printing. Outstanding print quality from any printer and it's ultra

simple to use. Professional Calc V2.0 is now shipping with AGA
support. Very clean and easy to use interface. SuperBase - we have
the latest version of this powerful database program. Ideal for any
small business or for use by clubs or organisations for keeping track

of member details.

Amiga Mice
Axelen Optical Special $69
Precision control and no moving parts. Mouse mat included.

Roctec Mouse $39
Full microswitch operation for ultra smooth action.

HOW TO ORDER
FREE Call: 008 808 503 Sydney 652 2712
or post to: 34 Tecoma Dr, Glenorie NSW 2157

;.^> VISA
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AMOS
Column

by Wayne Johnson

I

thought 1 might start this month's

column off with a comment about

programming and programmers in

general. When you get around on the

Bulletin Boards and talk to people, you

begin to realise that AMOS is some-

times considered by some to be very

much a child's language and you must

be a machine code programmer or a C
programmer to be a winner in the Amiga

society. I usually like to ask those peo-

ple what they have written with their

extensive skills and you will get the

usual reply of "Oh, a few little CLI

commands" or "the occasional

scroller..."

When I finish writing something like

a five layered Parallax scroll with tiles

(written in 2.5 hours) all running a per-

fect 50 fps with a Protracker or Med
module playing along with it, I often sit

back and reckon that they can keep their

languages and their little projects. I'll

keep going with a language that is sim-

ple, easy, and can allow me to write

ANYTHING I want.

News
So why start an intra like that? No,

not to brag about demos I'm writing but

to announce the existence of theTURBO
Extension VI.75. It's not a new com-

piler or anything like that, but it's a

Scroll Stars generator, a Blitter Area

mover, Memory byte manipulator and

much more.

Obviously, my favourite new com-

mands are the BLIT LEFT command
and the MULTI BLIT command and

we'll have a go at them in a tick. BLIT

LEFT is very much like DEF SCROLL

command except that unlike DEF
SCROLL, this one does not use the Proc-

essor at all.

It uses the Blitter only, and in doing

so, you can move whole sections of the

screen as smooth as silk without even

the slightest jerk. Game and demo writ-

ers beware! This is the ultimate exten-

sion and costs only the price of a PD
disk from the Australian AMOS Club

for members or from any half decent

BBS.

I've got another jump in updates

again. AMOSPro is now up to VI. 12,

and AMOS & Compiler are up to VI .36

each. All three disks are available as

updaters from the Club. I am still to

receive the AMOS Pro V1.2 update.

This is the major update and I will hope-

fully have it in my hot little hands

shortly.

World of Commodore
The Official Australian AMOS Club

will be there selling Public Domain

disks, Extensions and Newsletter sub-

scriptions. We'll be on the Pactronics

stand again displaying all the latest

demos and gear for AMOS. Check it

out!

Blitting Along
For this month's tutorial, I want to

show off the power of the TURBO ex-

tension by giving you a simple listing

and a few pictures to illustrate. The fol-

lowing listing sets up five scroll zones

and begins to scroll them from within a

loop. Move your mouse to control a

BOB. When you move the bob into the

scrolling fields, you will see the effect:

(1) Screen Open 0,320,256, 8,Lowres

(2) Curs Off : Flash Off : Cls

(3) Ink 4 : Circle 15,15,15 : Paint 5,5

(4) Get Bob 1,0,0 To 33,33

(5) Wait Vbl : Cls

Figure I

Top Raw 1 pixel

per update...

77

777
TT

i TzzrzznzzzL
//////. //// /'////

__^ Bottom Row 5 pixels

per update...

Parallax Scrolling
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(6) Hide

(7) For A= 1 To 5 : Blit Erase A : Next

A
(8) Blit Store Left 0, 1 ,0,60 To 320,80,-

1

(9) Blit Store Left 0,2,0,80 To
320,100,-2

(10) Blit Store Left 0,3,0,100 To

320,120,-3

(1 1) Blit Store Left 0,4,0,120 To
320,140,-4

(12) Blit Store Left 0,5,0,140 To
320,160,-5

(13) Repeat

(14) Multi Blit 1To5
(15) Paste Bob X Screen(X Mouse),

Y

Screen(Y Mouse), 1

(16) Vol Wait 200

(17) Until Left Click

(18) Show: Edit

So what's the program doing? See

figure 1.

(1) to (2) does the usual opening of a

screen, setting up and clearing. (3) paints

a solid circle and (4) gets it as a BOB.

7) sets up a Soop to remove any Stored

Blits (See Figure 2 for example of a

stored Blit), Even though we don't have

any stored as yet, we may develop a

syntax error on line (11) which would

mean that lines (8) to (10) would have

stored their Blits, and running the pro-

gram a second time would cause a "Blit

already defined". This is why it's a good

habit to erase any possible Blits at the

start of a program.

Lines (8) to (12) create five Blit ar-

eas to scroll. I could have created a For/

Next Loop to input the 5 sets of values,

but this way you can change and ex-

periment with the values more easily.

Let's just have a quick look at the Blit

Left command:

Blit Left Screen,Xl,Yl To

X2,Y2,PixeIs

We define a Blit by saying what

screen we wish to affect, the top left

hand of the Blit area, then the bottom

right, and finally the amount of pixels

per movement. If we set the amount of

pixels to be 2, the Blit area will scroll 2

pixels to the right at a time. If we give it

a value of 4, the Blit area will move 4

pixels at a time to the left.

However the command we are using

is not the quick Blit Left command but

the "Blit Store Left" command. This

stores the Blit area rather than move it

immediately, to be scrolled every time

a "Multi Blit A to B" command is is-

sued, like (14). Line (13) starts the loop

and in (14) we get the Multi Blit com-

mand which moves all five Blit areas at

once at their own pre-defined speeds

(or amount of pixels).

(15) Pastes our BOB on the screen

anywhere that the mouse is. Notice the

use of the Xscreen/Yscreen. This is to

keep the BOB's position relative to the

screen, NOT the mouse's true co-ordi-

nates. (16) Waits for the 200th line be-

fore it refreshes the screen (unlike Wait

Hill

VWW

Presents...

An

'Introduction to the

AMIGA 1200'
(Vol 1)

A 60 minute video explaining the basics of

Workbench 3 and the Amiga 1200.

Officially released at "World of Commodore",

2nd, 3rd and 4th July 1993.

Available at the show or

Phone (02) 41 1-2108
or Toll free (008) 808820

Amiga, A 1200 and World of Commodore arc registered trademarks ofCommodore Purines*

Machine? inc.

HARGWARE AMIGA P.D
In association with:

Strictly P.D of England
Ph: (06) 288 6946 PO Box 3072

Fax: (06) 299 1 473 Weston Creek ACT 261

1

GAMES:
G339 — Games Bonanza

G001— All New Star Trek

G337— Storyland II

G338 — No Mans Land

G310 — Survivor

G342— Down Hill Challenge

G278— Air Ace II

G363— Raphaels Revenge

G362— Galactic Food Fight

G292 — Sealance

MUSIC:
M103— Megabyte Mixes

Digital Concerts

DEMOS:
D237— Phenomena Demo
D089— Star Trek Anim

D451 — Virtual Worlds

D423— Walker Vs Amy
D185— Elvira Activities

D436— P.D. Anims

D112— Stealthy II

Utilities:

U326— Amigafox

LJ082 — Voices

LJ089— Flexibase

LJ299— Slideshow Maker

LJ079 — Electrocad

FISH T-BAG CLIP-ART 17 BIT VIRUS FREE

$2.00 Catalogue Disk. Delivery service for ACT region.

Brand name blank diskettes lor only S1 .00 each!!!

Orders dispatched same day!!!

P0 Box 3072, Weston Creek ACT 261 1.

Ph: (06) 288 6946 Fax: (06) 299 1473

Mon-Fri 4.30pm • 10.pm Sat-Sun 9am - 7pm
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Cowards!

X*47
Y*I0Q

i

Blit area

Number 1 &
Made -1

Cu-orir.

X*=28S
-1

YH4S

Figure 2

Vbl which waits for line only), and

finally (17) Loops for the next scroll

unless the left mouse button is pressed.

Try it out. The effect is amazing, and

already these new and powerful com-

mands arc being put to good use in

games and demos. In the past, if you

made a large scroller in AMOS, you

would be very lucky if the frame rate

didn't drop once or twice occasionally.

Now you can have zillions of scrollers

all running independent of each other

and at full frame rate. All you need to

do is to keep updating the graphics on

the edge of the Blit area that is being

scrolled away.

The author has been in contact with

me and has promised to send VI.

7

4|c Domain

W
THE

BIGGEST
AMOS Public

Domain Library

In Australia!

We have around 700 disks in the Collection.

Including the entire British & Australian sets, as

well as the new American collection.

Disks are $3.00 each including Postage!

Buy 10 disks and get 1 FREE!

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
HCommand V3. New routines wriicri ajrow you to design and

use intuition-like 98dgels aid requesters, just Ike WB 2.073.0!

134.95 incl Postage or $4.00 lor demo version. Shareware

owners can upgrade by sending original disk plus $16.95!

Upgrade includes V3.0and Printed A5 Manual

Send $2.91) for a full Catalog Disk + Virus Checker!

PUBLIC DOMAIN PLUS PO Box 791 Kornsby NSW 2077

shortly (hopefully by the time you're

reading this). It will contain vertical Blit

commands and several bug fixes. This

means that true sine scrollers will shortly

be possible.

What Is Full

Frame Rate?
Occasionally I may mention the term

"full frame rate" or "50 frames per sec-

ond" when talking about certain pro-

grams. For those who are a little con-

fused, take the average Bitmap Broth-

ers game or the average Scrolly demo
with Filled Vector Cubes bouncing

around the screen by groups such as

"Silents" or "Digital Access".

You will notice everything that

moves or scrolls does so incredibly

smoothly without flicking or jerking.

This is because all movement happens

on the screen in between frames, when
the raster beam which creates the image

is moving back to the start of screen.

If your scrolling screen or demo ap-

pears to jerk every now and then, it's

because your program is only just beat-

ing the screen refresh rale and occa-

sionally it doesn't quite make it; the

processor didn't keep up that time.

Anyone who knows much about MS-
DOS PCs will know that these machines

are incapable of holding 50 frames a

second for animation, scrolling and

Graphics Block Shifting. This is because

no matter how fast their Intel Pro/Co-

processors or the VGA accelerator cards

are, the processor has to do all the work.

Their graphics cannot be shifted un-

der interrupt like the Amiga. Therefore,

while the PC processor shifts all the

graphics on the screen, several frames

sneak through unchanged causing the

action to jerk.

The Amiga is different, but still, some

programmers have decided that they're

never going to be good enough to keep

their demos running in 50 Frames a

second and so they fill the screen with

all sorts of coloured garbage, scrolls,

and lots of BOBs, slap a name on it and

call it a demo. To them they may have

created something that's within their

abilities, but the truth is, with careful

planning and coding, you can chuck in

all sorts of weird effects and still get a

full frame rate. And especially now that

we have the Turbo Extension 1 .6.

Therefore, that's what we are going

to do next month. We will go through

all the different effects on the Amiga

that require very little processing time

from either the processor or the Blitter,

and those that do. We'll list them and

I'll show you how to use alternatives or

the best way to go about it.
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You Can CanDo
YourOwn Directory Utility

Part 2

Action Button
Specifications

Following are the specifications for

the Copy, Delete, Move, Rename,

MakeDir, ShowIFF, PlaySSVX and

Read Text Buttons.

Copy Button Specifications
Button Name = "Copy"

Horizontal =270 Vertical =116

Border = Shadow

Burton Type = Text"

Text = " Copy

RELEASE SCRIPT

If Current = "L"

Do "CopyLefr

Let Current = "R"

Do "ShowDir", RightDir

Let Current = "L"

SetCurrentDirectory LeftDir

Elself Current = "FT

Do "CopyRighf"

Let Current = "L"

Do "ShowDir*,LeftDir

Let Current = "H"

SetCurrentDirectory RightDir

Endlf

Explanation:

Different routines are performed de-

pending on which window is the cur-

rent location. (See the Routines for more

details.)

Delete Button Specifications

Button Name = "Delete"

Horizontal =270 Vertical =133

Border = Shadow

Button Type = Text"

Text = " Delete "

Script

If Current = "L"

Do "DeleteLeff Else

If Current = "R"

Do "DeleteRighf

Endlt

by Greg Abemethy

Explanation:

Depending on which window is the

current location, the appropriate routine

is performed. (See the Routines for more

details.)

Move Button Specifications
Button Name = "Move"

Horizontal =270 Vertical =150

Border = Shadow

Button Type = Text"

Text = " Move "

Script

MakeDocument "Work"

WorkWithDocument "Work"

If Current = "L"

InsertDocument "Left"

Do "CopyLeft"

Let Current = "R"

Do "ShowDir",RightDir

Let Current = "L"

SetCurrentDirectory LeftDir

WorkWithDocument "Left"

Clear DOCUMENT
InsertDocument "Work"

Flush Work"

Do "DeleteLeff"

Elself Current = "R"

InsertDocurnenl "Right"

Do "CopyRight"

Let Current = "L"

Do "StowDir", LeftDir

Let Current = "R"

SetCurrenlDi rectory RightDir

WorkWithDocumenl "Right"

Clear DOCUMENT
InsertDocument "Work"

Flush "Work"

Do "DeleteRight"

Endlf

Explanation:

Depending on which window is the

current location, the appropriate routine

is performed. (See the Routines for more

details.)

Rename Button Specifications

Button Name = "Rename"

Horizontal = 270 Vertical = 167

Border = Shadow

Button Type = "Text"

Texi = Rename "

Script

If old o-

"

If GetChars{old,1,1) =
—

Let old = RemoveChars(old,1,1)

MoveCursorTo STARTOF LINE

Delete CHARACTER
Endlf

lfGeiChars(old,1,6) = "[Dir]"

B"f"T»Hr" rnri»Mer.. ns
; SVER: startup-sequence 39,3 <9,8.92)

ClSetPatch 0.UIET
Otters ion >HIL;
C:flddBuffers >ML: DF§: 15
Fatlflt 21

CrfekeDir RffliT RAM: Clipboards RAM: EN U RRMlENvVSys
CSCopy >KIL: ENvfiRC: 8rft;ENW &INuRE&

Resident >HIL: CiRssign PURE
Resident >N!L; C; Execute PURE

Assign >H1L;
Assign >NIL:
Assign >NIL;
Assign >NIL:
Assign >KIL:
Assign >N1L:
Assign >WL:
Assign >Klll
Assign >HIL:

ENV: RAM: EM
T! SAMiT
CLIPS! RAH Clipboards
REXX: S:

PRINTERS: GEttS: Printers
KEYHRPS: BE uS:Kepaf>s
L0CRLE: SYS:Locale
LIBS: SYS:CUsses ADD
HELP: LOCALE: Help 6EFER

IF NOT EXISTS SYS: Fonts
Assign FGHTS:

EndlF

Binri&rivers
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Let old = RemoveCharsfofcU.e)

EndW

OpenRequester "Sub","Rename",old

Endlf

Explanation:

When the user selects "Rename", the

filename is checked, and then the

subdeck card "Rename" is displayed.

The variable "old" is sent to the

SubDeck.

MakeDir Button Specifications
Button Name = "Makedir"

Horizontal =270 Vertical =184

Border = Shadow

Button Type = "Text"

Text =" Makedir
"

Script

OpenRequester "Sub","MakeDir"

SHOWIFF

BUTTON SPECIFICATIONS

Button Name = "SrtowlFF'

Horizontal =270 Vertical =202

Border = Shadow

Button Type = "Text"

Text = " ShowlFF
"

Script

MoveCursorTo STARTOF LINE

If TheCharacter =
*"

Delete CHARACTER
Endlf

Let View = TrimStringfTheLine)

Let n = NumberOfChars(View)

Let end = GetChars(View,n - 4,5)

If FileType(View) = "Picture" or FileType(View) =

"Brush" or end = ".info"

Let View = TtieCurrentDirectoryllView

GotoCarcTViewlFF

Endlf

Explanation:

This script enables the user to view

IFF pictures, brushes or icon files. The

script checks to ensure the file selected

is valid and then goes to the "ViewIFF"

card to display the file.

PLAY8SVX BUTTON
SPECIFICATIONS
Button Name = TlaySSVX"

Horizontal =270 Vertical =220

Border = Shadow

Button Type = 'Text'

Text =" Play8SVX"

Script

MoveCursorTo STARTOF LINE

If TheCharacter = "'"

Delete CHARACTER
Endlf

Let Hear = TrimStringfTheLine)

If FileType(Hear) = "Sound"

PlaySound Hear

Endlf

Explanation:

This script allows the user to play

any valid 8SVX sound file. NOTE: there

are other types of sound files that CanDo
cannot play. No error is generated if an

incorrect file is selected.

Read Text Button Specifications
Button Name = "Read"

Horizontal = 270 Vertical = 238

Border = Shadow

Button Type = "Text"

Text = " Read Text

"

Script

MoveCursorTo STARTOF LINE

If TheCharacter
="'"

Delete CHARACTER
Endlf

Computer Adventure

Games - Hints and Tips

The SecondAdventurers

Realm Hint Book

Detailed Clues to over 25

top notch adventure and

role playing games

Need help? Want to know
how to solve the toughest

problems? How to score

the most points?

Buy this book.

Post or Fax your order to:

Saturday Magazine Pty

Ltd, 21 Darley Rd,

Randwick2031.
Phone (02) 398 5111

Fax (02) 298 5322

$10 including postage

LOTTO SUPERSYSTEMS
Turn the odds your way & WIN!

LOTTO SUPERSYSTEMS is the SMART, CHEAP,

EASY way to increase the odds of winning in Lotto

games, such as Pools, Tattslotto etc. Playing Systems

is the key in turning the odds your way, however

regular Lottery Systems are too expensive for the

average person to play consistently. Lotto

S upe rsystems cu ts the cost of regu larsystem entries,

while maintaining the winning edge. It allows you to

play much larger and more practical and affordable

systems.

PROGRAM FEATURES:
'Computer Systems
' Smarter number selection methods
' User Friendly and Completely mouse driven

' Quick Picks and Much more

NOTE: For Commodore AMIGA computers only.

(Including unexpanded AMIGA 500)

Please send me LOTTO SUPERSYSTEMS DISK

Send $25 Cheque or Money Order to:

BIT MASTER SOFTWARE
PO BOX 84

TULLAMARINE Vic 3043

Name

Address

State Postcode

Note: Please Prim

Amiga Public

Domain Software
Over 5000 Disks to choose from

NO POSTAGE CHARGES
AUSTRALIA ONLY

(OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD SI 0.00)

DISKS FROM $2.50
All cfdtre snapped wwi 24 twufs of recent. Sard $5.00 tor 2 DISK

CATALOGUE or SiS.95 [Of INTRODUCTORY PACK of 9 Disks which

inci-jdes 3 Games D.sks, 2 UtiWy Disks and Virus Progran Disk 1 3 Disk

Catokxjua. Calakjgue upgraded free wilfi oiders

GAMES PACK 1 (WB1.3 ONLY)
1 Disks full of Games (over 50)

Plus Catalogue Disks

$30.00

GAMES PACK 2 (WB2.0 ONLY)
1 Disks full of Games (over 45)

Plus Catalogue Disks

$30.00

CMANUAL ON 12 DISKS S34.95

INCLUDES SIX MANUALS. « CHARTERS,

175 FULLY EXECUTABLE EXAMPLES COMPLETE

WITH SOURCE CODE. PLUS OTHER GOODIES.

ireiT. AMOS, fISH, AMAZ, AMICUS, faug, nzwg, tsag, ahigoz.

MUStC 4 SOUND. APPLICATIONS. UTHFTIES, ANIMATION. DEMOS,

GFWWCS, SCOPE R.U5 0THEHS. WE ALSO HAVEOUROWN RANGE

OF OVER 605 DiSKS ALL SELF BOOTING AND HEADY T0USE.

WE NOW STOCK
KDV (Kil da Virus) $24.95

PowsrPacftar V4.0 $39,95

PC-TASK $64.95

AmigaNuts Licenceware

Deja Vu Licenceware

Amiga Public Domain Centre,

P.O. Box 435, St Agnes SA 5097

Phone (08) 396 2163 Fax (08) 263 1393
We Accept Bankcard. Masfercaid and VsaCard
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Lei Read = TrimString[TheLine)

Let n = NumbetO)Chars(Head)

If FilaTypefRaad] = "Unknown" and

GetChars{Read,n - 4.5) <> ".info"

GotoCard "Read"

Endlf

Script

This script allows the user to view

any text file. CanDo uses the FILETYPE
function to determine what a file is, and

returns "Unknown" if the file is a text

file or an ".info" (icon) file. I check to

make sure the file is not an icon file and

then go to the text display card to show

the text file.

ROUTINES

"CopyRighf ROUTINE SCRIPT

WorkWithDocument "Left*

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT
Let L = LineslnDocument

Let x =

Loop

Let x = x +

1

PositionOnLine x

IIGetChars(TheLrne,1,1) =
""'

MoveCjrsorTo STARTOF LINE

Delete CHARACTER
Let ToCopy = TrimStringfTheLine)

If GeiChars(ToCopy,1 ,5) = "(Dir]"

Let ToCopy =

RemoveChars(ToCopy,1 ,6)

Dos"c:copy"IIILeftDir[IToCopylll

RightDirllToCopylirALL'

Else

Dos"c:copy"NILeft

DirllToCopylllRightDir

Endlf

Endlf

Until x => L

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT

Explanation:

Tli is routine will copy any selected

files from the SOURCE directory to the

DESTINATION directory.

"CopyRighf ROUTINE SCRIPT

WorkWitriDoeument "Right"

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT
Let L = LineslnDocument

Letx =

Loop

Let x = x +

1

PositionOnLine x

lfGetChars(TheLirie,1,1) =
"""

MoveCjrsorTo STARTOF LINE

Delete CHARACTER
Let ToCopy a TrimStringfTheLfne)

If GetCharsfToCopy.t ,5) = "[Dir]*

Let ToCopy a RemoveChars

(ToCopy, 1,6)

Dos "c:copy"IIIRightDirllToCopy

HIlettDirllToCopylirALL"

Else

Dos"c:copy"IIIRight

DirllToCopylllLeftDir

Endlf

Endlf

Until x => L

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT

DeletaLeff ROUTINE SCRIPT

WorkWithDocument "Left"

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT
Let L a LinesInDocument

LeU=0
Loop

Let x = x + 1

PositionOnLine x

lfGetChars[TheLine,1,1) =
"*"

Let ToDelete = TritnString(TheLine)

Let ToDelete = RemoveChars(ToDetete, 1,1)

If GetChars(ToDelete,1.5) = -[Dirf

Let ToDelete = RemoveCharsfTo

Delete,1,6)

AMIGAWTS UNITED AUSTRALIA

P.O BOX m\, W1LSONT0N, QLS) 1350

Phone (076) 331172 Fas ((176} 33 1172

Founders of The Public Domain Association of Australia

GUARANTEED SERVICE & SUPPORT

WORLD OF
COMMODORE

SHOW
SPECIALS
FROM

AMIGANUTS

OCTAMED PRO V 4.03 $85.00
The best budget priced music software

available! OctMED can utalise upto 8
tracks using Amiga hardware, 16 if used
with MIDI, built in sampling software,

( OCTAMED SAMPLE SETS )

5 Disk set of samples $ 1 7.50

6 Disk set of samples $21.00

8 Disksetofsamples$28.00
10 Disk set of samples $35.00

( OCTAMED MODULES SET )

1 4 Disk set of modules $49.00

With every OctaMED Pro V4.03
ordered during July 1993, we will give

you 30% off the price of any samples

or modules packs listed above.

V -

HeSoftware Pty Ltd.

Australian Graphic Atlas V3.5

WITH RUNTIME
NOW RELEASED!

This new version of the atlas now
has even more features. Display

of maps, wildlife, explorers,

Antarctica, Prime Ministers

andmuch morelNormally $89.95

SEE US AT
THE WORLD

OF COMMODORE SHOW
and get the Atlas for just

$50.00

NEW!
EXPANSION MODULES

now with runtime!

Demographics $59.95

(Show Price Just $40.00)

HC SOFTWARE PTY LTD
PO Box 782, Prospect East

South Australia 5082
Phone (08)262 4461
Fax (08) 262 8229

AUTHORIZED

I COMMODORE SERVICE
COMPUTER

ALL COMMODORE & AMIGA

WARRANTY and

NON-WARRANTY REPAIRS

* Module Exchange
* Upgrades & Modifications

* Workshop Repairs

* 90 Day Warranty

* Quick Turn Around

PLEASE CALL FOR CURRENT
PRICES and

LABOUR CHARGES

PARCOM Pty Ltd
Whites Hill Shopping Village

Samuel St, Camp Hill, Qld 41 52

(07) 395 221

1

Brisbane North Side

5 Clifford St, Stafford Qld 4053

(07)857 6311
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Dos "cdeletelllLeftDirllTo

Deletelll'ALL"

Else

Dos "c:d elete" 1 1 1 LeftDirllToDelete

Endlf

Endlf

Until x => L

Da"ShowDir",LeftDir

Explanation:

This routine will delete any selected

files from the SOURCE directory.

PLEASE NOTE: I accept no respon-

sibility for any files accidentally deleted

while using this program.

"DeleteRigW ROUTINE SCRIPT

WorkWithDocument "Right"

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT

Let L = LineslnDocument

Lelx =

Loop

Let x = x +

1

PosilionOnLine x

lfGetChars(TheLine,l,1) =
""

Let ToDelete = TrimString(TheLine)

Let ToDelete = RemoveChars(ToDelete,1,1)

If GetChars(ToDelete,1 ,5)
= "[»]"

Let ToDelete = RemoveCti a rs(To Delete, 1 ,6)

Dos"c:delete1IIRightDir[IToDeletelll"ALL"

Else

Dos "c:delete" 1 1 1R ightDi rl I ToDelete

Endlf

Endlf

Until x => L

Do "ShowDir",RightDir

Title Bar Display Timer
Object

I have added a timer that will display

the current time and available memory

in the WINDOW TITLE BAR. The

specifications are;

TIMER OBJECT NAME: "Info"

INTERVAL RECURRING every 5 seconds

Script

Let ac a AvailableChipMemory

Let at = AvailableFastMemory

SetWindowTttle

LefUustify ("Directory Utility ...",30)IILeft

JustJustity("FA5T:"lllaf,15)llTheTime

Display IFF and Read
Text Card

All that is required now is to create

the last two cards of the main deck.The

specifications for these cards are;

DISPLAY IFF CARD SPECIFICATIONS

WINDOW NAME NONE

WINDOW SPECIFICATIONS

X POSITION =
: Y POSITION =

WIDTH = 320: HEIGHT = 256

NUMBER OF COLOURS = 4

NO GADGETS
WINDOW OPTIONS

THE WINDOW HAS INVISIBLE BORDERS

ALWAYS OPEN THE WINDOW ON ITS OWN
SCREEN

CARD SPECIFiCATIONSCARD

NAME "ViewlFF

AFTER ATTACHMENT SCRIPT

If FileType(View) = "Picture"

ShowPicture View

ScreenTo FRONT

Elself end = ".info"

Load I con View,"icon"

Cliplconlmaga "iconVtemp"

GetButferlnfo "temp",w,h,d

ShowBrush "temp" ,320 {vW2),128 - (h/

2J.BRUSHPALETTE

Elself FileType(View) = "Brush"

LoadBmsh View,"temp"

GetBjfferlnfo 1emp*,w,h,d

ShowBrush 1emp",320 (w/2},128 - {hi

2) h
BRUSHPALETTE

Endlf

FlushAII

Explanation:

When the Card loads the script checks

to see what type of file it is to display

and then displays the appropriate file. I

have centred the Brush and Icon files

on the screen for aesthetic purpoes.

PICTURE BUTTON
SPECIFICATIONS
Button Name = "Go"

Horizontal =0 Vertical =0

Width =320Height =255

Border =NONE
Button Type = "Area"

Script

GotoCard "DirUte"

Explanation:

The button is displayed to enable the

user to click in the window to return to

the directory card. On high-resolution

screens it will be necessary to click in

the left half of the screen to return to the

directory page as the width of a high-

resolution screen is 640 pixels.

READ TEXT CARD SPECIFICATIONS

WINDOW NAME Text File Reader..."

WINDOW SPECIFICATIONS

X POSITION = : Y POSITION =

WIDTH = 640: HEIGHT = 256

NUMBER OF COLOURS = 4

CLOSE GADGET: DRAG BAR GADGET:

FRONT/BACK GADGET
WINDOW OPTIONS

THE WINDOW HAS VISIBLE BORDERS TRY TO

OPEN THE WINDOW ON THE WORKBENCH

Close Gadget Script

GotoCard "DirUte"

CARD SPECIFICATIONS

CARD NAME "Read"

AFTER ATTACHMENT SCRIPT

WorkWithDocument "Read'

Clear DOCUMENT
LoadDocument Read,"Read"

MoveCursorTo STARTOF DOCUMENT

TEXT READER

DOCUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DOCUMENT OBJECT NAME "ReadDoc"

DOCUMENT NAME "Read"

DOCUMENT TYPE Memo Document

NO TYPING Horizontal and Vertical Scroll Bars

DOCUMENT ORIGIN X = 8:Y = 14

DOCUMENT SIZE Width = 624 : Height = 236

BORDER Double Bevel

NO SCRIPT

When you have done this, save your

application and test it to see if all the

options work correctly. When testing,

always use duplicates of files when

copying, deleting, renaming or moving

to avoid any problems.

Final Words
This completes the Directory Utility.

I wasn't planning to have such a large

tutorial this month but it seemed a shame

to leave the last couple of features until

next month. Obviously there are many
things that can be added. Some sugges-

tions are;

1) Use my text editor on the Text

Reader Card to enable the user to edit

the text as well as print the file.

2) Use Graphic Dump on the Picture

Page to print the current picture. The

command for doing this is Dos

"sys:system/GraphicDump" will print

the currently displayed screen after a

ten second delay.

3) Launch applications with a dou-

ble-click on the file, (A bit tricky!!)

4) Create icons to go with directories

when they are created or to be added

to files that do not have icons.

5) A font viewer for when a font is

double clicked.

I hope you have enjoyed this tuto-

rial. See you next month.
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i ILITY YOU WILL NfeED FOR
IVE DISK DUPLICATION ON YOiiR AMIGA

1 Fully featured software includes powerful picture grabbing

options and virus detection/repair of known and unknown
bootblock viruses.

• Hi-tech Power Device hardware ensures precise data duplication.

• Comprehensive online help lies and individual help win
all selectable options.

For more information contact Power Peripherals

1ST FLOOR, 257 HAWTHORN ROAD, CAULFIELD NORTH, VICTORIA. 3161

PHONE: (03) 532 8553 FAX: (03) 532 8556



TheC64

User Groups
If you' re from the lower Blue Moun-

tains or Penrith area, you'll be pleased

to know that Penrith Commodore Users

Group is still going strong. User groups

are a terrific way to meet similarly in-

terested computer users and discuss soft-

ware, swap ideas, and get help and ad-

vice. For more information about PCUG
call the club President, Steve Stecyk, on

(02)631 2323. If you're part of a User

Group which supports the C64 or 128

and would like to see it mentioned here,

write to me with details of meeting

places and times, and a contact number

and address.

Island Sunk
The Island Software Club has, once

again, closed its doors, this time for

good. You may recall Island closed for

a few months last year while it moved,

causing many problems and complaints

from consumers waiting on orders, but

this time it won't be back.

New GEOS Publisher?
Word around the traps is that a new

GEOS publishing program is in the

works, specifically for GEOS 128 in 80

column mode. It will not be programmed

nor published by GeoWorks (ex Berkley

Softworks), instead it will be produced

by an independent US programmer.

Watch out for more details over the

coming months.

New C64/128 BBS
This time for modem owners, The

Space Station BBS is now online and

offers message and file support for Com-

modore 64 and 128 owners. Check it

out by calling (047) 742 252.

RS-232 Kit

From the latest Rod Irving Electron-

ics catalogue, a simple to build inter-

face kit which gives your C64 compat-

ibility with standard RS232 hardware.

The most obvious use for this is for

interfacing external modems designed

for IBMs and Amigas with your C64.

The cost of this kit is $24.95 plus $4.95

postage and packing. Call their toll-free

order line on 008 33 5757, or send your

order to RIE, PO Box 620, Clayton Vic

3168. Quote stock number K10330.

Got a news item to contribute? Write

all the relevant details, plus your own
name and address, and post it to The

C64 Column, PO Box 288, Gladesville

NSW 2 1 1 1 , or fax it to (047) 57 3982.

C64 Tricks and Tips

Tricks and Tips for the Commodore

64, from Abacus Software, is a book

that has been around for many years

and contains a wealth of useful infor-

mation for the curious C64 user. It is

still available in limited quantities, so

this month I thought we'd take a look at

it.

Let me begin by saying that this book

is not just a compilation of small pro-

grams for swapping joystick ports or

dumping screens to the printer. Rather,

it is a collection of information for us-

ers wishing to learn more about their

C64 and how to access it.

Tricks and Tips covers many topics,

including programming graphics, data

management, a look at the Forth pro-

gramming language, CP/M for the 64,

multi-tasking, plus interface and expan-

sion options. In most cases, a fairly in-

depth description of the topic is accom-

panied by one or more program listings

in either BASIC or machine code.

"a wealth ofuseful

informationfor the

curious C64 user"

One part of the book which may be

of interest, due to the few printers cur-

rently available with C64 serial inter-

faces, is the chapter on using standard

Centronics (parallel) printers with the

64. Many GEOS owners have been do-

ing this for quite some time thanks to

the usually expensive (and now rare)

geoCables. For the uninitiated, geoCable

plugs into the User port in the C64 and

has a standard Centronics plug at the

other end of the cable. Using specially

written printer drivers, GEOS output

could be directed to almost any printer

that's compatible with IBMs, Amigas

etc.

Tricks and Tips gives a fairly com-

prehensive description of using the User

port for this purpose, as well as a pro-

gram listing for re-directing the output

from the serial port to the User port.

Owners of geoCable, or similar, can use

this program for directing output from

other applications or their own BASIC
programs. It also gives a layout descrip-

tion of the necessary cable, so if you're

handy with a soldering iron you can

build your own very inexpensively.

As I said earlier, Tricks and Tipsfor

the C64 is still available in limited quan-

tities, so ask your local retailer. My copy

was supplied by Code One Computer

Services, which currently has them for
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$39.95 plus $4.00 postage and packag-

ing. You can order from Code One by

calling (047) 57 3982, or post a cheque

or credit card details to PO Box 192,

Katoomba NSW 2780.

MAIL
Better Print?

Rod LeNaine- Smith, ofErindale SA,
writes: "Dear Owen, I am writing to

seek some information to make better

use of my computer. I am using a C64
which I have found familiarity and am
very tolerant of the slowness of the ma-
chine. I primarily use Superscript,

Microswift Calc, Multiplan, and
Superbase, and find them very useful

for home use.

"At work I use an Apple Mac with

scanner and laser printer, and an IBM
compatible using Ward, and Works w'tth

a laser printer. I make frequent use of

the drawing capabilities of both ma-
chines. I would like to have a similar

setup at home but cannot justify the

cost at this stage.

"is there any way in which I can

upgrade the C64 to print with a belter

quality, possibly with colour? And can

the C64 be used with a mouse to draw
graphics?"

OJ: Compared to Macs and IB Ms,
the C64 is somewhat limited in its po-

tential, but there's still a lot you can do
to bridge the gap. Firstly, I'd recom-
mend GEOS 64. CEOS is a replace-

ment operating system for the C64
which brings Mac and Windows-like el-

ements to die C64. Like the Mac. nearly

all functions are controlled with a mouse
or similar input device, so drawing free-

hand is much more natural. Included

with GEOS is a WYSIWYG word proc-

essor, graphics program, and the oper-

ating system itself, and it retails for

around $f>2.00. With a suitable inter-

face cable and printer drivers, GHOS
can also print to a laser printer.

Connecting to C64s?
Travis Howell, of Aspendale Vic,

writes: "Dear Owen,

1) Is it possible to connect two C64s
together?

2) Is there any program that allows

you to read IBM or Amiga disks in the

1541 drive?

3) Can you buy the TIB 3.5" drive in

Australia?

4) How do you transfer a game from

the IBM or Amiga to the C64?

5) Is there a program to transfer tape

games to disk?

6) Where can T get the SAM talking

voice for the C64?

7) What happened to the Sound &
Graphics column?

8) Where can I get a program to

index articles of magazines?

9) Is there a program to recover flies

after 'newing' the directory?"

OJ: I) Yes, with a null modem ca-

ble. By running a terminal program on

each you can send files between the

two.

2) No. The nearest program for trans-

ferring between IBM and Amiga is the

Big Blue Reader, but sadly it works

only with 1571s and 1581s. You can

transfer word processing and other files

over to IBM or Amiga disks, or vice

versa, by using a null-modem cable be-

tween the two, or via a modem. There

are also several places that can do the

transfer for you for a small fee.

3) Not that I'm aware of. I haven't

seen or heard anything of the TIB unit

in Australia.

4) You can transfer the game to a

C64 disk, but it won't actually run. To
make programs designed specifically for

one computer platform run on another

requires an emulator, and there are none

for the purpose you describe.

5) Yes, there are a few different ways

of transferring tape programs to disk.

Probably the easiest is by using a Freeze

cartridge such as The Final Cartridge

ill or Action Replay Mk VI. Using these

types of cartridges, you can simply load

the program from tape, hit the switch,

and save it in a frozen state to disk.

6) I don't know of anywhere where

you can get the SAM voice unit from.

Best idea would probably be to check

some of the UK Commodore magazines

for advertisements and get one sent to

you.

7) It died not long before the GEOS
column was laid to rest.

8) The best type of program for this

is just a database system. There are sev-

eral around, including Superhase 64,

Kwik File, The Filer. Magpie Database,

and even geoFile if you're a GEOS fan.

Ask your local retailer, or call Code
One on (047) 57 3982.

9) There are several utilities around

for this purpose, some public domain
and some commercial. Kwik Utility is

one of my personal favourite commer-
cial disk utilities for a range of such

purposes. You might try contacting

some of the many C64 public domain
suppliers that advertise in this maga-
zine, such as Brunswick Publications.

That's just about it for this month's

edition. I'll be back next month with all

the latest, but in the meantime you can

drop me a line at The C64 Column, PO
Box 288, Gladesville NSW 2! II. See

you next time. Zl

Amiga Annual 1993
s>0.9o at newsagents and dealers

Up-to-date Product guide, User Groups, BBSs, latest
Amigas, Fish disks, Entertainment, latest graphics, and

LOTS more. ALL NEW!
Ifyrou can't find it at your local newsagent or dealer, you can get it

from us for $6.95 including postage.

To: Saturday Magazine P/L, 21 Darley Road,
Randwick, NSW 203

1

Ph: (02) 398 51 1 1 Fax [02) 398 51 1

1

Please send me Amiga Annual 1993.

I enclose a cheque/money order for $6.95. OR
Charge my Bankcard Q Mastercard Zl Visa card Q
No:

Expiry date

Name
Signature

Address

Postcode
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ItAndy's An
BBS Support + Buying PD +

Pure Bits and Resident
/?y Andrew Leniart

Welcome back to my column.

It's been a while since we've

had a "readers' letters" issue of

Andy's Attic so I've decided to devote

this issue to just that. Keep that feed-

back rolling in.

Towards the end, we'll also address

the issue of Public Domain software

and the pros and cons of buying it.

Should prove interesting reading to most

Amigo's that enjoy the great variety of

software provided by the public domain

circles. But first ...

A Sob Story
It's not been a very good month here

at Andy's Attic at all unfortunately. My
Commodore A590 decided to bite the

dust recently which has reduced me back

to a twin floppy system. (Shudder!)

Worse, Midi-Mouse Computers, who
used to sponsor Andy's Attic BBS by

supplying a company phone line to sup-

port Amiga and IBM users alike, have

suddenly disappeared as did the phone

line the board was running on. Yet an-

other victim of the recession we had to

have?

As a result, Andy's Attic BBS is now
searching for another sponsor. If you

own a business and would like to spon-

sor a popular Bulletin Board System in

return for good 24 hour advertising of

your company and wares on the board,

please contact me either by writing to

Andrew Leniart, PO Box 1335, Hop-

pers Crossing 3029 or calling me direct

via modem at Andy's Attic BBS on

(03) 749 4897. The board runs 24 hours

a day. Those wishing to contact me via

FidoNet netmail can address their mes-

sages to 3:633/106. Leave a note and a

telephone number so I can call you back

to discuss details. Thanks,

Readers' Letters

Pure bit problem
Okay, enough of the sob stories. Let's

get the show rolling this issue with a

letter from Arnold Mclaren from

Rosanna in Vic who writes in to say:

"Dear Andy, I am a 70 year old com-
puter owner having upgraded this year

from an A500 which I purchased in

1988, to an A2000 with a 40Meg hard

drive.

"The A2000 was my grandson's

computer which he wanted to change to

an IBM clone because the college com-

puters are mainly IBM or Ms-Dos oper-

ating systems. We did a swap, he sold

the A500 and I upgraded to the A2000
because of the hard disk facility. The

A2000 has 3megs ram, 1 meg chip and

2meg fast ram. A GVP 42meg hard

drive and SCSI controller with a Data

Flyer Ram card with 2megs ram in-

stalled.

"Last Saturday we installed Cross

Dos and Cross PC on the hard drive

and now on the start up CLI was have

the following messages ...

Copyright (C=) 1987 Commodore Amiga Inc

All Rights Reserved Release 1 .3

GVP Autoboot

Workbench disk Release 1 .3 Version 34.20

The Date and Time

[Cli 2]

'These are the normal boot messages,

but then a new line below, the follow-

ing message appears ...

Pure bit not set.

"The questions are, what does this

mean and how do we eliminate it? The

computer seems to operate normally,

although on Saturday night as I finished

playing Railway Tycoon and attempted

a save, the Guru appeared. Now this has

not happened before with this game.

"I have not had the opportunity yet

to use Cross Dos or Cross PC but the

installation seems to be okay, for when
the disks are inserted in the disk drives

the disk icon appears and also icons for

PcO and Pc 1

.

"Andy, thanks to your column in

ACAR, I am beginning to experiment

more with the Amy guided by your re-

plies to readers' letters and a desire to

know more. If you wish, you may use

this in ACAR if you think it would be a

help to others."

AL: And use it I shall. The problem

will be in the startup-sequence file in

DH0:S directory. You'll need to fire up

your favourite text editor to examine

and edit this file to get rid of the annoy-

ing little "Pure bit not set" message.

What to look for in there are com-

mands which are being made Resident

at startup time. As an example of a cor-

rect way to make a command resident,

check out an unmodifiedWB 1 .3 startup-

sequence for the following line ...

resident c:Execute pure

Note the "pure" word tagged on the

end of the command line. 'Ill is forces

the Amiga to make the command resi-

dent regardless of whether or not its

pure bit is set. Check to make sure that

all commands that your Amiga is at-

tempting to make "resident" are being
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Amiga & C64 Marketplace
C64 SOFTWARE

SPECIAL OFFER - 4 disks packed with

programs for the Commodore 64.

Top PD utilities, Games, Word Proces-

sors & Disk Catalogue.

4 Disk Pack only $15

Or write for free catalogue.

For immediate delivery send

cheque or money order to:

BRUNSWICK PUBLICATIONS
PO BOX 458

BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022

Ph (02) 759 7343

Scarlet

Amiga PD Software

PO Box 458

Doveton Vic 3177

(03)793 3814

Phone for

Catalogue Disk

Open 9am - 10pm

SINGLE FRAME
RECORDING SERVICE
See your animations the way they

were meant to be seen....

25 frames per second,

16 million colours,

Broadcast bandwidth.

Flying Erasehead

Productions.
phone 764 3702 or 018 280 119

Advertise heTe
for only

^=$50^=

Dealer

Directory
To advertise here contact

Ken Longshaw on

(02)8172509.

Commercial Software

Entertainment titles

AmigaNuts *> Deja Vu

PD *> Accessories

Digitizers Scanners

Laser Printing *> C64
Big range, Best Prices!

Call for a free catalogue.

Mail/Fax/Tel Orders Only

Credit Cards Welcome!

29 Toulon Avenue

Wentworth Falls 2782

Tel/Fax (047) 57 3982

ROD IRVINGS
"BULK DISK PRICES"

"NO BRAND DISKS"
LIFETIME WARRANTY / BOX OF TEN DISKS
ALL OI&KS INCLUDE ENVELOPES & WRITE PROTECTS

1-9no.c-.1dr 50-t 100+ 500+
51/4"DSfDD$4.SD $4.30 $4.30 $3.95 $3.95

5 1(4"D5., HD$B.50 $7.95 $7.90 $6.90 S6.90

3 1/2"DS/DD $3.50 $7.50 $6.95 $6.90 S6.90

3 Vr'DSIHD $12.95 $11.95 $9.95 59.50 $8.93

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS
MELBOURNE: 4& ABactoll Si CHy. MK (03} 663 61 51

OAKLIEUGH: 240C Huntlngrtalc Rd. OaMdfjlv, Ph:{03) 5E2 8939
* -s. f: : .;.:>. j;:,.. !•!":

idah Hwy. PIE (03)5995533
lore. Ph: (02) SIS 3134

ADELAIDE: ±41-243 wrlghl Si Adelaide. Ph:|ijfij 211 73QQ

MAIL O HDL H; 56 Denver Rd, Clayton, f

DEALERS:- BLUESTAR COMPUTERS:
" h Hwv> Rontf*ood- I

fld. concord- i

FREE PACK & POST OVER $100 ft un*

MEM
AMIGA 500
6MB FAST RAM
A590-55MB HD.

IDEAL

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

COMPUTER
Updating Equijunonit)

Inc. Programmes such as

PROPAGE3.0; PRDDRAVK2.0;

PAGESTREAM2.0;

100's of Fonts,

Utilities & Games.

Valued over $5000

Sell Price

$1995.00 o. no.
PH.BJHrs.[077)213384

WILLHOTSPUTUF

C64GamesPack
Mega Games Pack containing 380

top quality commercial and Public

Domain games for the

Commodore 64

Only $39.95 • Disk Only

COD AVAILABLE

Call or write for a complete
catalogue

Entertainment Software

21 Lawson Cresent

Taree N.S.W. 2430
Tel: (065) 52-6991

MEMORY EXPANSION
PRICES ii( June Isl 1993

1MBx1-B0ns

4x256 80ns

1MBx4ZIP-70

1MBx4STCOL-70

1 MEM PAGE -70

1MBxS-a0

4MBx8 -80

4Mbx32 -60 -64P

4Mbx32 -70 -72P

PCMCIA V2-1M

PCMCIA V2 -2M

Please phone for

Overnight del

6.25

655

26.00

26.00

34.00

49.00

206.00

268.00

225.00

260.00

450.00

SEAGATE 2.5- IDE

54 MB 16ms 32K

65 MB -Si's 64K

126 MB 16ms 64K

209MB16ms64K

240 .00

360.00

525.00

B65.00

SEAGATE 3.5- SCSI

£48 MB 72ms 128K 720.00

452 MB 12ms 12 EH 1480.00

ROCTEC FLOPPY DRIVES

FD368 3.5' ad 880K 116.00

the latest prices. Sales tax 20%.

ivery, credit cards welcome.

PELHAM PTY LTD
Tel : (02) 980 6988 Fa x : (02) 980 699

1

1st floor, 100 YarraraRd, Pennant Hills 2120.

PO Box 382, Pennant Hills 2120.

C-64 PUBLIC DOMAIN (SA)
Box 146 GPO ADELAIDE SA 5001

Ph: (08) 294 8447 (Alter Hours only)

GEOS FILE LIBRARY
1 4 Double Sided Disks - 800+ PD Files

$50 m;-;.. postage

Sampler Disk 8 Lisling $5

GEOS LABELMAKERS
Print your own labels under Geos $5

GEOS PHOTO ACCESSORIES

Makes Albums/Scraps mora useable $5

USA GAMES PAK <*»«*>

Super Mario 1 &2 (C64 Versions)

Tetris Clone, Arcade Classics,

Crocodile Down Under, Skate Crazy, etc.

70 Games on 4 Doublesided disks

$25 per Pak Post Paid

Credit Cards Accepted - Stamped Envelope for details

AMIGA GAMES PLAYERS

"ADVENTURERS & STRATEGY CLUB

DISK MAGAZINE©"

No. 20 Available Now

Enquiries Contact: Gary Dellar

153NEWCOMBEST.,
PORTARLINGTON, VIC 3223

PHONE: (03) 744 4824
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made resident in (he correct way. If they

are, then you need to hunt deeper. Make

a note of all the commands which are

being made resident and check to see if

they have their pure "protection" bits

set on them. You can find this out by

using the AmigaDos LIST command.

In a CI i or Shell, type LIST C: and

you will end up with a directory listing

of your C; directory showing among
other things, the files protection bit's

status.

ie:

DHO My_Shell:> Ust c:

dir 8772 -p-rwed 1 3-Aug-88 1 8:04:22

execute 4712 —p-rwed 13-Aug-88 18:05:10

etc..

Now compare the list of resident

commands being made resident in your

startup-sequence to see if they all have

their —p-rwed "pure" bit set. If not,

then you'll need to set the protection bit

yourself. Do this via the AmigaDos
"protect" command.
Eg; "Protect c:command_name p ADD"

The above will set the pure bit on the

command in question and get rid of the

"Pure bit not set" message. However a

word of caution here. For a command
to be made "resident" safely, it must be

fully reentrant and re-executable. In sim-

ple terms, a command truly pure enough

to qualify for its pure bit to be set must

be usable by more than one process "at

the same time". Many third party pro-

grams or commands do not fully meet

the required criteria even when their

.doc fdes claim they do.

It starts getting a touch complicated

to the new Amiga user and can often

lead to unexplained guru's or weird and

wonderful happenings during the course

of everyday workings. Best bet is play

it safe and leave protection bits the way
they came with the program when you
got it if unsure.

Why Make Them Resident?
Commands are made resident to save

time. A command which is resident can

be executed from the Amiga's memory
hence saving the need for it to be re-

loaded from disk each time it needs to

be used. In my own experiences the

pros of the lime resident commands save

are far outweighed by the problems they

might cause if they have not been pro-

grammed correctly to be resident. I per-

sonally prefer to wait an extra few ticks

at startup time than put up with the

hassles a poorly written resident pro-

gram can cause.

Your problems with Railway Tycoon

and Guru may or may not be related to

a resident command. The only way to

find out is to experiment a bit. Remove
all non standard WB 1 .3 "resident" com-

mands one by one from your startup-

sequence and see if the problem recurs.

(Simply prefix the line with semi-co-

lon). A bit of experimentation should

soon find an answer and you'll learn

things as you go along to boot. As long

as you always work with a backup,

you've nothing to lose but a bit of time.

Digiview Gold Problems
Matt Muir of Little Hartley in NSW

writes in to share his problems with

Digiview Gold V4 ...

"Dear Andrew, My problem concerns

the compatibility of WB2.04 and

DigiView Gold V4. I recently upgraded

from WB 1 .3 to WB2.04 and have since

found that DigiView refuses to work. I

have asked the dealer I bought both

products from and he assured me that

he hasn't had any problems, but sug-

gested I buy a ROM switcher.

"What I would like to know is

whether there have been any releases of

DigiView later than V4 and whether or

not it is in fact compatible with WB2.04?
"I don't recall seeing a list of WB2.x

compatible programs in ACAR lately,

so maybe it's about time there was one.

A list of programs that definitely don't

run under WB2.x along with programs

that have had revisions to make them

compatible would be ideal.

"I hope you can answer my ques-

tions through your column and keep up

the support for those with WB2.X as it

appears that it has been leapfrogged by

WB3 and the A 1200s. I'll still be using

WB2 for a while yet."

AL: It appears from my own efforts

that to get some firm info on Newtek's

DigiView Gold's progress is a little hard

to say the least. I rang several software

houses on your behalf which handle or

have handled Newtek products in the

past, both here in Victoria and inter-

slate, and could get no conclusive an-

swers out of any of them in regards to

an update. I got a lot of speculation, but

little else.

Not having a copy of DigiView Gold

4 here to try myself, I can't give you a

definite answer as to whether or not it is

WB2,x compatible. Your dealer's an-

swer to you "assuring that he hadn't

had any problems" does not exactly

make sense, going with the advice he

gave in the same breath that you should

purchase a ROM switch. With all things

considered, I would say that it's not and

that the ROM switch suggestion is prob-

ably your easiest solution to be able to

quickly regain the use of your software.

They can be purchased quite cheaply

(from as little as $49.95) and work bril-

liantly. As a matter of fact, I use one

here. There are plenty of different types

available so shop around. I personally

recommend the mouse activated job

which can be purchased from Megadisc.

Never had a problem with it here.

This would serve as a good interim

measure while you made direct enquir-

ies from NewTek about DigiView Gold's

future development via post to the USA.
After my efforts to get an answer for

you, I believe the only way you are

going to get reliable info is to go straight

to the horse's mouth. Sorry we couldn't

be of more help. More info will be pub-

lished on DigiView Gold's development

as soon as any comes to light.

Just on these ROM switches for a

lick. Note that the bonus of installing

one of these into your Ami is that should

you suddenly discover yet another piece

of software incompatible with WB2.X,
you have an easy means to still effec-

tively use the software.

Your idea of publishing a list of com-

patible and incompatible software for

WB2.x has been taken on board. You'll

notice there was an A 1 200 compatibil-

ity list two issues back and there's an

A3000AVB2.X compatibility guide in

Amiga Annual 1993, Look for a major

update in the '94 Annual, due out around

early December.

Finally, fear not that you will be aban-

doned because of the sudden appear-

ance ofWB3. This little black duck will
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be staying with WB2.05 for a little while

yet as well and Andy's Attic will still be

providing support to our WB1.3 users

problems. Hope that eases your mind

some.

Lost Disks - and
Buying Public Domain
A Tasmanian reader writes in some

rather serious complaints and grumbles

about a lost disk. For the purpose of the

exercise, we'll call him Joe. Joe writes

"... Dear Mr Leniart, I would like to

know why my letters have been ignored

up until now. If I don't hear from you in

the next seven days I will be taking

action be it legal or otherwise - Con-

sumer Affairs in your state!

"If you don't send me my copy of

Rainbow Writer VI. 6 back (a copy that

works), then I would like a refund of

our cheque sent to you on the 4/1 1/92

along with the postage I sent to you in

my second letter - $5.00!

"I cannot for the life of me sec what

the problem is Mr. Leniart! A problem

that should have been fixed months ago

is still unresolved as far as I'm con-

cerned because I'm still out of pocket.

I've spent $8.00 on a disc I haven't

received back as yet and I'm also miss-

ing $5.00 postage which I sent you in

my last correspondence to you

!

"I've also written to Mr Andrew
Farrell about this matter but he seems to

have developed amnesia as you have!

Hoping to hear from you soon!"

AL: 1 decided to include the above

letter in an attempt to bring to all our

readers' attention, the considerations

which should be taken into account

when purchasing PD software from any

PD supplier, and to offer suggestions as

to how to quickly get satisfaction if you

are unhappy with what you got.

Joe's letter was news to me as I re-

called sending him the disk he ordered

promptly and his letter suggested that

he got it. 1 did not however receive the

second letter he speaks of and was curi-

ous as to who it was that cashed his

$5.00 cheque or money order as this

can be easily traced. I rang Joe over the

telephone and the facts turned out to be

this.

1. He did indeed receive the disk he

asked for but the program he was inter-

ested in did not perform to his satisfac-

tion. He could not get it to save his

finished demo creations.

2. He then sent the original disk back

and included $5.00 in CASH in the en-

velope rather than including a secure

method of payment.

3. I spoke to Andrew Farrell asking

if lie had received a letter from Joe about

this matter and he also can not find any

record of a letter to him.

Things like this quickly boil down to

a "he said, I said" situation. But let's

take a quick look at the facts.

1. There are NO guarantees (unless

specifically given by an advertisement)

that a public domain program will work

on your machine. You can't expect there

to be with the price that you are getting

the software for. PD houses that do of-

fer money back guarantees and product

support are rare and exceptionally good

ones. Prime Artifax or Megadisc are

two excellent examples of quality pub-

lic domain suppliers who offer a satis-

faction guarantee. But even they can't

give an iron-clad promise that a freely

distributable program will perform the

way you expect it to. Let's not forget

that they do not "code" the software on

these disks. They merely provide a dis-

tribution service at as low a cost as pos-

sible. The program authors cannot eas-

ily be contacted to resolve problems, so

even the most dedicated PD library serv-

ice is going to be limited to what they

can individually resolve when it comes

to compatibility or performance prob-

lems.

2. When ordering disks containing

any type of software, be it commercial

or public domain via postal mail,

NEVER EVER send cash. It's asking

for trouble. Your mail passes through

far too many hands along its merry way
to the destination. If you insist on send-

ing cash, at least go to the trouble of

sending it via certified mail.

3, 1 never got Joe's second letter, nor

can Andrew Farrell find any record of

one sent to him about the matter. Some
of you may be thinking that we could

be lying. But if that was the case, why
would I make this issue public?

Moral of the Story
The moral of the story is you must

be aware of what you're getting when

you buy PD software. If guarantees of

performance are what you're looking

for, then go for the commercial pack-

ages that cost hundreds of dollars and

you can then quite rightly expect and

demand that the software you receive to

perform precisely as it's described in

any advertisements. However if you de-

cide to opt for PD software before lay-

ing out the big bucks, then keep in mind

that you simply don't have the same

type of luxuries that come with com-

mercial software purchases. Public Do-

main software is by nature without any

guarantees. Don't take my word for it,

read through the documentation files

and disclaimers that come with it. PD/

ShareWare authors cannot afford to of-

fer the same type of support that large

commercial software houses can. Be-

sides all that, they shouldn't have to.

They are after all, giving you poten-

tially many hours of their work for nix.

The cost of a disk.

Finally, if you find you are having

problems getting a response to your que-

ries through the mail, then consider giv-

ing the people concerned a call on the

phone if the numbers are available to

you. Our friend "Joe", would have saved

himself a lot of anxiety if he had made a

simple phone call to Andrew Farrell at

the magazine and asked if he could get

me to contact him about the matter.

Instead, Joe got himself all net up

and hot under the collar for a couple of

months over something that was even-

tually sorted out over the phone in a

few minutes. Joe (you know who you

are) should by now have another com-

plimentary copy of the disk in question

which I have posted to him via certified

mail. Enough said.

Concluding
That's about ail we have space for in

this issue of ACAR. Look forward to

our next Andy's Attic when we shall

continue with our explorations of the

great new WB2.0. Till then ... call

Andy's Attic BBS on 03-749-4897. Q
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PRIME
879 7455

Sydney Metro
Support Orders

A R T I A X

VISA
-

.

We guarantee

Satisfaction! PLUS
our amazing no fuss,

no questions asked,

replacement policy.

Ask about our new Disks of the Month CLUB...

Tracks 18 & 19
Our latest tracks disks are out -

ready to play, or edit on your

favourite Tracker! All you dance

music enthusiasts out there Tracks

18 is for you! Because of it's size,

"Rythm" (a take of the Snap song) is

the only track. Tracks 19 contains

Bettyboo and Rockit - for all the old

breakdance freaks. (You can easily

use instruments in our Tracks disks

to write your own song!)

Term 3.3
Workbench 2.x users with a hard

drive - this is the best FREEWARE
terminal program on the market.

Term has an excellent interface,

powerful script language and

phone-book support. ('030 Version

Included) Installation Script

Included.

Three disks. Modem & WB 2.x

required. Hard Disk Recommended.

Ask for our

FREE
Catalogue Disk

with the easy to

use Hyperbook
Interface.

Image Processing
A highly professional image

processing program. Not only is it

capable of processing still pictures,

but also very stunning animations

from flat pictures in a very powerful
,r

in between" technique. Load any

IFF files up to 1024 x 1024... if you
have the memory. It also converts

them, to 24 bit for better quality. A
hugh number of features and tools

make this one of the best around.

(At least 1MB required, 2MB and a

hard drive for animations.)

Anti-Virus PAK
Make sure your disk collection

is protected against Virus

programs. Ensure you're

prepared for the day you get a

disk which is infected! On disk

is BOOTX 53A, the most

powerful software available on

the Amiga today for detecting

& removing Viruses. 1 Disk

AAGA Utils#l %̂
For A1200/4000's

Workbench utilities, new
AGA anim players, picture

showers and more all packed

onto one disk, ready to runor

install. You'll need an A1200

or A40000 for this one.

Includes two disks, WB 3.x +

AGA required.

Hard Disk
Utilities #1

Includes Hard Disk Backup

program, ALock security, File

Undeleter, Azap disk editor,

Bformat - automatically marks

bad sectors out of use, Boot

Logo, Findlt - locates files fast

and HDMem - a Virtual

Memory system. 1 Disk.

DTP Enhancer
Five disks in total, including

three disks of FONTS, one disk

of Structured CLIP-ART, and

one disk of New Drivers and

Utilities. (Material sourced direct

from U.S.A.)

Separate version for owners of

Pagestream or Professional Page

(please state when ordering)

I

Our disks are unique, compiled, tested & updated by us!



ALL Disks $5
(Buy more than 1 and SAVE!

See disk prices below)

Support * Service • Range

008 252 879
ORDER HOTLINE

Outside Sydney Metro

SEE US at World of Commodore, July 2-4, Darling Habour - Sydney. Stand No. B3

Are you looking for

a fast, powerful,

cheap word
processor?

Protext 4.3 is now
available.

Fully functional program,

packed with hundreds of

features including spell

checker, word count,

footnotes, anagrams and much
more. If you like the look of

Protext and need a full

manual, it's available for $50.

^3
Do you use^*
Workbench
1 ,3? Need
fonts?

We've compiled six disks of

bitmap fonts ready for use in

your favourite paint software,

wovdprocessor or any Amiga

font compatible program.

Ideal for Wordworth.

SHIPPING NOW
$24.00

Do you use Workbench

2.x? Save time with the

new ToolManager utility.

Now you can launch any

application from aDOCK,
ICON,MENU orHOT KEY!

One program does it all. Comes

complete with ready to use Dock

icons. Object orientated

configuration system.

"It's the one we use..."

(One disk, Hard disk required)

DISK PRICES
AN our disks are covered by one pricing

schedule. All prices includes postage,
packing and support.

Disks Total Price Cost/Disk
1 $ 5.00 $ 5.00

2 $ 9.50 $ 4,75

3 $13.50 $ 4.50

4 $17.00 $ 4.25

5 $20.50 $ 4.10

6 $24.00 $ 4.00

(for orders of 6 ormore disks, each
additional disk is $3.75)

We use quality Memorex
Brand diskettes.

Disks of the Month
How can you guarantee a constant

supply of quality, low cost software?

Easy!

Subscribe to our New Disks of the

Month offer, and we will send you a

fresh selection of the best new
programs for the month
automatically. You'll recieve one or

two disks at a cost of $6/disk, and

we wont bill you until your disks are

despatched! CREDIT card orders

only.

PD Starter
Pack *^m7W

D'isVs W°
The ideal way for first time public

domain software buyers to start

building a useful library of good
software. This pack is a collection of

our most popular easy to use titles.

• Hot Games 1 • Anti-Virus

Pack • Finance * Sound-Vision
Demo • Cartoon Animations 3

• Tracks 1 • Hoi Games 4

Guaranteed

satisfaction or your

money back.

ORDER FORM - Post to PrimeArtifax, P.O. Box 288, Gladesville21 1

1

Jul/ ACAR

Name

Address

Post Code

Day Phone

Card No.

Public Domain Disks

Please bill me each month for your

NEW disk/s of the month offer :



HotPD
Daniel Flutter files yet another download on the latest in

almost FREE software.

Software AGA
Emulator?

Those tittle computing gremlins have

been at it again. Some people write vi-

ruses, some release hacked programs

claiming lo be the latest version, but

some are a litile more imaginative.

Such arc the authors of SofiAGA, a

package which solemnly promises to

convert your old mode! Amiga into a

whiz bang AGA machine - but only, of

course, after you get the options right. It

includes mounds of options, each one

with its own slider, gadget or button,

and the usual cryptic technobabble ex-

plaining them.

Many a hopeful but gullible Amigoid

has wasted much time gingerly tweak-

ing these gadgets one way or the other:

in vain. Just as new seat covers cannot

turn a Volkswagen into a Jaguar, so too

a nifty looking and impenetrably docu-

mented piece from the bust people at

SuckerSoft cannot turn your old com-

puter into a 4000. Sony.

Here Endeth BootX
Want more bad news? Fine. The au-

thor of BootX. a very pow-

erful virus killing package,

has given up the ghost and

stopped updating the pro-

gram. Personally J think it's

hardly surprising, since a

vims killer that needs up-

dating every couple of

months is hardly the soil of

project you can stay in love

with for long without being

paid for it, and BootX was

indeed Freeware. Fortu-

nately, there are still plenty

of good virus killers out

there, so the Amiga world

is not about to be inundated

by electronic pathogens.

Fish Update
Time for another Fish update. Fred

Fish's invaluable library expands apace,

and has now reached 850 disks. As

usual, here's a highlights package of

the latest Fish disks.

Fish 822 contains NetHack 3.1.0.

Yup. I'm off again about another new

Hack game. If you've missed my previ-

ous raves about these sorts of games,

they've got no sound, crummy graphics

and amazingly addictive gameplay. In

NetHack. you play the usual Intrepid

Adventurer on his or her way to kick

the bottom of the usual Great Evil Mage

and return the usual Amazingly Power-

ful Artifact to the usual Hugely Appre-

ciative Public.

What makes these sorts of games -

Hack, Moria, Omega, the antique squib

Lam - so much fun is that they're

HUGE. You can be really, truly and

genuinely addicted to them for six

months and still be learning stuff. And

with each version they get bigger and

bigger.

This current version of NetHack. so

NetHack

called because it was ported from a net-

worked version, adds lots of highly

groovy stuff. A new interface, with three

display windows and line-of-sight map-

ping instead of the weird instant-view

system used before. Quests for the dif-

ferent character classes, on top of the

initial purpose of the game. A much

bigger multi-level endgame, and lots of

specialty levels.

And the biggie - intelligent monsters.

Yes, now the little blighters will use

weapons, wear amiour, read scrolls, zap

wands, drink potions, and generally

make your life unpleasantly brief by all

the devious techniques you previously

could only use yourself. This is a really

good addition, which makes the game

MUCH more fun - particularly when a

monster finds out what a nasty potion,

scroll, wand or cursed weapon does; it

you see him get poisoned, paralysed or

whatever, you can ID the object with-

out trying it out yourself!

This version's a tad unstable, and is

known to occasionally reset its

NewGame File to defaults - keep a

backup so you keep your favourite

screen colours - but NetHack is still

perfectly playable, and the bugs are not

very annoying.

There's a better user inlerface for

starting and configuring the game, which

doesn't hurt, and updated documenta-

tion. The manual is still pretty sparse

about most of the game, though - the

fun is in finding out for yourself.

But all this comes at a cost. If you

have less than 2Mb of RAM, buy more.

It' you have fewer than two

floppies, get another one. A
hard disk helps but isn't es-

sential, and an accelerator is

also nice, but the game's

quite playable on 68000.

Even on an A 1200 NetHack

lakes quite a while to load. If

you've got the RAM. do give

NetHack3.I.O a shot: be part

of one of the legends of the

computer world.

The game itself is on disk

822; the C source code is on

823 and 824. You don't need

the source to play the game,

it's just for [irogrammers - or
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anybody who wants to pick through it

and cheat.

Fish 825 contains WComm, another

one of those multi-commodities for

WB2 users. This one lets you manipu-

late windows - move, size, resize, set to

prefs, zoom, exclude, include, close, tile

cascading, and kill windows, all with

hotkeys. It also cycles screens, includes

a title clock, a palette window (with up

to 256 colours), a pop-up shell, and a

notify system, which can inform you

about any important event and date. It'll

also automatically start any command,

a backup for example, at specific inter-

vals.

Personally I'm not mad keen on these

sorts of things, because I prefer one

small utility for each feature you need

rather than fewer multi-utes which tend

to overlap each other and give you fea-

tures you don't need, but for floppy

users putting it all in one place helps.

Give it a look.

Disk 826 contains the brilliant

Asteriods (yes, the I comes before the

0; apparently Asteriods is a copyrighted

name!). This is one of thosejazzings-up

of oid ideas, this time with two human
players, computer-controlled enemy

ships of different sizes, power ups and

all sorts of other stuff.

You only get five levels of the aug-

mented game - this is a ShareWare pro-

gram and the rest of the game comes

when you register - but those five are

pretty darn challenging by themselves.

And you can still play original Aster-

oids for as long as you like; you don't

have to have all the bells and whistles.

It's still the old black and white presen-

tation, but its graphics and sounds are

all IFF and so can be edited as much as

you like.

The only problem with Asteriods is

that it gets rather slow on 68000 ma-

chines when you're playing the aug-

mented game and a lot's happening.

Mind you, you often need the thinking

time! Well worth trying.

On the same disk there's Date2Day,

a dead simple WB2 utility that lets you

select a date and then tells you what day

of the week it is. Simple and occasion-

ally handy.

Fish 828 contains DiskTest, a utility

to test the integrity of floppy and hard

disks. In my experience most floppy

failures result from dirty read/write

heads or easify removed gunk on the

disk - usually FROM dirty heads - but if

your heads are clean and you still get

errors or your hard drive is playing up,

this PD WB2 program, which now has

a better interface, will help.

Also on 828 is the latest version of

Post. This is a PostScript interpreter - it

lets you take PostScript data files, which

are what most desktop publishers and

other graphic pros feed their printers,

and output them as pictures, to a non-

PostScript printer or as files.

Post supports Type One and Three

fonts, but won't run on anything earlier

than WB2 any more. It's great if you

want to muck about with PostScript but

don't have a PS compatible printer. Also

on the disk are some fonts for use with

Post; there are more on disks 829 and

830.

Fish Disk 832 contains FakeKey, a

utility for use in scripts with programs

like Diskcopy that require the user to

press a key before the program runs.

FakeKey sends a specified key press to

the active window, after an optional de-

lay. Again, this program needs WB2 - if

you don't have it, UPGRADE!
On the same disk is

NameThatMonster, a cute little WB2
commodity for use with Moria and simi-

lar games that use the slash key for

identification - this includes NetHack.

It allows you to identify a monster or

object with a single press of the middle

mouse button - so obviously you need a

three button mouse.

Disk 836 has the latest version (2.i)

of Sheer, a program for creating ab-

stract art based on mathematical func-

tions such as the Mandelbrot and Julia

sets and related abstractions (chaotic

dynamical systems). Features include

fast fixed or floating point arithmetic,

many different functions, many com-

putation options, many colouring and

rendering options, batch mode, multi

pass mode, and four dimensional navi-

gation.

If you like to play with chaos math,

this is the program for you - but if you're

running a 68000 machine I hope you've

got something else to do while it gener-

ates its pictures!

Fish 837 contains Life, yet another

interpretation of the ancient mathemati-

cal toy which, theoretically, allows you

to make your very own universe, and

has wasted untold thousands of hours

of mainframe computer time since its

invention by John Conway in 1970. The

rules arc simple - on a square grid, cells

can be either on or off. If a given cell

has three on neighbors, it will be on

next turn, whether it's on or off now. If

it has two on neighbours, it will remain

the same next turn; off if it's off now,

on if it's on now. Any other number of

on neighbours and the cell will be off

next turn. That's it.

Features of this version include wrap-

ping the screen as a torus, independent

setting of the horizontal and vertical

resolutions, computing only a specific

number of generations, redisplay only

every N generations, a macro language

to set up initial generations, and more.

Life works with vertical resolutions up

to 65,535 (!) pixels and horizontal reso-

lutions up to 262,1 12 (!!) pixels.

There's also UnixDirs, a program

which intercepts calls to dos.library to

add the UNIX style '.' and '..' syntax

for current and parent directories, re-

spectively, to file and path names. I.e.,

you can refer to files in the current di-

rectory as \/foo' and files in the parent

directory as '../foo', or any combina-

tion of the two. This makes more sense

than the Commodore "" and / stuff, and

also makes MS-DOS users feel more at

home. Hey, they had to get SOME-
THING right!

On Fish 838 you'll find the latest

version (2.4) of ABackup, a powerful

Shareware backup utility for hard drives

or file archiving. Features include a full

Intuition interface, a "batch" mode, sup-

port for HD floppies, XPK compres-

sion library support, a child task for

disk write, error recovery when writing

to a disk, cyclic backup to and restore

from several drives, optional data com-

pression, catalog rebuild function, sup-

port for both soft and hard links, and

more.

This program's a real alternative to

commercial backup utilities for many
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users who don't need feature-packed

superprograms to do a simple job - If

this sounds like you, give ABackup a

look!

Fish 839 contains. SSW, Safer Sfcs-

Seim Wars: I love these simple twoi player

RD games; this one's, similar to Space

Wars:, but you're in orbit around to 3
stars, rather than Space Wm"s. single

sun and asteroid.. You can choose from

48 different solar systems, or use the

random system selector for a different

challenge every round, A variety of

weapons are avariable-- which is also an

improvement over Space War's simple

pixel bullets. Yob can. even use two

button joysticks iif you' ve got 'em.

Disk 840 has OctaMED 2.0*. which

was originally commercial but has now

been superseded by later versions^ Ifs a

music editor which was originally de-

signed for making music for programs,

but works fine as a standalone music,

program, and allows; you to use eight

channel sound by doing real time sam-

ple mixing. Definitely worth playing

with - even: when MED {it stands for

Music EDitor)1 was fully public domain

it wiped the floor wirtih a tot of commer-

cial packages.

On. Fish 841 there's an update of

PowerD&ta, which patchesAmigaDOS
SO' all programs can read and write files

packed with PowetrPacker m way that

k completely ttarrsparent to themselves

and the system. Programs wil read

powcrpaeked data directly, and will also

magically start cornpiressrrtg their mm
files, as they create or updatethemTMs
effectively doubles your storage, but yots

do need a decent sized processor or the-

system, gets a tad sluggish;; and it re-

quires, at least WB2.
Disk 842 contains A&tiCidoVir, zc

Shareware link vires detector that de-

tects 30 different sucfa viruses. Limit ifr

raises* as opposed to bootblack viruses,

infect files so that when a fife is, ex-

ecuted or otherwise accessed! the- virus;

can pass itself on. Hard disk users are

their usual victims, although diankfully

the Amiga is not these, days a very

virused machine - all the idiots appar-

ently use IBMs! AntiCidoV'tr checks

your disk and memory for known link

viruses, and can also, detect known

bootblock viruses in memory. Version

1 .8, an update to 1 .7 on disk 815.

Fish 843 has BrowserLI,, the simple

window-based directory utility for peo-

ple who just want a simple way to see

what's there and move stuff around

without mucking about with icons,

Browser/1 allows you to easily and con-

veniently move, copy, rename, and de-

lete; fries and directories, and also pro-

vides a method to execute: either Work-

bench or CLI programs by double click-

ing or menu selection. The disk con-

tains; versions for Workbench 1.x and

2+.

Fish 844' contains Digital Bread-

board (DBB), a user friendly digital

<cNetHack ... no sound,

crummy graphics and

amazingly addictive"

logic circuit simulator. Digital Bread-

board currently supports 2 and 3 input

ANDv OR, NAND, and NOR gates,

NOT and XOR. gates, D, IK, and SR
edge-triggered flip-flops, multiple in-

dependent clocks, switched and pulsed

inputs, outputs, Vcc GND, independ-

ent 4-chan.nel oscilloscope, event

counters, variable speed timer, prefer-

ences printing, and more.

This is what, you've been looking for

if you're studying digital electronics,

but yoo'lli need WB2 to run it.

Disk 845 has the melodiously titled

Sz'itwaSz'kwa, a children's game from

Northern China, as described by Clifford

A Pfekower in his book 'MAZES for

the MIND,, computers, and the unex-

pected". IFyou'reinto
>
puzzles, this little

devil might well rax mum; and dad's

mind, let alenethe kids' . RequiresWB2.
On Fish 847' there's MidiChords,. a

very cute program which, replaces and

extends the chord key play function you

find' on. lots of cheap keyboards, which

makes anybody sound in minutes just

like somebody who, well, bought their

keyboard from Chris Marshall.

You really need a MIDI keyboard

and interface but you can play with the

program without them; I wouiddni'r rec-

ommend it though. Basically, this pro-

gram builds chords around the notes

you play, and has limited sequencing,

capabilities too. The interface is pretty

simple and it's got online help; worth a

look if you've got the hardware.

Fish 849 contains a really small ver-

sion of backgammon to play on Work-

bench; - and just about any version of ir,

too!! Small, simple, fun.

On the same disk there's CDTW-
Player, a utility for people who'd like

to. play music CDs while multitasking

on WorkBench. It emulates the CDTV's
remote control, but is a little more so
phisticated. It automatically recognises

whether you've inserted a music CD or

a program CD-ROM. You can run the

program on other Amigas, but for some

odd reason you can't play CDs when

there's no slot to put them in. Ah well.

There's also RRTDemo - a real time

mapping of a reflection of a graphic

onto a sphere. It's system friendly,

multitask s, and uses an Intuition screen;

basically useless but pretty and good to

show off with if you've got a fast ma-

chine.

On Fish 850 there's 4-Get-It, a fully

playable version of an arcade quality

puzzle game with 10 levels. The full

version has. almost 300 levels and 700K+-

additional graphics. If you like puzzle

games, give this a look.

And to round the highlights off

there's also FastGTF, a very fast

Shareware GIF viewerwhich now hasai

graphical user interface, file requester,

support for the AGA chipset, support

for viewing in a WorkBench window,

IFFsaving in the registered version', and

GIF89a compatabi I ity . GijView's always

been my favourite for really fast pre-

views of the highly compressed and

hence rather slow GIF image format,

and now it's got as many bells and whis-

tles as, anybody needs.

There's no companion disk for this

column, but as you read this the next

one will be out, and will contain, among
other things, the latest, bugfixed ver-

sion of Megaview, a locally coded pro-

gram by Tony Miceli which allows you

to display pictures as you download;

them with a modem. I've been talking

with Tony and we can expectsome more

programs from him to be reviewed' here

- see you next month!
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Metro Games to

Sponsor NewACAR
Competition

With the unfortunate disappearance

of Mindscape from the Amiga games

arena, Melbourne' s Metro Games have

stepped neatly into the gap to sponsor

our much loved monthly competitions.

"We're delighted to have this opportu-

nity to join ACAR in this way," says

marketing manager Sam Stewart. Sam
lias just been checking out the Amiga
scene at Chicago's huge CES show.

We'll pick his brains for news in next

month's issue.

Record Entries in

Final Mindscape
Competition

There was a huge pile of entries in

the Mindscape Historyiine competition,

which unfortunately co-oincided with

Mindscape themselves being consigned

to the annals of history.

However, as mentioned above, Metro

Games have come to the rescue and are

happy to announce the following win-

ners .., B and S Florence, School of

Military Engineering, Holdsworthy

NSW, Gerard Bakker, Templestowe

Vic, Tom Adami, Chifley NSW.

Can you Take a Hint?
If you still haven't ordered your very

own copy of the fabulous ACAR Hint

Disks 1 and 2, why not do it now?

We're continuing our World Of Com-
modore Special for another month - send

two blank disks, a stamped, self ad-

dressed envelope, and a cheque for $8.00

to Phil Campbell, PO Box 23 Maclean

NSW 2463, and we'll send you back

both disks crammed with hints, tips and

other goodies. That's a huge 20% sav-

ing - definitely ending fhis month.

EA Nigel Manseii
Giveaway Results

It's a big month for prizes! Congratu-

lations to the lucky winner of an auto-

graphed copy of NigelManseWs Grand

Prix, which comes complete with a styl-

ish wall poster, also scribbled on by the

great man himself. Unfortunately, there

was some confusion in the competition

answers - some gave ManselPs placing

in the '92 race - in which he did not

finish - and some answered for '93. Ac-

cordingly, we drew one envelope from

each pile, then randomly selected from

the final two entries. And the lucky win-

ner is ... Mr David Harris, Dee Why
NSW. Well done!

^V—/^
IIMTS

TIPS

Here's a bunch of handy hints to

help you through your favourite games.

And don't forget, we're looking for con-

tributions to this column - send your

Hints and Tips to ACAR Hints and Tips,

PO Box 23, Maclean NSW 2463. If you

send a bunch of tips on disk with a

stamped, self addressed envelope, we'll

send you back a free copy of our ACAR

Hints Disk No. 2. Not only that, you'll

get to see your name in print in ACARJ

Dragon Breed - Pause the game and

type IREM for infinite lives. Use the N
key to transport to next level.

Enchanted Land - Type 'TCB
RULES FOREVER' on the intro screen

and lo and behold all you have to do is

to press F3, which allows you to enter

an edit screen. Pressing F2 followed by

a space will take you to the end of level

guardian.

Flashback - Level codes: BACK,
LOUP, CINE, GOOD, SPIZ, BIOS,

HALL.
Hook - Go to the Bait and Tackle

shop and pick up the mug next to the

candle. Then keep doing "pick-up' in

the space where the mug was and you'll

get all the items you need to complete

the game.

Last Ninja III - Level codes: SUSS,

IMED, URTI, BASD, NOUS, RERO.
Mega-Lo-Mania - Epoch codes:

COVCPMJVEBL, WKCCHIEUKNL,
GATAVRXRQMT,WWKDXGPXDBZ,
KUUCTOPLGHV, PEHAJBPKZAQ,
GYJDJHPNFHN and the Mother Battle

code is; TJLBVSNNIGD.
Pinball Fantasies - Enter these codes

WITH spaces when the table is loaded

and is moving up and down.

FAIR PLAY - Disables all cheats

EARTHQUAKE - Infinite TILTS

EXTRA BALLS - Give you 5 balls

instead of 3

VACUUM CLEANER - Wipes

highscore table

DIGITAL ILLUSIONS - Ball doesn't

leave table
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Hey readers! Get your news and

views in print here in the best read

Amiga game forum in the Southern

Hemisphere! Write to Entertainment

Mailbox, PO Box 23, Maclean NSW
2463.

Player Manager Wanted
Dear Phil, I am looking for a compu-

ter game called Player Manager for the

Amiga. Do you know where I could

buy this game, as I have five data disks

crammed to the brim with saved games

and I want to rid of the info if it is of no

use. Also, one last question, when is the

sequel to Player Manager being re-

leased?

Todd Street

Thornton, WA
Ed: I'm pretty sure Player Manager

is no longer available. However, there

may be a reader who has a copy they'd

like to swap or sell. Keep an eye on this

column over the next couple of months

and we'll see what turns up.

A Diplomatic Reply
Dear Phil, My name is Michael Fox

and I'm writing in response to a letter

from K, Swansson published in the Janu-

ary issue. You can get Diplomacy from

Prime Artifax on fish disk #582.

Keep up the good work Phil. The

magazine is going strong after 10 years.

Michael Fox

Alrds, NSW
Ed: Thanks Michael - and by the

way, I really enjoyed your performance

in Back to the Future!

An Undiplomatic Reply

Dear Phil, I am after some sort of

database for the C64 to enable me to

save lyrics of songs to disk and print

out the words of these songs when

needed. It would only need to be sim-

ple for it has to store from anything up

to 50 different songs and their lyrics.

Have you any suggestions?

Tom Lowrey

Ingle Farm, SA

Ed: My first suggestion, Tom, is that

you write to the other end of the maga-

zine! How many times do I have to tell

you guys this is the ENTERTAIN-
MENT section - which means we're on

about games and stuff, NOT databases.

Electronic Arts Hits Back
Dear Phil, I was very disturbed by

your comments which appeared in the

May edition ofACAR titled "Electronic

Arts New Releases". It seems an ex1

traordinary contradiction that within the

same edition you are featuring a review

of Road Rash distributed by EA and a

competition for Nigel Mansell's World

Championship also supported by EA.

My records show that during the past

six months I have sent you the follow-

Metro Games
Chaos Engine Competition

If you read our review of the Bitmap

Bros Chaos Engine in this issue, you'll

see how we feel about it. Yep, it's one

of the best Amiga games yet - and you

can be a lucky winner! I can feel an-

other word competition coming on ,,.

so here's what you have to do. Simply

re-cycle the letters of the title CHAOS
ENGINE to make as many words as

you can. Words must have at least three

letters, and you can only use each letter

in CHAOS ENGINE once. Mninim...

there's CHANGE, and HINGE and GIN
and ... Send your word list to Chaos

Competition, PO Box 23 Maclean NSW
2463, with your name, address and

WORD COUNT on the back of the en-

velope.

ing games in the Amiga format: Zool,

Nigel Manse11 's World Championship,

Wing Commander, Zool 1200, A-Train,

Road Rash.

In consideration of these facts I be-

lieve that your statement is quite un-

founded. Newly released entertainment

software for IBM and IBM compatible

computers is more prevalent in todays

market, however, I am sure that this

would be the case for each of Austral-

ia's major software distributers and EA
does not deserve to be singularly perse-

cuted on this issue.

I hope we can work together in a

more positive manner.

Robyn Tunstead

Electronic Arts

Ashmore City, Qld

Ed: Sorry we hurt your feelings,

Robyn - we certainly didn't mean to.

We appreciate the review material

you're providing, but at the time our

original comments were written (some

months ago now) it seemed like you

were very lukewarm about some very

HOT Amiga titles - Pinhatl Fantasies,

for example, had rave reviews all around

the world, and was on your catalogue,

though you didn't seem keen to publi-

cise it. (I'm still waiting for a review

copy!) Anyway, let's let bygones be

bygones and do our best to promote

great software for what's still a great

machine!

Software Videos Wanted
Dear Phil, I would like to find out if

there is any place which stocks videos

of software demos for the Amiga or

IBM, and clips of animations by profes-

sional or amateur users.

Michael Cifra

Doveton Vic

Ed: Good question, Michael. From
the stack of 15 minute videos on my
shelf, I can tell you that Microprose are

certainly in the habit of releasing

videotape game demos, though I haven't

had one for quite a while. Usually, the

videos are released strictly to dealers

for use as "point of sale" displays. Mean-

while, videos ofAmiga animations may
be available from Prime Artifax. Give

them a call - you'll find an advert in this

issue.
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Life getting a little chaotic? You ain't seen nothin'yet!

Take a walk on the wildside with David Sanna as he

checks out the Bitmap's latest and greatest ...

The Chaos Engine
Caught in the constricting jaws of

recession, we've seen a dramatic

drop in the level of games being

produced by the major software houses

due to the lack of '"player income".

"Never mind that," reply the ever

brilliant Bitmap Brothers with their new

brainchild The Chaos Engine. I don't

care how much money you are in debt

at the moment but if it's fast gameplay,

excellent graphics, and some filthy mon-

ster slaughtering that you have been

lacking lately, then here is the perfect

remedy. Save up and buy this game!

As always, the Bitmap Brothers have

created an excellent game, in the same

genre as their famous Gods. And as

usual, they have taken the graphics to

the high standard that they are known

for. Hold on to your hats while 1 try to

give you some idea of what you can

look forward to!

First select whether you want single

or two player mode. In single player

mode, the computer plays the part of

the second man, which is very handy

since there are a lot of nasties later on in

the game. Next, there's a selection

screen where you can choose from six

beastly characters. Each has different

qualities which may or may not be help-

ful in the later stages of the game. Each

character has a special ability of his

,
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own, ranging from smart bombs to in-

creases in your energy levels. And by

the way, the limit of your energy can be

increased during the game, which is a

very handy feature.

Your screen shows a view from tire

lop ofyour wide, industrial looking play-

ing field. Your player is set in the mid-

dle of a scrolling background, along

with player two. The screen

automatically scrolls to keep

up with them. In each level

you must find special keys

and "nodes" which open

doors and walls so you can

continue on your journey to

the end of the level and

hence deeper into the heart

of the Chaos Engine.

One little touch I find

helpful are the small save

game markers that are acti-

vated after you run over

lhem. These enable you to go back to

them after you die - which you'll do

regularly. Sadly, these are only in the

game that you are playing at the time. If

you make it to the end of a world (which

has four levels) you're given a pass-

word for that world - the passcodes are

tailorrnade according to how much en-

ergy and fire power you have.

There are also lots of hidden and

secret bonus areas which

you'll find along the way.

In these areas there might

be weapon power-ups,

special power power-ups

and food which are all

very helpful. At the end

of every second level you

get a chance to boost up

your character. You can

build up his weapon
power, increase his train-

ing (so that his stamina

FACTBOX
"

Chaos Engine is the latest in a

long line of smash hits from the

famous Bitmap Bros. '.

t's a view

from the top baddie-smashing

romp, with beautiful graphics and

a top class sound track. What else

can we say?

Ratings

Payability: 90%
Graphics: 87%
Sound/FX: 82%
Lastability: 92%
Overall: 90%

Distributed by Playcorp (03)

329 2999.

rises) and even buy extra lives with the

money you collect by killing monsters.

The graphics are well suited to this

style of game. They're extremely de-

tailed and incredibly polished - abso-

lutely flawless!

The little profiles of your characters

are intricate and mean looking, giving

that extra feel of dominance that you

need for serious monster bashing! The

sound track and spot effects are top class

too. The music is fast and very tight,

giving the game play good feel and en-

ergy. There are numerous squeaks and

creaks for the opening of doors and nice

explosions for the destruction of those

mutated baddies.

I think by now you know my opin-

ion of this game. I really think it's the

most addictive, fast playing and indepth

game that I have experienced in a long

time. It's a refreshing change, and it's

suitable for all ages. I love it!
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See you at the Show
It's on again! Australia's most exciting computer
show - with something for every computer user
from the beginner through to the professional.

It's the 1993 World of Commodore. It was a huge
hit in New York. It wowed them in London.

And now it's coming to Sydney's Darling Harbour
Exhibition Centre for three days only.

Don't miss any of the action. Mark the 1993 World
of Commodore on your calendar now.
1 0am to 6pm, July 2nd, 3rd and 4th ONLY!!

• Many leading exhibitors from around the world!

• Exhibitors including ICD, OpalVision, GVP, Scala,

Moonlighter Software, Phoenix, AREXX Cookbook
and many more

m See the latest applications - get the tips from the

experts

• Dealers including Brash's & Harvey Norman!

PLUS!
Virtually continuous FREE* seminars over the entire

three days. Industry leaders explain how it's done!

PLUS!
See the Real Geniuses in actic t: the Australian Finals,

then the International Finals LIVE and only at World of

Commodore! Who is the World Real Genius?

PLUS!
Loads of software and hardware at unbelievable prices.

You'll kick yourself if you miss out!

AND SO MUCH MORE!

Telephone enquiries:

Call Sydney
(02) 906 5088

Darling Harbour, Sydney,



world of _commodore
AMIGA
DARLING HARBOUR, SYDNEY
AUSTRALIA • JULY 2-4, 1993

SEE the release of the

new MYSTERY Amiga

SEE the release of the

all-new Opal Vision range

Seeing is Believing

Video Processor, Roaster Chip

Video Suite

VISIT the all-new
MULTIMEDIA

environment featuring

Scala, OpalVision and
Phoenix products

Seeing is Believing

SCALA
Why make it harder?

VISIT the FREE* Seminars all day, every day, there's one to suit you!

You can take part in seminars including the very latest in video

animation and CD ROM technology!

You can take part in seminars showing the very latest

techniques in power Word Processing

You can take part in the very latest MICROSOFT seminars, too!

* Seminars are tree once inside the exhibition.

July 2, 3 & 4

Adults $10

Children $5

Family (4) $20

,,\
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Juris Graney decides it's time to get down and boogie

with a bunch of furry little dudes from an underground

rock group. Read on for our exclusive playtest of...

Beavermania has swept the World!

The Beavers Supergroup and their

megastar leader Jethro have

reached number one in the Charts again!

With their catchy "funky-hillbilly" style

songs and the "Beaverspin" dance craze

sweeping the forest discos, the world is

their oyster.

Not all the creatures in the valley are

pleased with the Beavers' success. The

Rappin' Rabbit Rockers, the former

number one group, are VERY angry about

the Beavers' rise to the top. Not only is it

costing them a fortune in record sales, but

the Beaver style goes against their under-

ground hare-raising (sorry about that)

rock/rap musical taste. They are deter-

mined to rid the charts of this cutesy rub-

bish - once and for all.

A fiendish plan is put into effect.

Jethro 's beloved wife is kidnapped and

held hostage. She will not be released

until the Beavers are disbanded and all

their master tapes are destroyed!

As you can guess by now, this is where

you step in. You take the roll of Jethro the

rocking beaver who must rescue his kid-

napped wife, keep his band together and

get home in lime to watch the Simpsons.

Seems like an insurmountable task, but

when you put your mind and

body to it, you'll soon find

it's easier then you first

thought.

For some reason I didn't

expect much from Beavers.

But so far, I've been sur-

prised. In fact, I'm even get-

ting quite attached to cute

little Jethro.

The first level is pretty

much trial and error. In most

platform games I've played,

pushing up usually jumps

and the fire button usually

shoots. Well get ready for a

real surprise. Pushing up in fact activates

switches and lets you enter rooms, and

pushing the fire button makes your char-

acter jump. It takes a while to adjust to

this, but when you do, it's easy. The first

level is very weird. The screen begins to

scroll, and you have to keep up with it. If

you fall behind, you lose a life, I was in a

panic the first couple of

times I played, but I got used

to it pretty quickly. As
you're running around, you

collect pretty little stars

while avoiding birds, fish

and punching fists.

By now you will have

realised that this game is no

ordinary scrolling game.

Punching fists and stuff like

that does not make for a safe

reliable game. You will end

up snapping your brain in

two when you come across

FACTBOX
Beavers is a scrolling platform

game with great graphics, addictive

gameplay. but surprisingly simplis-

tic sound. It's cute'n'cuddly too -

overall, a nice little game.

Ratings

Graphics:

Sound:

87%
54%

Addictiveness: 80%
Gameplay:

Cuteness:

76%
99.99%

Furryness:

Overall:

100%

78%

Distributed by Playcorp (03)

329 2999. Available from your re-

tailer.

the other characters in the game. But I

will give you a hint ...

Trie sun sets in the ground and so do

the coffins.

In the second stage there's a complete

change - searching through caverns and

killing monsters, a bit like Rick Danger-

ous, though you're still collecting the stars

and avoiding all the weird creatures.

You'll also collect mushroom seeds, span-

ners and a heap of other objects which

will be important to the success of your

mission.

Cartoon style graphics are the order of

the day with Beavers. They even have

speech bubbles. The graphics are bright

and colourful, and the scrolling and ani-

mation are smooth. The sound, unfortu-

nately, is pathetic - beeps and more beeps

and guess what, more beeps. A simple

sound track is playing in the background

and is very annoying. Overall, however,

Beavers is surprisingly addictive.



Sleepwalker
Phil Campbell pops a few sleeping pills and sets off on

a rooftop expedition as he puts the latest platform game
through its paces.

Waking up on your feet is a

pretty spooky experience. I

know. I'm a somnambulist

from way back. Well, okay - the fact is

I've only walked in my sleep once or

twice. But I remember it vividly - the

cold shock of waking up on the back

verandah, or in the middle of the petu-

nias is something you don't easily for-

get.

Young Lee, on the other hand, is an

habitual sleepwalker. Every night, regu-

lar as clockwork, he slides out from

between the sheets and heads for the

third floor window. It's a precarious

journey, but - lucky for Jason - his faith-

ful dog Ralph tags along to keep a

watchful eye.

As if in a trance, Lee walks across

the rooftops. Then he strolls across a

powerline between two buildings - still

snoring. There's a service lift trundling

up and down an outside shaft; if Lee

steps into it at just the right time, he'll

arrives safely on the ground.

But here's where the hazards really

start. There are open manhole covers

anywhere - one false step and the flaxen

haired wonder boy is down the drain.

Literally.

In SleepWalker, you play the glam-

orous part of Ralph, the cartoon dog.

You can drive your mutt with a

joystick or the keyboard, though

I preferred the latter for speed

and directness. Your task is sim-

ple ... keep Lee out of trouble.

For a dog, Ralph has a wide

range of movements. If he's in

front of Lee, he can turn and

block his path - perfect when

you're waiting for the lift. If

he's behind, he can push Lee

through awkward situations.

With a well timed kick, he can

make the little guy jump over

even the most impossible looking ob-

stacles, and if you can time it right with

the fire button, you can deal out a good

walloping to mean looking nightclub

bouncers and dog catchers.

The sewer is definitely the tricky part.

Dropping through a manhole cover, Lee

and Ralph find themselves in the bow-

els of the city. There's a narrow foot-

FACTBOX
SleepWalker is an addictive

platform game based on an unu-

sual scenario. With three disks

full of action and plenty of tricky

situations, it's a game that should

take a long while to complete.

Ratings

Graphics: 79%
Sound: 81%
Gameplay: 86%
Overall: 83%

Distributed by Sega-Ozisofl.

RRP $69.95. Available from

your retailer.

path, and underneath there's a deadly,

fast flowing stream full of nuclear waste

and other nasty stuff. Just your average

city. To make matters worse, at regular

intervals you'll find streams of water

flowing in from other city drainpipes. If

the little guy walks in front of one of

them, he'll be up the creek without a

paddle.

Like any faithful dog, I make a fren-

zied dash ahead, closing off the covers

to the incoming drains. Then, with a

dazzling leap, I head off the little guy

before he steps off the end of the foot-

path and into the drink. A swift block-

ing manoeuvre keeps him on hold until

a handy ban-el rolls our way in the slime

- we step on, and roll our way to the

other side.

Let me tell you, this takes some classy

liming. And to be honest, I've only man-

aged it once out of something like 87

attempts. Very frustrating. I have, how-

ever, managed to do a quick check of

the hazards up ahead. When I finally

get him out of here, we'll have to con-

tend with fast moving cars on the city

streets, fire hydrants, traffic lights and

all sorts of other nasties. All in a day's

work for a faithful hound.

SleepWalker features some very nice

cartoon style graphics and animation.

Both Lee and Ralph move

smoothly against the plat-

forms-and-ladders style

cityscape. The backdrop slides

by in two-level parallax scroll-

ing, which gives a nice feeling

of depth against the multicol-

oured sky.

Gameplay is great. It's one

of the most addictive platform

games I've played for ages,

and I'll be sticking with it un-

til I win.
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Juris Graney sharpens the points on his helmet and
jumps in his longboat as he sets out to conquer the

world in ...

Vikings
Remember Eric The Viking? It's

one of those Monty Python style

movies that takes the stuffing out

of just about everyone. At the start of

the movie, Eric is marauding through a

tiny village - he breaks down a door,

and finds a voluptuous woman ... and

sits down for a cup of tea and a chat.

"The trouble with you lot," she says, "is

that you're caught up in a circular argu-

ment. The only reason for your voyages

is to pillage enough to fund your next

voyage!"

Coincidence or not, the main charac-

ter in Brian Vodnik's Vikings - Fields

of Conquest is a chap in a horny hat

called Eric. Smells a bit fishy.

Vikings is a strategy/simulation game

for up to six human/computer oppo-

nents. Each player assumes the role of a

lord in control of a kingdom with up to

20 armies to command in an attempt to

become sole ruler and king of England

and its surrounding lands. The game is

based in part on the history of medieval

England with a slight modification ... in

the game, the Vikings were victorious

in their conquest of Scotland and the

northern isles, and are slowly conquer-

ing all of England and Ireland! Enough

to throw a scare into the IRA!

Where do we start with a mammoth

game like Vikings'? 1 suppose the begin-

ning isn't a bad place. The first thing

you must do is to lake the role of one of

the six characters who appear on the

intro screen. On the main game screen,

you'll have to pass the coded copy pro-

tection lest before you can actully play.

Then it's into the meaty stuff

- a huge scrolling map of

beautiful England. You start

with one castle in your cho-

sen area. All around you is

enemy territory. The first and

most crucial thing you have

to do is to send your armies

out into the peasant control-

led land to gain some terri-

tory, A few clicks of the

mouse button and the armies

are away on their mission.

The next thing to do is to

create another army. You start with four

armies and can have up to 20. After

you've done this, it's the next king's

turn. Each turn represents two weeks

and there are 24 turns in a full game-

year.

Between turns, your armies fight to

gain land. After a couple of screens,

you are told whether you've won or

lost, and presented with a

list of casualties. The

other king follows the

same pattern. In the next

tum, you stait getting into

the meaty bits of the game
- mining, income, taxes,

flotillas, castles, territories

and more, all of which

govern how successful

you are as a medieval Vi-

king on a rampage of

death.

Graphically, the game-

FACTBOX
Vikings looks deceptively ordi-

nary! The fact is, it's a top little

Conquest game, with plenty of hid-

den depth. Recommended as a

long term challenge for strategists

and non-strategists alike!

Ratings

Graphics: 87%
Sound/FX: 56%
Addictiveness; 98%
Gameplay; 10095

Overall: 85%

Distributed by Directsoft (02)

489 7853. RRP $79.95.

screen is pleasant. There are no gaudy

bits of scrolling, and there's no anima-

tion. Everything is smoother then the

proverbial baby's bottom. The view of

the game is from the air, much like

most strategy games, with little flags

and castles dotted around the landscape

to show the progress of the game.

Though there's nothing fancy about

Vikings at First glance, every time you

boot it up, it gets more and more addic-

tive. There is always something new to

see and play with. There's very little to

speak of in the sound department, but I

usually tum on the stereo and listen to

music when I play the game anyway.

To me, Vikings is an ideal game for

any strategist. In fact, even if you're not

a keen strategist, you will still love it. It

has all the makings of a great game - to

my mind it's even better than Popu-

lous, and one of the best games in the

genre.
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SuperFrog Solution

Parti
by Jesse Ahem

Hi folks, and welcome to this little

guided lour of SuperFrog\ First up,

you'll find level codes for all levels of

the game, so feel free to take a look

around each level before you turn to the

solutions below. There's helpful infor-

mation with the pictures too - take a

moment to familiarise yourself with your

enemies!

SUPERFROG CODES
CODE
000000 MAGIC WOODS
234644

447464

747822

392822

446364

984448

477444

343522

882311

992334

091332

467464

818234

182394

298383

SPOOKY CASTLE

FUN PARK

ANCIENT LEVEL

LEVEL

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

452234

984841

383772

093152

837122

387211

981122

017632

398112

ICE WORLD

PROJECT F

SPACE LEVEL

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

Instructions for the

first part of each level

Yeah, I know - only instructions for

the first part of each level. But I don't

want to spoil all your fun! So here goes.

Magic Woods
Make your way through the woods

and collect the golden key. You start

near a cluster of bees and some coins.

Jump up to the left and grab the coins.

Now, run to the right and jump the first

set of spikes. Squash the blob and grab

the fruit. Jump over the next set of

spikes, squash a second blob and run up

the slope, collecting the coins located

on top. Shoot or squash the bees if they

gel in the way.

Run down the slope collecting the

fruit, and jump onto the ledge above the

hedgehog.

Grab the Lucozade and jump on the

spring, snatch the coins on your way

up. Head over to the left in mid-jump,

and get the bonuses on the ledge. Drop

off the ledge back to the spring, and run

right.

Soon you will come to a large set of

spikes. Leap over these, collecting the

coins. Get the Restart and Speed-Up

pills, and climb the tree. Dodge or shoot

the bees, and grab all the coins.

To the far right should be a set of

spikes. Jump over these and into the

wall, and you will discover a secret pas-

sage. Run through and collect all the

bonuses, then jump onto the spring and

jump up through the wall. Go left back

up the hill and get the bonus things if

needed.

Back down the hill are a collection

of springs. Jump on these and grab all

the coins. Once this is done, run past

the springs to the right and find some

bonuses. Get these before jumping on

the far-right spring and up to the top of

fl bAIEKS -J"-.t lil"- (».'• r.ld Bees.
Fither junp f-Fi th'-i-i, 'i>- BfMOj
th'l'i with '/ClUf* [/'•-.tl-i".!'i '.t-urj.

BIGMOIITHS Semper ardund,
rtOW and th«-n -.tiet'.tiirir; i|.',l-> r-rj-..

HI ilf rutif.irirr, they can be j«»P?<l
'.ir. Don't try it while Ktr^tohiMM.

WALKERS- Run around in v<>>- '<>
Suii>-ti ii'--. Ih«-y vhoot « >i-ii-r--.r;«-

of pellets at you. Auoi'1 lhe*«
(fuyj., they »r»* un squash*We.

I ASf W.WW. '.iml»p to thf '.t'.r.«-

Faces. Halt until th«?y h»V* f ired.

ROTATING GUNS Very ..nraiying.
(heir .tut 1-; -incur--. if .inr] th«»y

are hard t>i dodtiF*. Don't hang
.,> <,..ri'l th«-M t '<r- viv I'.li-; 1

€ -*3

_GEHOGS- Snail and
fast. Junp or dodge then,
as they can't be killed.

BLOBS- Easily despatched.
Junp on then twice to kill

and collect the bonus fruit.

SNAILS- Sinilar to Blobs,
but can slide around.

BEES- Have an annoying habit
of blocking your path. Jump
on then of shoot then.

-"VNKEY- Can't be killed,
st junp oyer or dodge.

IKES- You will discover
my of these during the

sane. Use cautionj they
are deadly even with i

6

6«fr
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BATS- Just like the Bees.
Shoot on Junp on then

.

SLINKIES- Can't be shot or
squashed. Jwnp over then
or Just bypass then.

GHOSTS— Float along* passages,
Can't be shot or killed, so
dodge or leap over then.

SPRINGERS- Can be squashed
while sitting, but in nid-air
you're the one who #ets hurt.

MACE HEADS- Spiked Metal balls
swing froH chains in nany
of the aanes levels. Duck, or
junp through the chain.

BRICK FACES- Ettbedded in
via lis av'e these fire—spitting
faces* Ma it until they have
fired before continuing.

the ledge. Get the three Speed-Ups and

zoom down the hill collecting the coins.

At the top of the slope is a Slow-Down

pill. Jump this, and squash the blob.

The exit will be in sight. Dispose of the

bees, grab the Lucozade and go through

the exit.

Spooky Castle

The witch's castle is a perilous place,

far too dangerous to hang around for

long. You must find out where the evil

old crone has taken your girlfriend.

First, grab the fruit and get some

bonus coins by head-butting the portrait

near the entrance a few times. Head

right and get the Speed-Up while going

down the slope. Jump over the Slinky,

grab the bonuses, and leap over a sec-

ond Slinky onto the ledge. Don't go

right yet - jump up to the left and onto

the Springer to kill him.

Jump up onto the left

ledge and onto the spring

to get the coins. While in

the air, push to the left

and uncover a secret tun-

nel through the wall. En-

ter it and stand in the gap.

Now jump up to the left

and you'll find anodier

tunnel. Run through and

collect all the bonuses.

Now hunt along the right

wall and find another se-

cret tunnel. Run through

and get the Extra Frog

and the other bonuses.

Now head back the

vA.

way you came, this

time going right on

the ledge. Jump up

and change the

switch, and thenjump

onto the step and grab

the coins. Beware, as

it will retract into the

wall, so jump off it

quickly to the other

side. Jump over the

Ghost, and up the

ledge. Get the

Lucozade and the Re-

start-Pill andjump the

spikes, getting the

coins on the way.

Squash the Springer,

and slide down the slime. Dodge or

shoot the Bats, and drop down the hole

and collect al! the bonuses. Jump back

up to the right, dodge the Mace-head,

and slide down the next slime-slope. Be

careful, though, as this slope leads onto

spikes in the wall.

Now you come to thrusting spikes.

Run through quickly at the right time.

Dodge the Bats, and grab the coins. For

some more bonuses, go past the exit to

the right and enter a secret passage. Get

the bonuses and follow the tunnel until

you come to a spring. This will shoot

you up to the main tunnel. Now go back

along to the exit again.

That's it for this month - stay tuned

for our next exciting installment as we
check out the Funpark, IceWorld,

Project F and the dreaded Space Level!

SPHERES- Enter* the screen and
shoot at you. They take about
four or five shots to kill.

BLOBS- Cone into the screen and
explode in a cluster of bullets.
Kill quickly before they burst.

SPACE INSECTS- Enter Ihe see
and float around. Shoot 'en.

SAUCERS- dust float up the screen
fron bo tton to top. Shoot then and
collect the bonuses they leave.

LIGHT BULBS- Fly in and shoot
bolts of electricity at you.
Destroy then quickly as possible.

LADYBIRDS- Enter in waves. Just
shoot then and collect the bonuses,

MISSILES- Fly in as one, but split
into three. Shoot quick, they are
too fast to try to dodge.

Last month we left you
half way through our full

solution to Kings Quest V.

So what happens next?

Mark Harris explains.

The Mountain Path

Last mondi we arrived at the Moun-

tain Path. You're cold, you're hungry,

and you're being attacked by Wild Ani-

mals. First, wear the cloak. Now eat the

lamb, once only. Walk up Ihe mountain

path until you come to a chasm. Now
save your game, just in case. Throw the

rope to the rock outcrop, and climb it.

Look at the waterfall, and you'll see

rocks that can be crossed. Use the hand

icon tojump across the rocks. Now cross

the logs using the travet icon. Continue

up the path. Oops! The wolves take

Cedric. Bye Cedric! You'll come to a

short hill after walking to the edge of

the eastern screen. Use the sled. After

landing, walk up the path and you'll

find a hungry eagle. Give the lamb to

the eagle. Now continue down the path,

and the wolves will take you to Queen

Iceabella.

Queen Iceabella and the Yeti

Play the harp. Queen Iceabella will

tell you to kill the yeti. The wolf will

take you to the yeti cave - now throw

the pie at the yeti. Walk to the back of

the yeti's cave and use the hammer to

take the crystal. Return to the wolf, who
will take you back to Queen Iceabella.

In her gratitude, she will release both

you and Cedric, and then the wolf will

lead you down the mountain. Travel

south from where you are dropped off

by the wolf. Walk across the ice field to

the vertical cliff, and start to climb the

rocks. You will be captured by a two-

headed bird.

Two Headed Bird

The bird takes you to its nest. Take

the locket. The eagle saves you and

drops you on the beach. Take the iron

bar. Walk to the north. Use the beeswax

after examining the boat. Get into the

boat and sail one south and four east to

Harpies Island.
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Kings Quest V
Solution

Part 2

fish at it, and then put it into the empty

sack (the cat is Murdack's brother from

King's Quest III).

Cell

You're thrown into a cell. Look into

mouse hole, then use your fish hook to

get the cheese. The girl opens a hole in

the wall. Follow through the hole and

then through the dungeon - make sure

Harpies Island

Harpies capture you. Play the harp.

Take the fish hook. Pick up injured

Cedric. Take the shell from the beach

near the boat, then sail four west to the

boat house. Ring the ship's bell and

give the shell to the hermit - he heals

Cedric. The mermaid then leads you to

Murdack Island.

Murdack Island

On the Beach. Near the boat, take

the fish. Now walk up the steps, and use

the crystal to get past the dragon stat-

ues. Walk up to the castle and then walk

to the west side and use iron bar on the

grate. Enter the dungeon by using the

hand icon. This would be a great time

to save your game.

The Dink in the Dungeon
Walk south then make right hand

rums until you meet the Dink. Give tam-

bourine to the Dink and then pick up

the hairpin after the Dink leaves. Use

the Eye Icon to bring up the compass

on the bottom. After you get the hair-

pin, head northeast and northwest till

you are at the intersection - then head

north, then east and west till you can't

travel north anymore. Now go west, then

south and west and north to the entry to

the castle.

Pantry

Unlock the locked door with your

hairpin - knew it would come in handy

somewhere! Open the door and go into

the pantry. Open the cabinet on the west

wall and take the peas. Walk north into

the kitchen and talk to the girl. Give the

locket to the girl and then talk to her

again. Walk east.

First Floor

Don't play the organ, and if the cat

appears avoid it Walk around until you

find the blue guard. Throw peas at him,

then walk around till you are captured.

After this, if you encounter the cat throw

you don't lose her or you 11 get hope-

lessly lost. If all goes well, you'll end

up back in the kitchen. Save the game!

Now go to Murdack's bedroom via the

stairs, and enter the hall on die second

floor, which leads to his study.

Study
Go into the study, and look at the

book on the desk. Note the spells in the

book. Look into the bedroom. Murdack

will go to sleep on the bed. Walk into

the bedroom, take the wand and go into

the lab (to the west from the hall).

Lab

Walk up the spiral staircase to the

balcony. Walk to the east side of the

balcony. Put Murdack's wand on the

machine. Now put Crispin's wand and

the cheese on the machine. Now take

Crispin's wand. Murdack changes into

a flying insect. Use Crispin's wand: se-

lect the tiger spell, and Murdack changes

into a dragon. Use Crispin's wand again:

select the rabbit spell. Murdack changes

into a cobra. Use Crispin's wand again,

and select the mongoose spell. Murdack

changes into fire. Use Crispin's wand

again, and select the rain spell; Murdack

dies and everyone goes home!

Congratulations!
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MICHAEL SPITERI'S

fS$ywfa$m$a,

First up, if this is the first time you've

seen this magazine and you've just been

to Sydney's World of Commodore Show,

welcome, welcome, welcome to what

some say is the best part of the magazine -

Adventurers' Realm. We hope you enjoy

reading AGAR and will soon join us in

the salvation of the Amiga.

If adventure gaming is your scene then

you have come to the right part of the

magazine. Adventurers' Realm helps out

adventurers from across the nation and

even overseas. If you are stuck in any

adventure, let your feelings be known to

one of the 70 clever contacts scattered

around the nation, or send in for one of

our many free hint sheets. If all else fails,

write to me here at the Realm or to Kami-

kaze Andy in his Role Playing Game Dun-

geon. If we cannot help then your mail

will be displayed here, and that usually

guarantees help.

Of course, we do more than just pro-

vide help. You can send in your hints and

tips, or gossip, rumours, complaints, stuff

to sell or swap, jokes or anything else to

me. I'll just look at them, shake my head

in dismay, and then publish it all! The

main address is: Adventurers' Realm, 1

2

Bridle Place, Pakenham, Vic 3810. Ka-

mikaze Andy lives in his Dungeon as is

willing to help out any people stuck in

role playing games. You can write to him

at: Realm's Dungeon, POBox 1083, Can-

ning Vale, WA 6155.

If a reply to your letter leaves this

place it won't get far unless you enclose a

stamped addressed envelope. Got it?

Realm's Trading Post
Okay folks, you can advertise your

games to swap, sell or buy, but they have

be legit. No pirate stuff thank you very

much. Enough of the small talk, let's get

the ball rolling,

Jane Stenner of 92 Wood St,

Tenterfield, NSW 2752 is the market for

Might and Magic t and// for her Amiga.

These are fairly old games, so someone

must have them lying around.

Kellie Spiteri of 62 Ironbark Street,

Elanora, Qld 422 1 currently has Life And
Death, Mortville Manor, Zak McKmcken
(with hint book), Maupiti Island,

Heimdall, Heart ofChina, Codename Ice-

man, Mystery of the Mummy and Search

for the King to swap or sell. Kellie would

like Operation Stealth, Future Wars,

Bargon Attack and Rise ofthe Dragon.

Doug Smith of 19 Hibiscus Avenue,

Brooms Head, NSW 2463 already has

had success with this section has come
back for more. Doug wants Willy Beamish,

and will offer Space Quest 4, Heart of

China, or Castle of Doctor Drain. Doug
also has an extensive list of titles for sale,

so drop him a line for a list.

Ashley Bryant of 1 1 Raingill Avenue,

Warmambool, Victoria 3280 has Pool of

Radiance and Hillsfar both for the C64.

He is asking $25 each, or $40 the pair.

Also, for $5 Ashley is offering the most

powerful disk of characters from the Pool

of Radiance, all equipped with the most

powerful objects. Make sure you send

Ashley a blank formatted C64 diskette.

Hint
Sheets
Somewhere beneath the huge pile of

mail in our living room, Kerrie, the Lady

of the Realm, is burrowing away, deeper

and deeper. Make sure your mail is in

that pile, and to do that you have to list

four hint sheets from the list below and

enclose a stamped addressed envelope,

and Kerrie will personally make sure

you receive those hint sheets - free of

charge! Remember though, you can only

have four, and you won't get any if you

don't enclose a stamped addressed en-

velope. Is that clear enough? Send your

requests to: Kerrie' s Free Hint Sheets,

12 Bridle Place, Pakenham, Vic 3810.

Mortville Manor/Maupiti Island

Combined Hint Sheet, Monkey Island I

and 2, Space Quest 3 and IV, Wonder-

land, Leisure Suit Larry III, Champions

of'Krynn, Kings Quest V, Pool of Radi-

ance, Zak McKracken, Zork I, 2, & 3,

Bards Tate I, II, & III, Hitchhikers'

Guide to the Galaxy, Guild of Thieves,

Jinxter, Pawn, Corruption, Faery Tale,

and the Clever Contacts Complete List-

ing 1993.

PS: Make sure you pick up some
hint sheets at the WOC Show.

Realm's Hint Books
As reported last month, we have sold

out completely of the first Adventurers'

Realm hint book. However, we still have

a few of its sequel available via mail

order. Just $10 will buy you a big book

packed with hints and tips for over 25

adventure and roleplaying games, as

well as heaps of mapping pages.

Order your copy now from Saturday

Magazine Pty Ltd, 21 Darley Road,

Randwick, NSW 2031. You can phone

Darrien for more information on (02)

398 5111, or fax your order and credit

card details on (02) 398 5322.
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Realm's

Official

Hint Disk
The demand is high, but there's

enough to go around. Just send a $5

cheque payable to Michael Spiteri and

enclose a blank disk and a stamped ad-

dressed envelope, and I'll send you out

the first Official Solutions Disk con-

taining solutions and hints for 89 games!

The disk was put together by Graeme

Beaven and contains help for a huge

range of adventure and roleplaying

games.

Remember, you must enclose a

stamped addressed envelope - we will

supply the disk - and send it to Realm's

1st Hint Disk, 12 Bridle Place,

Pakenham, Vic 3810, or pick one up at

the WOC Show in Darling Harbour.

#
Smart Adventurers

Dept.

Okay, here are Tim Wilson's (from

Rye in Victoria) late arrivals:

Game: Monkey Island 2

For: Daniel Cannon (April issue)

Help: With the underwear, beard, doll,

skull and the hankie, use the JuJu bag to

make a voodoo doll of LeChuck, Use a

shovel on the grave. Use a wrench, a

monkey wrench no use monkey for

pump (!). Jojo monkey from bar. Give

the map pieces to Wally.

Game: Curse of Enchant in

For: David Marjanovic (April issue)

Help: Press every button except the third

Game: Hook
For: David Marjanovic (April issue)

Help: Use the money in the pots to buy

the metal detector/magnet thing. To find

the gold you probably have to do other

things (!)

And this is Tim Wilson's latest of-

fering....

Game: Curse of Enchantia

For: No Name (May issue)

Help: To operate the wishing well you

must have done everything else as the

well is the last part of the caves. Use the

string and magnet to get the wire from

the little hole in the cave. Give rocks

(all three sizes) to the rock guru and

he'll give you some string.

Thanks for all those hints, Tim.

Australian Commodore & Amiga Review

back issues still available

April 1992 Vol S No 4

• Upgrading to Workbench 2.0 • Technosound Turbo

• Tutboprint Professional •"CanDo • AMOS - How 1o

write a game • Computer Care - Part III • C64/128 - User

groups, game conversions, which printer

Games - Slrika Fleet, Final Blow, Knightmare, Microposa

Formula One, Grand Prix, Vrooml. Lotus Turbo Esprit,

Champions. Moonstone.

May 1992 Vol 9 No S

• DP:! in: IV # Music basics • SuperJam - easy MIDI

• Desktop Video Book • AMOS - Writing a pme II

• CanDo - Workbench Conlrol Panel

CM/128 • PD update, Tips and tricks

Games - Fighter Command, Aclfon Pack, Sliders, Videakid,

Bane ol the Cosmic Forgo. Black Crypt, Gateway to the

Savage Frontier.

June 1992. Vol9No6
• Amiga 600 • AX RAM Four A500 memory expansion

• A-570 CD ROM drive • Answer - Amiga Phone Program

• DPainl - Stencils • Amiga for Beginners book* Can Do

Syslem information Window # Computer Care - Pad IV

CW128 - Hard Drives, GeoTerm, Joysticks

Games - Castles, Special Forces, Charge of Die Light

Brigade, Space Crusade, Home Alone, 4D Sports Driving.

July 1992 Vol 9 No 7
• AMOS for the beginner • Phoenix Colour Dkjiliser

• Quick and easy video lilting • What the manual doesn't

tall you • AMOS - Menus • CanDo - text editor • Super

Workbench III PD • CG4/12B - Gateway

Games Titus the Fox, Harlequin, Mega-Pack 2, Baron

Baldric, Legend, SimAnt

Nov 1992 Vol 9 No 11

• Amiga DOS 2.1 and 3.0 • Anilicial Landscape

• DPaint • the right moves • CanDo - designing databases

• AMOS • AMOS Pro new features

• C64/128 GeoCanvas, floppy drives

Games - Greal Napoleonic Battles, Calilomia Games II,

AGE, Epic, Treasures of the Savage Frontier. Tennis Cup II

Dec 1992 Vol 9 No 12

• Opal Vision • Blizzard Turbo Board Memory

• Video Director* BBSs • AMOS Professional

• CanDo • database reports

• 064/128 - C64 to PC, GeoWrile

Games - Myth, Dojo Dan, Liverpool, Crazy Cars II, Hook,

Crime City

Januahy 1 993 Vol 1 No 1

• CanDO V2.D • Mini Office • Hard Disk Standards

• Removeable mass storage • Amiga Conference

• Display System • Deluxe Paint Masterpiece

• Pagestream Hollinks 1 .1 • AMOS - AMAL
• CanDo AREXX
• CW128 • Prinler Problems, GeoVISION, Modems

Games - Zool. Troddlers, Jaguar XJ220, Aqualic Games,

PD Games, Robosport

March 1993 Vol 10 No 3

• Dirwoik and Diskmaster • Crystal Sound

• Ami Back Vs Quarter Back • Protracker • DTP-
TflChnique & design • CanDo A word Scramble game •
Opal - digital image composition • C64 Geos Utilities

Games - Hagarthe Horrible, Howzatl, Nigel Mansall's World

Championship, Nick Faldo's Championship Golf, Paperboy

2, Tea raway Thomas

April 1993 Vol 10 No 4

• Word Processing Comparison • How to Connect Two

Compulers • Getting Started with Scripting - Part II •
Virtual Reality Today • Mulli Plot XLNe • CanDo- Pattern

Matching Game • DTP • Hot PD • Amos Column - Dual

Play lields • Deluxe Paint Tutorial - Hi-res • Andy's Atlic
-

Workbench 2 • C64 - PD Update

Games • Curse of Enchantia, Wing Commander, Shadow ol

the Beast III. A-Train, Pinball Dreams, Catch 'Em

Mm 1993 Vol 10 No5
• Professional Page - Does version 4 of Professional Page

put il in front of Pagestream? EWorld of Commodore Show
- Report from New York • My Amiga 1 200 - Usar report •
Amiga 1200 Games Compatibility Guide • Morphing tor

Peanuts - the lastest in imagB morphing and special effects

software for the Amiga owner with plenty of RAM #
Education Column • You Can CanDo Make your own

Directory Utility • Andy's Attic - Exploring WB2 • Deluxe

Paint Tutorial - Easy Abstracts with Virtual Colours • C64

Column • Hot PD

Games - Hook (Full Solution), Lemmings 2, Hisloryline

1914-1918, Sword ol Honour, Best of lha Best Champion-

ship Karate, Lethal Weapon, Road Rash

June 1993 Vol 10 No6
• 3D Animation with Aladdin - Easy for beginners. Aladdin

gives good end results without the long waiting usual with

this type of program • The Animation Workshop - The

answer to every Amiga animator's dream, Cut. Splice,

Scale, Delay in a mouse click • New Releases for World ol

Commodore Show • How to Beat those Disk Swapping

Blues • Deluxe Paint Tutorial - Animating in (apparent) 3D

• Amos Column Interview wilh Francois Lionet • Andy's

Attic - Exploring WB2 • CanDo - Your own Directory Utility

Part 2 • Education Column - World Construction Set •
Down the Opal Mine - Using the Alpha Channel • C64

Column • Which 128 WP, For Sale • Hot PD
Games KGB, Fate Gates ol Dawn, Darksead, Civilisation,

King's Ouest Full Solution Part 1

S3 each including postage. Send cheque or phone/lax credit

card number. Saturday Magazine. 21 Darfey Rd, Randwick

NSW 2031 . P h (02) 398 5 1 1 1 Fax (02) 398 5322.
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Clever

Contacts
Clever Contacts, we haven't forgot-

ten about you - keep reading for details

of a great competition for the chosen

few. Meanwhile, one of the chosen few

would like to upgrade his clever contact

listing.

Tony Finn, 214 Fernleigh Road,

Wagga Wagga, NSW 2650 can now help

in the following games: Deja Vu I, Deja

Vu 2, Conquests ofCamelot, Black Crypt,

Lancelot, Dragons Lair 1 & 2, Loom,

Maniac Mansion, Arthur (Quest for

Exealibur), Operation Stealth, Champi-

ons ofKrynn, Lure ofthe Temptress (with

an acknowledgment to Graeme!), Colo-

nets Bequest, and Heroes Quest 2.

If you'd like a complete list of Clever

Contacts (there is bound to be one close

to you), write to Kerrie in the Free Hint

Sheets department.

Finally, a big thanks to all the Clever

Contacts out there.

on the W
Troubled Adventurers

Adventure Chat

Just a couple of problems this month

for all of you to peruse and ponder.

Robin of Hackett in ACT is stuck on

Spellcasting 301: Spring Break. Robin

writes: "I have almost completed this

game having won all the contests except

for the final one. I have put the four

seahorses into the correct positions in

Sitnalta but I cannot figure out what I

should do know."

Tony Finn of Wagga Wagga in NSW
requires some help in Flashback. He
writes: "I'm stuck on level 2, I've seem

to come to a dead end. I can see the

platform that I'm supposed to get to but I

can't find a way of reaching it. I'm hop-

ing that there are some fellow Flash back-

ers out there who can shed some light

before I go completely insane!"

Tim Wilson from Rye writes: "Got my
May ACAR in the mail today and was

quite surprised. I sent a letter to you on

1st April with solutions for troubled ad-

ventures for this mag and I don't see them

in the May mag! Can you tell me if it's

you because I when I send letters I usu-

ally go the Post Office to post letters.

Near my area is a lone PO Box mailer and

I don't know if it gets checked. It would

be good to know if it takes longer to get

printed so I don't have to worry. Also,

where's Kamikaze Andy?"

Mike: Mmmm, I don't know Tim. I

mean, you did post the letter on April 1st,

and you know what that day is, don't

you? I wonder if that lone PO Box mailer

is still there? Seriously though, yours is a

common complaint. Would you believe

that I'm writing these words in the month

of May? Yep, it takes a couple of months

for the Realm to go through the editorial

and printing process, like everything else

in the mag.

As for your particular letter Tim, I

didn't get it until late April, which means

your hints will go in this issue.

Now, as for Andy ... The Dungeon

resides somewhere in the Twilight Zone,

such is the world of a dedicated role game

player like Kamikaze. Don't worry, he

always returns ... eventually, and some-

times in one piece.

Doug Smith from Brooms Head, NSW,
writes: "I want to thank you for your ex-

cellent game swap section. For people

with no access to things like software

markets and user group meetings (Brooms

Head: pop 300) your column is very wel-

come indeed. Since your mention of the

software I have for sale and swap I've

had a great assortment of letters from every

state, and have swapped about eight

games. The software companies haven't

missed out either, since I have sold enough

to buy a couple of new games. It's been

great fun and I hope the letters keep com-

ing."

Mike: Thanks Doug. The Realm Trad-

ing Post has been attracting a lot of atten-

tion and it's good to hear people are get-

ting results,

Doug continues ... "I agree with the

infinitely wise meanderings of Stuart

George on the demise of adventure games.

Kings Quest 6 indeed! Bahhh! Sierra lost

the plot somewhere back in 1990, and

they still haven't found it again. The

corpse stirred briefly when Dynamix was

acquired, but its former head and driving

force, Jeff Tunnell, has left them to start a

new company, hasn't he? (What's Dag-

ger of Amon Ra like? Anyone know?)

They reached their peak on the Amiga

with games like Camelot and Heroes

Quest and after that it has been a downhill

slide. Ah, the good of days. I still recall

with fond nostalgia the three hours I spent

in Space Quest 2 trying to stick that blasted

suction cup on the wall to escape the pit.

None of this point and click nonsense.

That was REAL interaction."

Mike: I doubt if any Amiga owners

have played Kings Quest 6 or Dagger of

Amon Ra, as they never made it to their

machine. Though I quite liked playjng

Kings Quest 6 with its great little roman-

tic plot which made you want to throw

up, and Space Quest V was quite a hilari-

ous romp. Still, the days of classic type-in

adventure games are all but numbered,

and if Sierra do decide to support the new

Amigas, I doubt we'll see a return of

those great hair pulling, verb crushing,

long night adventure games.

Ashley Bryant of Warmambool, Vic

writes: "I am in the process of buying an

A500 and selling my C64 (as much as I

would like to keep it). I have thought

about keeping most of the software and

buying a C64 emulator so that I can use

them on the Amiga. What is the best C64
emulator on the market at the moment

and will load all the software I need

loaded? How do 1 order the Fred Fish

companion disks?"

Mike: Blimey, talk about off-topic. Eh,

Ashley, there's like 60 or so pages before

you get to the Realm that look after your

sort of questions. Still, I'm an adventurer

at heart so I'll do my best to answer your

queries. The best C64 emulator on the

market is the trusty C64 computer itself,

which means you won't have to buy an

emulator, eh? You'd be lucky to get fifty

smackers for your C64, and I cannot im-

agine an emulator on the market that will

run all your software (though I may be

wrong!). Keep your C64 and all the soft-

ware is my advice. As for Fishy Fred

disks, try Prime Artifax, who have some

nice big adverts in this mag.
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Already a bestseller since its publication
in 1990, My Friend Arnold's Book of
Personal Computers is an easy-to-follow

guide for anyone who has ever been
bewildered by computers; for everyone who
needs to understand computer jargon but
doesn't know where to begin.

Step-by-step it takes you and Arnold, the

absolute beginner, through the entire range
of personal computers, starting with the
basics.

This fully revised edition offers the most
up-to-date information on all aspects of the

personal computer - from software to laptops

to electronic databases around the world. It

looks at state-of-the-art equipment and goes
beyond to glimpse the developments waiting
on the horizon.

It is amusing as well as instructive,

accessible while being informative, and as
thorough and comprehensive as it can be in a
rapidly changing technological world.

From most booksellers

rrp$16.95
Distributed by Allen & Unwin

(02) 922 6399

Computer Adventure
Games - Hints and Tips
{The Second Adventurers Realm

Hint Book]

Detailed clues to over 25 top notch
adventure and role playing games

$10 from your newsagent
OR BY MAIL ORDER: POST OR FAX YOUR ORDER to

Saturday Magazine Pty Ltd, 21 Darley Rd, Randwick
2D31. Phone (02) 398 5111, Fax (02) 398 5322.
(Write us a note if you don't want to use this form)

Please send me ... , copy/ies of Computer Adventure
Games - Hints and Tips (The Second Adventurers Realm
Hint Book) for $10 each including postage.

I enclose a cheque or money order for OR
My Bankcard Visa card Mastercard number is

Name (print)

.

Signature . .

.

Address

.Postcode
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That's the World of Desktop Video...

Sirius-Genlock

Semi professional genlock with

fading, superimposing, bypass,

RGB-control, autom. coiorsplitter,

composite to S-video and vice

versa transcoding, Now including

Scala 500 Junior!

k
FrameStore
Realtime digitizer for all Amigas

with composite and Y-C inputs.

Software controlled PAL / NTSC
selection. The new Software 2.0

supports HAM8, dithering...

Ideal for the Amiga 1 200!

Y-C-Genlock
For composite and Y-C signals,

excellent quality, fading, image
controls, RGB-splitter, signal

transcoding, runs with the A3000

flicker fixer. Now including Scala

500 Junior!

FrameMachine + Prism 24

High speed realtime digitizer

for the Amiga 2000 and higher.

Features scaling. Art Pro Loader,

editing tool for sequences, 24-Bit

graphics, realtime video overlay

and video mixing with Genlocks!

New Software 2.0 supports HAM8,

AA-Chips, special effects...

PAL-Genlock
For composite video signals,

high quality, fading, automatic

RGB-splitter, controls for image
enhancement , compatible to all

Amigas 500 - 4000. Now including

Scala 500 Junior!

Video Converter

This Video Convereter provides

composite and Y-C-outputs in real

broadcast guality. Compatible to

any Amiga 2000 - A4000.

Flicker Fixer

The one and oniy flicker fixer

that runs in combination with

any genlock. Save your eyes

using flicker free PAL screens

even in interlace!

28 minutes about desktop video on VHS $ 29,95 or S-VHS $ 49,95

authorized

Australian Dealers

Color Computer Systems
288 Alexander Drive
Dianella 6062 W.A.
Call: (09)375 30 18

Computer Discounts
8 Shepherd St.

Broadway 2008 N.S.W.
Call: (02)281 74 11

Amltech
104. Cronulla Street

Cronulla 2230 N.S.W.
Call: (02)544 1874

Computa Magic P/L
44 Pascoe Vale Road
Moonee Pnds. 3039 VIC

Call: (03) 326 01 33

Maxwell's Computer Center
162-164 Nicholson Street

Abbotsford, VIC 3067
Call:.(03)419 68 11

Phoenix Microtechnologies
1 8 Hampton Road
Keswick 5035 S.A.

Call: (09) 293 87 52

Video&Audio Brisbane
45 Sherwood Road
Toowong. QLD 4066
Coll: (07)870 03 00

Video&Audio Gold Coast
18 Scarborough Street

Southport, QLD 4215
Call: (075) 91 42 24

The Floppy Shop
99 Charles Street
Moonah 7009 IAS
Call: (02) 73 06 06

V_

D-8000 Muenchen 45 Detmoldstr. 2a Call: + 49-89 / 354 53 03 Fax: +49-89 / 354 56 74r


